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Activities will continue 
tonight through Saturday 
for students' enjoyment. 
The Homecoming Bash 
and Laser Light Show will 
be from 8 p.m. to midnight 
in the Lenhart Grand Ball- 
room. Prizes will be given 
away, including a Carib- 
bean cruise. Admission is $1 
or free with a homecoming 
button. 
The Falcons will be bat- 
tling the Bobcats at 1:30 
pjn. in Perry Stadium Sat- 
urday. The halftime show 
will include the coronation 
of the king and queen. 
Jazz series starts: 
Trumpet player Clark 
Terry will open the new 
Jazz at Bowling Green se- 
ries with the Alumni Big 
;   Band under the direction of 
David MeUe Saturday at 8 
&m. in Kobacker Hal] of the 
oore Musical Arts Center. 
In addition to Terry, special 
guest Lou MariniSr. will 
conduct some of his own ar- 
'.   rangements with the band. 
Tickets are priced at $5, 
S, and S9 for adults and S3, 
, and $7 for students. 
Tickets are on sale at the 
Moore Musical Arts Center 
box office between noon and 
6 p.m. weekdays or can be 
reserved by calling 372-8171. 
Annual moon dance: 
The fourth annual 
Harvest Moon Dance, with 
music by the Johnny Knorr 
Orchestra, will take place 
from 8 p.m. to midnight 
Saturday in the Lenhart 
Grand Ballroom. Advance 
reservations required. To 
make reservations, call 
373-3619. 
A 'Barefoot' matinee: 
A matinee performance of 
Neil Simon's' 'Barefoot in 
the Park" will be presented 
at 2 p.m. Sunday in the Eva 
Marie Saint Theatre. Re- 
served seat tickets for the 
show are *6 for adults and $4 
for students and senior citi- 
zens. To reserve tickets, 
call 372-2619. Remaining 
tickets will be sold at the 
door. 
Adwocatei on the road: 
The Homeless Awareness 
Project, campus chapter is 
going to be meeting at 
Southwyck Mall in Toledo 
on Saturday Oct. 6 at 10 a.m. 
to canvass the Toledo area 
for the Roof-to Roof cam- 
following the outing will 
be a performance by vixen, 
a local band at Portside. 
Volunteers are admitted 
free, and others can pay at 
the door. For more informa- 
tion,call the Creative Writ- 
ing Department at 372-8370. 
WEATHER 
Sunny and warm 
Today, sunny. High in the 












by Jeremy S. Weber 
staff writer 
Barber 
The University Board of 
Trustees is expected — without 
much debate — 
to approve 
several propos- 
als today which 
will affect 
several Univer- 
sity policies and 
requirements. 
The meeting 
will be the 
trustees' first 
since May. 
They could have met in June, but 
canceled the meeting, citing a 
lack of agenda items. 
Lester Barber, expected to be 
approved as new board secretary 
at the meeting, said the four main 
proposals affecting class re- 
quirements, anti-discrimination 
policies, eminent scholars and 
faculty categories probably will 
easily be approved. 
"To my Knowledge, there isn't 
any likely disagreement." Bar- 
ber said. "What typically hap- 
pens is that all the items have 
already been debated. By the 
time [the proposals] come to the 
trustees, they very often have 
gathered broad support" 
A new faculty rank of lecturer 
should be approved, a measure 
which is expected to increase job 
security for full-time University 
Through this new position of 
lecturer, certain faculty mem- 
bers would have no limit for ser- 
vice. Current full-time instruc- 
tors are not allowed to remain at 
the University for more than five 
years. 
Instructors who have a 
master's degree or equivalent 
and at least three years teaching 
experience will be eligible for the 
lecturer position. 
Faculty Senate approved this 
resolution in April. 
A new mandatory cultural di- 
versity category — If approved — 
would become a requirement for 
all   University   undergraduates 
beginning with next fall's enter- 
ing freshmen. 
Jack Taylor, assistant vice 
president of multicultural affairs, 
said he expects the trustees to 
support the new class. 
They  recognize  the   impor- 
"They recognize the 
importance of 
responding to this. 
The goal of a 
university Is to 
prepare students for 




-Jack Taylor, assistant 
vice president of 
multicultural affairs 
tance of responding to this," he 
said. "The goal of a university is 
to prepare students for the future, 
and this is acting in accordance 
with future trends." 
Students would be able to chose 
from several courses, including 
classes on African Americans. 
American Indians, Hispanics and 
sexism. 
Trustees are also expected to 
approve the addition of "sexual 
orientation" to the anti- 
discrimination section of the stu- 
dent code. 
The formal addition would 
state students are free from dis- 
crimination and harassment on 
the basis of sexual orientation. 
If the trustees accept the Ohio 
Eminent Scholars Program a- 
ward, it would provide the Uni- 
versity with $500,000 for the es- 
tablishment of an eminent schol- 
ars fund. 
The award is contigent upon the 
University matching the money 
with $500,000 of its own. 
The trustees' next regular 
meeting will be Dec. 14. 
Reunions scheduled 
during Homecoming 
iO News/John Grleshop 
A Close Shave 
Sophomore Jason Vlrden has his head shaved by his close friend Nick King outside of his Ridge 
Manor apartment. Vlrden claimed King cuts his hair at home In Akron, and comes over to Bowling 
Green whenever he needs It done. 
by Jacqueline Porter 
dty writer 
Graduates who attended the 
University between 1920 and I960 
will be reliving memories of the 
past this weekend at their class 
reunions which correspond with 
Homecoming weekend. 
In addition, classes who will not 
be here for their reunions also 
received invitations to attend the 
many other events especially 
scheduled for alumni. 
More than 1,000 people are ex- 
pected to return to the University 
this weekend. 
"This number is not definite, 
because alumni may decide to 
come to the University at the last 
minute, or they may bring 
friends," he said. 
The Mileti Alumni Center is the 
base for ail the alumni related ac- 
tivities, said Allen Zink, assistant 
director of alumni affairs. 
General information about the 
events is sent to all alumni during 
the summer months, he said. 
However, reunion classes 
receive several more mailings, 
Zink added. 
"Within each reunion class 
there are reunion committees 
that write personal letters to their 
former classmates," Zink said. 
' "This encourages alumni to come 
because of the personal contact." 
There are seven reunion class- 
■The bU Pioneers are gradu- 
ates in between the years of 1920 
and 1930. They are meeting at the 
Bowling Green Holiday Inn. 
■The graduating class of 1940 is 
celebrating its 50 year reunion at 
Berries Restaurant in Harshman 
Quad.  
"Within each reunion 
class there are 
reunion committees 
that write personal 
letters to their former 
classmates." 
-Allen Zink, assistant 
director of alumni 
affairs 
■The Community Suite in the 
Union will host the class of 1950's 
40th anniversary. 
■Chilly's in Kreischer Quad 
will accomodate the class of 1960 
for their thirtieth reunion party. 
■The twenty fifth reunion cele- 
bration for the class of 1965 will 
be held in the Houey Lodge 
Atrium. 
■The class of 1970 will bold its 
twenty year reunion at The Gal- 
ley in Harshman Quad. 
■Hosting the ten year reunion 
of the class of 1980 will be the Ice 
Arena Lounge. 
Filipino militia attempting 
revolution against Aquino 
by Claro Cortes 
Associated Press writer 
MANILA, Philippines - Mili- 
tary mutineers proclaimed inde- 
pendence for the nation's second- 
largest island Thursday after 
seizing garrisons in at least two 
cities in another challenge to 
President Corazon Aquino. 
Aquino, who has survived six 
coup attempts during her four 
years in office promised to crush 
this revolt, which broke out be- 
fore dawn on Mindanao Island. 
"I am calling once again on the 
people to rally against these 
troublemakers/' she said in a 
national radio address. "We shall 
normalize the situation in due 
time, and we are ready to use 
every resource of government 
against those who seek to destroy 
our democracy in any part of the 
land." 
In Manila, hundreds of troops 
sealed off the headquarters of the 
troubled armed forces to guard 
against attacks. Troops set up an- 
ti-aircraft weapons around the 
compound, while soldiers carry- 
ing machine guns and anti-tank 
weapons took up positions inside 
the walled compound and outside 
thegates. 
The military had warned for 
months that the next coup at- 
tempt would be preceded by an 
uprising in Mindanao. 
U.S. Ambassador Nicholas 
Platt said Washington "strongly 
condemns any effort to destabi- 
lize the elected Philippine 
government." U.S. warplanes 
ew air cover for the government 
during a failed coup in Decem- 
ber. 
In Washington, Pentagon 
spokesman Pete Williams said 
there had been no requests for 
U.S. assistance and no special 
precautions were being taken at 
American bases. 
In Cagayan de Oro, 500 miles 
south of Manila, mutiny leader 
Col. Alexander Noble said his fol- 
lowers would form a civilian- 
military Junta to govern Min- 
danao. 
Leaflets distributed by Noble's 
followers said it was time for the 
island to "severe its colonial ties 
to Manila." In Manila, a state- 
ment by renegade Commodore 
Domingo Calajate, a leader of 
last December's coup attempt, 
said the revolt was "the first con- 
crete step of a great historical 
process toward realizing a fed- 
eral-parliamentary form of 
governance for the entire Philip- 
pine archipelago." 
Mindanao politicians have 
complained for decades that the 
government favors the main 
island of Luzon for development. 
The capital, Manila, is on Luzon. 
Noble was formerly chief of 
staff of Aquino's guard force but 
he turned against her and Joined 
a coup attempt last December. 
He fled to the jungles of north- 
ern Mindanao where he organ- 
ized a private army of Higoanon 
tribesmen renowned as ferocious 
fighters. Last August, the mili- 
tary launched operations to try to 
capture Noble. 
the revolt erupted early 
Thursday when Noble's support- 
ers in the 4th Infantry Division 
seized military and police garr- 
isons in the city of Butuan, 500 
miles south of Manila. 
An estimated 300 to 600 rebels 
then traveled to Cagayan de Oro, 
70 miles to the eait, where they 
were welcomed by thousands of 
locals. 
Noble's forces entered the 4th 
Division's headquarters at the ci- 
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Editorial 
Trustees need 
to be informed 
Two significant choices will be made today con- 
cerning education at the University, but neither 
students nor faculty have any control on the outcome. 
The Board of Trustees is comprised of nine voting 
members and two non-voting student representatives 
— all of whom are appointed by the governor. 
Students are a constant, but their composition is 
ever changing. True, a transient group should not be 
calling the shots. Our representatives should, 
nevertheless, be able to vote. 
Neither can faculty vote on items such as new 
courses or personnel issues. In fact, recommendations 
by the Faculty Senate can be dismissed by the trustees 
without explanation. 
All members of the campus community should be 
keenly interested in trustee decisions. It's unfortunate 
students and faculty can only hope for the best of is- 
sues which will directly affect us today and tomorrow. 
Among items the trustees may approve today are a 
new faculty rank and a cultural diversity course, vital 
issues with long-term effects. The new lecturer posi- 
tion will enable departments with excessive introduc- 
tory courses to keep qualified part-time teachers 
permanently without degrading the tenure process. 
Ifpassed, the quality and continuity of courses such 
as English 112 will be enhanced. Currently, people in- 
terested in just teaching are discriminated against be- 
cause they do not have doctorates and are not inter- 
ested in research. 
The trustees also have the opportunity to grease the 
wheels of cultural awareness. This University is 
already actively pursuing greater recognition of hu- 
man diversity, but the chance to make it official is now 
at hand. 
Cultural Diversity in America is a proposed course 
the trustees have been asked to approve. The Big Nine 
would be fools to say no. Not only would this be a bad 
political move, it would be bad, period. 
The trustees are already guilty of a bad political 
move. At their May meeting, the body ignored a sen- 
ate resolution proposing guaranteed responses to 
resolutions. 
The particular resolution was poorly worded and 
tried to do two things at once, but the trustees should 
have explained why they can ignore the most compre- 
hensive representational body on campus. 
The trustees assume they know best. Often they as- 
sume they know what we — students, faculty and staff 
— want and act without asking us. 
Consider the to-be-built indoor intramural building. 
When the proposal for the facility arose, most trustees 
enthusiastically endorsed the plan. 
One trustee asked her peers if the student body 
wanted the building. Quickly and without debate the 
otner trustees assured her students indeed wanted the 
structure. No survey had been taken at this point, but 
the trustees knew. 
The trustees are in charge and it will remain that 
way. We should have a direct vote in their decisions, 
but this will not happen soon. 
We are left with the task of staving informed and in- 
forming the trustees of our wants. Otherwise, the de- 
cision makers may assume what we want. And you 
know what happens when one assumes. 
Good health makes 
long life attainable 
cmxjkts^^ 
Allies rush to aid defense cause 
With Saddam Hussein as the 
poster boy, the national defense 
fift fund is suddenly flush — $20 
illion and counting, for an un- 
likely charity that used to draw 
only petty cash. 
Under prodding from Congress 
and high-profile administration 
solicitors, U.S. allies have agreed 
to provide at least that much in 
money and services to share the 
financial burden of the Middle 
East crisis. 
The government has been ac- 
cepting donations for national de- 
fense for 36 years, donations 
totaling $603,105.33 in all that 
time. The gifts went to the Penta- 
Son without much notice because 
lere wasn't much money in- 
volved. 
That changed when the United 
States sought and got pledges of 
allied contributions to help pay 
for Operation Desert Shield and 
other costs of countering the Iraqi 
invasion of Kuwait. 
At first, the administration fig- 
ured on using the old system to 
handle the new bonanza, so that 
the donated funds would be tun- 
neled to the Pentagon. It also 
sought to make that explicit in an 
emergency appropriations bill, 
with a provision to permit use of 
donated funds and supplies as the 
secretary of defense deems ap- 
propriate. 
But Congress quickly spotted 
the loophole in its authority over 
defense spending, and is moving 
to shut it. An amendment adopted 
by the House and a bill proposed 
in the Senate would require ap- 
propriations by Congress before 
the Pentagon spends donated 
funds and accountings of the use 
of supplies, services and gifts. 
Viewpoint 
Walter Mears 
That takes away leeway the 
Pentagon wanted, but the admin- 
istration is not insisting. It would 
have been no-win anyhow, and 
politically costly. 
Senator Sam Nunn, D-Ga., 
chair of the Armed Services 
Committee, had warned two 
weeks ago that if U.S. operations 
in Desert Shield were to be "lar- 
gely bankrolled by outside con- 
tributions" there would have to 
be a way for Congress to super- 
vise the spending. 
He tola Secretary of Defense 
Dick Cheney that the 1954 De- 
fense Gift Act wouldn't suffice 
because it was set up for small 
donations. 
For almost 20 years, nobody 
gave a penny. The first contribu- 
tion wasn't made until 1973: the 
fund got $279 that year. Defense 
donations since then have varied 
widely, up in times of stress, 
down when times are placid. 
Under the 1954 law, money do- 
nated for defense goes into the 
National Defense Conditional Gift 
Fund, and is added to the Penta- 
gon appropriation that comes 
closest to the intent of the donor. 
"The statute certainly never 
contemplated that such a petty 
cash fund would be used to accept 
donations of billions of dollars 
from foreign countries," said 
Senator Robert C. Byrd, 
D-W.Va., chair of the Appropria- 
tions Committee. 
At the same time, Congress is 
keeping up the pressure for other 
nations to contribute more 
toward the cost of defending 
Saudi Arabia and punishing Iraq. 
The administration had opened 
that drive with Secretary of State 
James A. Baker Hi and Secre- 
tary of the Treasury Nicholas F. 
Brady traveling world capitals, 
seeking commitments to share 
the burden. 
In Congress, there were angry 
protests that other nations de- 
Sendent on Persian Gulf oil, par- 
cularly Japan and West Ger- 
many, weren't contributing 
enough to the operation. 
Japan first offered $1 billion 
upped to $4 billion in military and 
other assistance after a storm of 
protest that included a House 
vote to start withdrawing U.S. 
forces from Japan unless Tokyo 
paid in full for keeping them 
there. West Germany now has 
offered $2.1 billion. The rest is 
coming, in various forms, from 
other nations allied in the opera- 
tion and the sanctions approved 
by the United Nations. 
It isn't clear how much of the 
foreign contribution will actually 
pass through U.S. hands anyhow. 
The Japanese announced Friday 
that they were setting up a $900 
million peace fund" as the first 
installment of their pledge to the 
Persian Gulf operation, that it 
wouldn't be used for weapons, 
and that they would administer it 
in cooperation with the Arab 
states. 
That doesn't fit the notion that 
allied checks are in the mail to 
Washington. 
Nor does it fit the idea that for- 
eign fundraising drives may be- 
come a fixture in U.S. diplomacy, 
"a new device we'll try to be us- 
ing more often in the future," as 
Deputy Secretary of State 
Lawrence Eagleburger told a 
House hearing. 
Without Saddam Hussein or his 
ilk as the villain, vital oil supplies 
as an underlying issue or an at- 
mosphere of urgent crisis to spur 
the process, it will be hard to 
mount a matching quest for con- 
tributions. 
Wouldn't you like to get more 
enjoyment out of all aspects of 
life — home, family, school, 
work, etc...? Ask yourself these 
questions: 
□Do I eat right? 
□Do I maintain my proper 
weight? 
□Am I taking steps to protect 
myself against stress? 
□Do I get enough exercise? 
□Do I abstain from alcoholic 




□Do I avoid the abuse of tobac- 
co? 
□Do I sleep the same 7-8 hours 
every night? 
Well, how well did you do? 
Sound difficult? According to a 
famous study conducted over 
several years, studying 7,000 
adults in Alameda County, Calif., 
if you answered yes to: 
□6 or 7 items your life expec- 
tancy will be 78 years; 
□4 to 5 items your life expec- 
tance will be 73 years; 
□0 to 3 items, your life expec- 
tancy will be 67 years. 
The results are clear. You can 
readily advance beyond a per- 
sonal survival mode by simple 
changes in lifestyle which can 
add 10 to 11 years to your life. 
Your health depends on many 
factors. Some you can't com- 
pletely control — but others you 
can control. The life of a college 
student does not always lend It- 
self to this "ideal" lifestyle, but 
even small lifestyle changes can 
make a big difference. In addition 
to exploring lifestyle changes 
that can increase your life expec- 
tancy, this column will give you 
strategies on ways to enhance the 
quality of your life. 
Your lifestyle is the key to 
wellness. Wellness does not hap- 
pen passively, your future de- 
pends on active lifestyle choices 
and decisions. Wellness is many 
things, but mainly it is a special 
kind of lifestyle — a lifestyle you 
shape yourself to be the BEST 
you can be. Wellness is more than 
avoiding and preventing illness; 
it means taking responsibility for 
your own health by learning how 
to stay healthy, practicing good 
health habits, giving up harmful 
ones and responding to your bo-. 
dy's warning signs before some- 
thing serious happens. 
The purpose of the Wellnet col- 
umn is to help you create a life 
that YOU desire! Biweekly, 
you'll enjoy reading feature sto- 
ries that will highlight aspects of 
wellness from the perspectives of 
Wellnet committee members and 
students. 
The focus of the Wellnet com- 
mittee is to serve as a liason and 
referral source for other health 
enhancement programs, to assist 
in the promotion of wellness pro- 
gramming, to increase aware- 
ness of the wellness concept and 
to influence policies, activities 
and events using a positive life- 
style approach. 
The   Wellnet   committee   in- 
cludes representatives from the 
following areas: Student Recrea- 
tion   Center,   Student   Wellness. 
Center, Student Health Center. 
Prevention  Center for Alcohol 
and Drug Abuse, Student Activi-. 
ties, Residence Life, University 
Activities Organization, Career 
and Counseling Center, Intramu-. 
rals, Off-Campus Student Center, 
School of Health, Physical Edu- 
cation and Recreation, Campus 
Ministries, Housing, Placement 
Office,   Athletics,   Public   Re- 
lations, Academic Enhancement, 
Plant Operations and Food Oper- ■ 
ations. 
The committee meets the sec- 
ond and fourth Friday of the. 
month. If you are interested in at- 
tending the meeting or would like 
more   information,   contact ■ 
Lauren Mangili (Student Recrea- ! 
tion  Center) at 2-7428, Jeanne 
Wright (Student Health Service) ; 
at 24302 or Jacqueline Daley ' 
(Prevention Center) at 2-2130.       ; 
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BO N«w»/Jeff Radcllffe 
Iracy Munson, junior radio-televlslon-fllm ma)or, contributes to her sorority's change tube at the dis- 
play table In the union Oval on Tuesday. On Friday at 12:30 p.m., the PI Kappa Phi fraternity will con- 
clude the philanthropy, which benefits PUSH, People Understanding Severely Handicapped 
Julie Johnson Tracy Gaerke Belinda Stltt Tiffany Ferguson Kelly Mlddaugh 
Karl France Pat Smith Michael   Pontlkos       CralgMack Joseph Matessa 
Homecoming finalists named 
Large turnout for pep rally, parade despite weather 
by Heather Felty 
staff writer 
While crowds of students wat- 
ched the 1990 Splish Splash home- 
coming parade, Mother Nature 
added to the atmosphere by sup- 
plying raindrops for the event. 
The rain went well with the 
Splish Splash theme of Home- 
coming but it did not decrease the 
attendance at the pep rally last 
night at College Park, which fea- 
tured the homecoming court fina- 
lists. 
"Even though it rained there 
was a great turnout," Christine 
Kendzora, public relations direc- 
tor for University Activities Or- 
!;anization said. "A lot of people 
eft after the homecoming court 
was announced, but that is the 
main attraction of the rally." 
Steve Mason and Stacy Kelly 
from WRQN-93 Q radio station 
were the guest speakers for the 
pep rally. They announced the 
winners of prizes which were raf- 
fled off at the rally and also an- 
nounced the 1990 Homecoming 
court. 
"We had approximately 1,400 
students vote which is a lot more 
than last year," Kendzora said. 
Their voting resulted in the fol- 
lowing Homecoming court for 
1990: 
Belinda Stitt: president of Ka- 
ppa Kappa Gamma sorority, 
member of Mortar Board, tour 
guide and Order of Omega honor- 
ary society. 
Julie Johnson: Student Organi- 
zaions Leadership Development 
chairperson, Dry Dock director 
of promotions and a member of 
Mortar Board. 
Tracy Gaerke: holds five out- 
door records and two indoor re- 
cords for track, member of the 
cross country team. 
Tiffany Ferguson: Delta Ga- 
mma sorority and Mortar Board. 
Kelly Middaugh: Alpha Xi De- 
lta sorority and orientation board 
chairperson. 
Michael Pontikos: vice presi- 
dent of Sigma Chi fraternity and 
member of InterFraternity 
Council cabinet. 
Craig Mack: outdoor recrea- 
tion director for University Activ- 
ities Organization and a peer 
educator for the prevention 
center. 
Pat Smith: Freddie Falcon for 
1988-1989 and member of the De- 
lta Tau Delta fraternity. 
Joseph Matessa: Pi Kappa Phi 
fraternity and director of per- 
forming arts for UAO. 
Karl France: sports announcer 
and urban contemporary director 
forWBGU-FM. 
WENDY'S 
27393 Helen Dr. 
Perrysburg, OH 43551 
(419)874-6719 The best burgers in the business 
BGSU STUDENTS - WE NEED YOU! 
Crew positions available on all shifts 
$1000 
Crew Scholarship Available 
Advancement Opportunities 
AvailaPle in the growing Franchise 
DKS. KOBl-KT |ACKSY & SUE VAM/OOTINGH, O.D.'s 
NOTICE TO ALL BGSU STUDENTS 
We would like to inform you of some FACTS about eye examinations and 
purchasing eyewear in Bowling Green. As over 7,000 people have found the 
: past 4 years, we are THE place to get your eyeglasses, contact lenses, and to 
have routine eye examinations. We have the largest selection of frames, and if 
we don't have it we can get it. We are the largest dealer of contact lenses In BG. 
1st to have B&L's Disposables. Fastest filling of RX's. And wc give you 
more for less. You do not pay for what we 'think' we know here! Shop A 
compare! Also, you do NOT have to purchase your eyewear where you get 
your eyes examined. Your doctor Is required "By LAW" to hand yon your 
prescription, to have it filled wherever you wish. If you have ANY prob 
I terns let us know! Find out why we are the BEST and BUSIEST office In 
BG. Open 6 days a week, eye exams 5 days a week. Many others are down 
to just 'part-time' in their own offices , why? Find out why! Trust of your 
eyecare to us! Prompt, courteous, caring, and honest service—our specialty. 
Sue's Optical 
745 Haskins Ph. 353-EYES 
FALCONS FLY HOME TO FACE THE BOBCATS 
&  ou 
Take a radio and get the inside scoop 
from Mike Baker and Kevin Miller 
Saturday at 1:00 from Doyt Perry Field 
WBGU-FM 88.1 - Bowling Green's Sports Leader 
University Bookstore Will be open until 6:00 p.m. 
Monday - Thursday 
E Pisoncllo's Pizza 
* Bowling Green's Most Award Winning Pizza 
• OCTOBER IS PIZZA MONTH CELEBRATE WITH THESE SAVINGS! 
Large Sub and Pop 
*325 
rJ^isoTreJlo's 
MZZO  Sine. 1964 
OPEN 4 pm 
for a 19. Italian Sub 
Pitta. V«QQI». 
Reg. Ham 
or Roast fl..' Sub 
(tomato 25* extra) 





Not voiid eat) 
any othe* offer 
Small Pizza and Pop 
Chicago Style Piixa 
SO* e«tro 
For any Small One 
Item Pino and get 
on* tan of POP FREE 
Ext.«. bOt each 
Free Delivery 
352-5166 
)'C   Expires 12-31-90 
ZZCY Since 1964     ^x valid «*h 
OPEN 4 Pm ony other offer 
I COUPON sa.«= 25 J 
WEEKDAY SPECIALS" 
Good fTlon. - Thurj. only 
Sm    fTled    Lg 
Ch.es.     $3   *4"   $5 
It. to.. .50       .75 H 
Chicago Stylo lino Item 
y^—~^ Free Delivery 
L      U 352-5166 
-OjsoneJIo's '*—"-»-9o 
MZZCY Since 1984     ^ yOJ|<J „,„ 
OPEN 4 Pill any oth*. offer 
— fiffllffll. ----J 
Large Pizza and 2 Ltr.Pop 
DOUBLE PIZZA 
2 Sm 2 (Tied 2 Lg 
€o.k.m$57S*750$950 
per pizza   .SO      .75        fl 
Chicago Style Extra Item 
f—^v Free Delivery 
f        \    xx 352-5166 
MZZCl'Since 1964     Hot .olid -,th 
OPEN 4 pm —» o*« •"« 
I COUPON 1 
$725 
C«"caao Style P-HO 
SI *M'0 
For any Lg. 14" o«. item 
Pitta and get a Fie* 2 
lite* bottle of Pop 





OPEN 4 pm 
I en 
Not valid with 
any other offer 
fta-M** **••• Out*       I 
M    ^— — — — —I I 
medium Pizza and 2 Pops | 
*6 
Chicago Style Plua 
75i euro 
For any filed. One Iteei ■ I 
Pino and get 2 can»  ! 
of POP Mil 
Ei. It. 75*each 
Free Delivery 
352-5166 
y»    Expires 12-31-90 
ZZCl 'since 1964    Hot .did with 
OPEN 4 Pm any other offer 
I COUPON -S-f-S-SJ 







University of Akron 
Howling Green State 
University 
Case Western Reterve 
University 
University of Cincinnati 
Cleveland State University 
John Carroll University 
Kent State University 
Miami University 
Ohio State University 
Ohio University 
University of Toledo 
Wright State University 
Representatives from 
the National Accred- 
ited MBA Programs 
in Ohio will be avail- 
able to discuss gradu- 
ate business educa- 
tion opportunities: 
October 8 




*   * Pisanello's has served more pizza than any pizzeria in BG! *   * 
4        Ftidoy  October 5. 1990 THE BG NEWS 
Bible Bringer 
Norman Drewes. Napoleon, O., hands a New Testament to soph- 
omore IPCO major Holly Trenam as she walks In front ot Williams 
Hall Thursday morning. Drewes, a member of Gideon Internatlon- 
■O New»/Jay Murdock 
al, said he spends three or lour days each year handing out Bi- 
bles In various places. 
Got A News Tip? Call 372-6968 
HI {.III 11 
Lillian Allen is a poet. In performance, she is like a small timebomb, ticking with 
contained energy. Suddenly the poetry catches fire, the words exploding from 
her mouth like sparks. If this doesn't sound much like your idea of poetry, then 
you haven't heard dub poetry. 
Dub poetry is a highly charged performance art. It is an amalgam of poetry, per- 
formance and politics, laid against a backdrop of driving rhythm and infectious 
music It stretches the boundaries between poetry and music, breaking the bar- 
riers to bnng music to the words and meaning to the music. In content, dub poetry 
attempts to  validate people's ex-    ,  
penence and be a voice for equality, 
justice and peace Stylistically, it at- 
tempts to extend the range of the voice 
as a musical instrument While Lillian 
Allen thinks of herself as a poet more 
than a musician, and insists that her 
songs be built from the words up, the 
poems take on another dimension when 
they are combined with music. Allen has 
said her work is meant to be perform- 




BRYAN  RECITAL  HALL 
FREE!! 
-Gail Buente NlteMovea Vancouver's Entertainment Monthly 
SPONSORED   BY  GRADUATE  STUDENT  SENATE 
* loves*   * 
* to recycle! * , 
BE A PART OF 
THE TEAM... 
* RECYCLE! * 
mil 11 11 i.iin in 11 m 11 niiiMnii'i 
THE BROTHERS OF SIGMA CHI 
PROUDLY ANNOUNCE 
THE... 
Executive Board Fall 1990 
President - Greg Kirbabas Rush - Bill Dodero & Brian Shaffer 
V. Pres. - Michael Pontikos Scholarship - Jason Diwik 
Secretary - Chad Kemper P.R. - Jeff Ball, Mike Callow & Bill Dodero 
Treasurer - John Gould I.F.C. - Chad Lawrence 
Magister - Vic Pascucci House Manager - Jeff Ball 
Historian - Mark Sollenberger Social - Scott Gillie & Jason Diwik 
Ritual - Steve Hauer Athletic - Mike Callow 
Alumni - Steve Hauer & Bill Dodero 







































$2 million in 
student loans 
cut from budget 
WASHINGTON - An agreement 
to cut $2 billion in federally guar- 
anteed student loans from the 
budget by 1995 isn't so much a re- 
duction in education spending as 
an effort to cut loan losses. 
The Education Department es- 
timates recipients of $2.4 billion 
in federally guaranteed student 
loans defaulted in the fiscal year 
ended Sept. 30 out of $12 billion in 
loans, said a spokesman. 
Trimming one-fifth to one- 
fourth of those annual delinquen- 
cies in each of the next five years 
would achieve $2 billion in stu- 
dent loan savings. 
Education secretary Lauro F. 
Cavazos announced a package of 
reforms in June 1989 that he said 
would eventually eliminate loan 
defaults. 
The agreement by budget nego- 
tiators in effect places a price tag 
on the reforms announced 16 
months ago, said the education 
department spokesman. 
Chief among the reforms is the 
disqualification of schools with 
high rates of loan defaults. Last 
month, the education department 
released a list of 89 schools that 
defaulted on $364.5 million in fed- 
erally guaranteed student loans 
during the 1988 fiscal year. 
The default rates among the 89 
schools ranged from 20 to 82 per- 
cent, and the list was dominated 
by technical and trade schools. 
Wilfred Academy of Hair and 
Beauty Culture in New York de- 
faulted on 35 percent of its stu- 
dent loans, for example, while the 
default rate was 42 percent at 
United States Truck Driving 
School in Colorado. 
There also are two-year and 
four-year colleges on the list. 
Long Beach Community College 
in California registered a 42 per- 
cent default rate. 
Stephen Blair, president of the 
National Association of Trade 
and Technical Schools, which re- 
presents 1,300 U.S. trade schools, 
said disqualifying institutions 
with high default rates will hurt 
thepoor, minorities and women. 
The default rate is a function 
not of a school's quality, but of the 
characteristics of a student body 
that often is urban and low- 
income, Blair said. 
"What this proposal will do is 
impact the eligibility of the 
highest risk students - the poor," 
Blair said. "We're talking about 
women, we're talking about 
women with dependents. 
Blair also objected to the pro- 
posal requiring credit checks for 
students older than 21. 
"Many times those people who 
have gone through ugly divorces, 
through no control of their own. 
end up with bad credit ratings, 
he said. "This population will be 
excluded." 
Blair's association will present 
its own proposal this week to save 
$2 billion in the student loan pro- 
gram. He said it would ensure 
people who defaulted on student 
loans would have money garni- 
shed from their wages. The plan 
also outlines methods to maxi- 
mize a student's chances for 
completing a vocational program 
and getting a job rather than 
dropping out and defaulting. 
(Brian Tumulty and Sam Atwood 
write for Gannett News Service in 
Washington, D.C.) 
Expo '90 offers 
job exploration 
by Tara A. Ralnson 
Students wishing to ex- 
plore job opportunities can 
visit Career Expo '90 on 
Monday to speak with pros- 
pective employers. 
Career Expo, which 
stands for "Exploring 
Placement Opportunities, 
will feature 110 employers 
from companies and social 
service agencies around the 
country, said Lisa Fargo, a 
graduate student with uni- 
versity Placement Services. 
The display is especially 
geared toward seniors, but 
"we recommend all age 
students attend and get 
their feet wet," Fargo said. 
Younger students have the 
chance to examine future 
career opportunities and 
develop new ideas about 
paths  to take with  their 
majors, she explained. 
Seniors serious about lin- 
ing up a job are advised to 
dress professionally and 
bring resumes, she said. 
The sixth annual event is 
filled to capacity with pros- 
pective employers, Fargo 
said, and past student at- 
tendance has been good. 
Employers use this event 
as a marketing opportunity 
to "show off" their busi- 
nesses to potential future 
employees, Fargo said. 
The employers also have 
access to information ses- 
sions about the career prep- 
aration the students have 
received, and are invited to 
a faculty-employer lun- 
cheon and desert reception. 
The event will be held 
from 2:304 p.m. Oct. 8 in 
the Lenhart Grand Ball- 
room in the University 
Union. 
ONLY 
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Ignorance and resentment of 
80s generation ignites debate 
by Chuck Raasch 
USA TODAY/Apple College 
Information Network 
SOUTH BEND, Did. - Eric Ter- 
ashima, 21, is a symbol of the 
times, sitting in his ROTC cam- 
ouflage fatigues in a window well 
overlooking the placid campus of 
Notre Dame University. 
Since the Iraq crisis began, he 
has begun watching the news 
more carefully and he and his 
friends talk more about war. With 
soldier friends already in Iraq 
and a chance he'll be there after 
graduation next spring, he 
clearly has the world on his mind. 
But voting isn't. 
"It's like you have good inten- 
tions but you never get around to 
it," says the psychology major 
from Fountain Valley, Calit. "I 
don't trust my knowledge (of the 
issues) and I don't trust politi- 
cians." 
The mothers and fathers of 
Terashima's generation marched 
to the 1960s drumbeat: "Turn on, 
tune in, drop out." Terashima's 
generation has simply tuned out. 
As few as one in six of the 26 
million eligible voters from 18- to 
24-years-old will vote Nov. 6, ex- 
Srts predict. Those over 55 are 
■ee times more likely to vote. 
The generation of adults under 
30 "knows less, cares less, votes 
less and is less critical of its 
leaders and institutions than 
young people in the past," says a 
recent study by the Times Mirror 
Center for the People and the 
Press, a polling firm. 
Authors warn of a "citizenship 
crisis" in which "America's 
youth are alarmingly ill-prepared 
to keep democracy alive in the 
1990s and beyond." 
But that and other recent sur- 
veys also show a deep resentment 
"It's like you have 
good intentions but 
you never get around 
to it. I don't trust my 
knowledge (of the 




among young people toward their 
parents' generation, focusing on 
everything from the divorce rate 
to their experiences as latchkey 
children, to negative politics. 
Brenda Spyuchalski, 24, who 
works for a stockbroker by day 
and attends Indiana University- 
South Bend at night, says people 
her age are turned off by negative 
politics and never quite know who 
is telling them the truth. 
"Too much slandering goes 
on," she says. 
Some experts say it's wrong to 
assume this new generation of 
citizens is too lazy or self- 
centered to become involved in 
political issues. 
Curtis Gans, director of the 
nonpartisan Committee for the 
Study of the American Elector- 
ate, says young people make a 
statement by shunning politics: 
"It is a rational response to what 
they see." 
Democratic pollster Geoffrey 
Garin says many young people 
are involved in issues or causes 
like recycling, but shun tra- 
ditional politics because they 
were raised in an anti- 
government aura under Jimmy 
Carter and Ronald Reagan. 
"I'm not saying these people 
are uninvolved, Garin says. 
"They're just not involved in poli- 
tics.'' 
Often derisivelycalled "baby 
busters" or the MTV generation, 
18- to 24-year-olds have no con- 
nection to the New Deal activist 
government of their grandpar- 
ents, or the struggles over civil 
rights and the Vietnam War that 
faced their parents. They came of 
age under a Reaganesque wor- 
ship of individual freedom, not a 
collective consciousness in which 
government plays a key role. 
"A lot of people were brought 
up in the tradition of active 
government," says Mike Eby, a 
Notre Dame senior from South 
Bend. "My generation has be- 
come so complacent. It's the sta- 
tus-quo generation. It's sad, real- 
ly." 
Garin says young citizens find 
politics "confusing and compli- 
cated, not meant for people like 
them to understand. And we've 
made a national sport over the 
last 15 years of ridiculing politi- 
cians." 
It's not surprising, then, young 
people are cynical about their 
parents' politics and tired of the 
60s worship pervading American 
culture. 
"It was a time of extreme pas- 
sion," says Eby, who was 5 when 
Richard Nixon left office. "The 
'80s - when we grew up - were a 
decade of me and the status quo 
... The '60s are romanticized, 
peace and love. But now we're 
seeing the dark side of the '60s." 
Notre Dame Student President 
Robert Pasin bristles at the sug- 
gestion that his generation is lazy 
or turned off, and argues that his 
generation "definitely" would 
become politically active if a 
shooting war breaks out. 
"People understand now more 
the horribleness of war. rather 
than the John Wayne, the real 
clean war," he says. 
Health care policies offered 
Pepper Commission to report on rising medical costs 
by Judi Hasson 
USA TODAY/Apple College 
Information Network 
WASHINGTON - Even as fed- 
eral budget negotiators try to cut 
the budget deficit, a blue-ribbon 
commission is proposing spend- 
ing more money - ana raising 
taxes - to pay the cost of compre- 
hensive health care for all Amer- 
The group known as the Pepper 
Commission - named after the 
late champion of American 
senior citizens Rep. Claude Pep- 
Kr, D-Fla. - issues its final report 
esday. It calls for new taxes to 
foot the $70 billion annual cost of 
paying for comprehensive health 
care. 
"The Iraqi war will come and 
to, but this thing is here," said 
en. Jay Rockefeller, D-W.Va., 
commission chairperson. "We 
can solve this one, and we have 
to." 
Rockefeller said the plan would 
cost $8.25 a week for every adult 
whose income is above the fed- 
eral poverty line. A couple earn- 
ing below $8,420 is below the line, 
according to the commission. 
A copy of the report, made 
available to Gannett News Ser- 
vice, outlines six options for pay- 
ing for health care costs for unin- 
sured Americans and the cost of 
long-term care for older Ameri- 
cans. 
The report declares that "pu- 
blicpolicy is paralyzed." 
"The Pepper Commission calls 
for action to end that paralysis 
with recommendations tor legis- 
lation that would guarantee all 
Americans coverage for health 
and long-term care within a 
system that both ensured quality 
and contains costs," the report 
said. 
Six months ago, the commis- 
sion released an interim proposal 
with its recommendations to pro- 
vide health insurance and nurs- 
ing home coverage for all Ameri- 
cans. It came under intense criti- 
cism for failing to come up with a 
plan to pay font. 
In this final report, the com- 
mission calls for new taxes. 
Among options: A surtax on in- 
come, higher cigarette taxes, a 
tax on social security benefits for 
higher-income recipients and li- 
miting interest for deductions for 
second homes. 
The commission did not en- 
dorse any specific proposal to 
raise money. 
Rep. Willis Gradison, R-Ohio, a 
member of the commission and 
frequent critic, said in a state- 
ment that the panel's recom- 
mendations cost too much money 
and are unrealistic. 
"The Pepper Commission's re- 
port will only raise false hopes," 
Gradison said in a dissenting 
statement. "Instead of focusing 
on the possible, the recom- 
mendations make promises that 
simply cannot be kept." 
Rep. Pete Stark, D-Calif., 
renewed his criticism of the pro- 
posals. He said members of the 
commission panel must believe in 
a "health care fairy" who will 
Srlaee vouchers under beneficiar- 
es' pillows. 
The commission spent $1.5 mil- 
lion over two years to investigate 
health care in America. It issued 
its glossy 315-page report as con- 
gressional and Bush administra- 
tion negotiators are trying to 
come up with a plan to cut the 
federal budget deficit. If the ne- 
gotiators fail, mandatory 
across-the-board cuts would be 
triggered Oct. 1. 
Among the proposals budget 
negotiators are considering are 
significant cuts in the Medicare 
program. 
Ron Pollack, director of Fami- 
lies USA, an advocacy group for 
seniors, said congressional nego- 
tiators were trying "to cast the 
burden on one generation." 
Caffeine could aggravate PMS 
by Bruce Goldfarb 
USA TODAY/Apple College 
Information Network 
Drinks containing caffeine may 
aggravate PMS - the irritability, 
depression and moodiness that 
strike some women before their 
menstrual cycles, a new study 
suggests. 
Researchers   surveyed   869 
women   to  find   links  between 
Semenstrual syndrome and diet, 
eluding how much caffeine 
from coffee, tea and soda the sub- 
jects consumed. The study offers 
the most specific data to date 
connecting PMS with caffeine, 
which has been suspected as a 
contributing   factor   since   the 
mid-'80s. 
Three out of four women are af- 
fected by PMS, which strikes four 
to 14 days before the menstrual 
period. Up to 25 percent of women 
have "severe symptoms," says 
researcher Heinke Bonnlander, 
of Oregon State University In 
Corvallis, Ore. 
Results, in the current Ameri- 
can Journal of Public Health. 




Jamie Kochlcr - Shelly Dubinski 
H.T. Williams - Nikki Fike 
Adam Hente - Anne Quilty 
Brad Cormies - Shawn Wilson 
Joe Neff - Angie Bavis 
Jeff Dunmire - Megan DeCrane 
Matt Baechle - Lori Walker 
Steve Hurst - Jennifer Kovach 
Chief - Chiefstress 
Shawn Jvenger - Laura Bennett 
Bob Morton - Lori Spencer 
Doug Bell - Kelly Saunders 
W. Patrick Smith - Suzanne Downend 
Matt Chesher - Sarah Williams 
Rob Marckel - Kelly Spagnoulo 
Injun Joe - Squaw Joe 
David Honeycutt - Toni Velleman 
Mike Howick - Bretton Hunter 
Alex Munoz - Erin Garvin 
Curtis Kneedler - Nichole Miller 
Satja Chayangkanon - Lynette Bollinger 
Bill Germond - Wendy Smithers 
Jeff Raulin - Jennie Steger 
Kit Nickle - Lisa Mollica 
Sal Sciallo - Shawn Herrick 
Jeff Makar - Angela Barbus 
Frank Minello - Kristen Lahr 
Jim Rutelage - Cindi Livery 
Brad Bradshaw - Jen Hartman 
Craig Maturi - Tiffany Wise 
Mike Mabee - Teri Gelatka 
Brad Herold - Karen Jones 
Rick Kania - Michelle Beth Polomsky 
Chris Long - Andrea Smith 
Jon Canty - Jen Stephen 
Dave Sabino - Robin Crawford 
Tom Patterson - Dawn Liebowitz 
Blake Kneedler - Kelly Miller 
Dan Driskell - Christy Bowers 
Chris Nite - Denise Hollis 
Justin Overholser - Pamela Franklin 
Mike Halas - Stephanie Witmer 
Jim Maher - Dawn Gernol 
Colin Parks - Ginger Lynn 
And Our Returning Alumni 
James Armbruster '50 Tom Huesser •70 Greg Beling •88 
Larry Jensen "50 Terry Kalka •70 Tim Clien "88 
Herb Redding '50 Gil Kostyn '70 Steve Dillon •88 
George Howick "57 Scott Loomis '70 Ed Graybill '88 
Kurt Zimmerman *60 John Nichols "70 James Regules •88 
Keith Friemark '61 Larry Nighswander '70 Damon Zaylor •88 
Jim Fannin '69 Jim Paces '70 Rick Brenstuhl '89 
Ken Krueger •69 Scott Painting '70 Gordon Green •89 
Frank Stoops •69 Larry Prince *70 Mike Howick •89 
Reese Armstrong •70 Joseph Timmons '70 Mark Newkirk '89 
Roger Benecke •70 Mark Warnke •70 Jeff Plaskon '89 
John Collingwood '70 Larry Wooten •70 Steve Willis *89 
Peter Cowie •70 Pat Groff '77 Eric Shmidt '90 
Dave Cox '70 Thomas Mitchell '85 Chad Steele '90 
Paul Deffenbaugh •70 Hank Hall '86 Rob Stolph '90 
Dale Dorinski '70 Mark Frued '87 Jason Weaver •90 
Larry Fester '70 Jeff Rochek '87 Todd Wilson •90 
John Graff "70 Lane Witte '87 Shane Yates •90 
THE BG NEWS 
French apartment explodes 
Four killed, workers searching rubble for possible other victims 
by Patrick DeSavte 
Associated Prats writer 
MASSY, France - A pre-dawn 
explosion blew apart a five-story 
apartment building today, killing 
at least four people, Injuring sev- 
en and possibly burying others in 
the wreckage, officials said. 
About 170 rescue workers aided 
by dogs searched the ruins for 
other survivors or victims. Do- 
zens of emergency vehicles con- 
verged on the site. 
Police said 49 people lived in 
the building, in the town of Ma- 
ssy, on the western outskirts of 
BLOTTER- 
Paris. By midmorning, all but 
eight to 10 residents were accoun- 
ted for, and authorities said they 
did not know how many of those 
might be in the rubble. 
''We haven't heard any call for 
help from under the debris," said 
Jean-Louis Duffeigneux, a re- 
gional administrator. 
The cause of the early morning 
blast was not established official- 
ly, but firemen said it appeared to 
have been a gas leak. In all, 37 
apartments were destroyed. 
Gas company officials began 
an investigation. They said pre- 
liminary  indications were that 
the blast occurred in an individu- 
al apartment, rather than in a gas 
conduit serving the whole build- 
Officials said three of the in- 
jured were seriously hurt, includ- 
ing one child who suffered burns 
and another whose foot was torn 
off. 
Interior Minister Pierre Joxe, 
who oversees police and fire ser- 
vices, was among those who went 
to the scene of the blast. 
He expressed admiration for 
the rescue crews, saying: "Right 
now they are engaged in a diffi- 
cult operation." 
■Campus police received a 
complaint of someone illegally 
copying software in a computer 
lab Monday evening. Four disks 
were taken for evidence. 
■An american flag was report- 
ed stolen from a flagpole in front 
of the Bowling Green Manor 
Nursing Home, 1021 W. Poe Rd., 
Monday morning. 
■Lori J. Walter, Kannapolis, 
N.C, Joseph B. Yates, Canton, 
O., Sonya B. Owens, Bridgeport, 
Conn, and Michele C. Anderson, 
Fairfield, Calif., were cited for 
soliciting without a permit Mon- 
day afternoon. 
■Residents in Anderson Hall 
reported Tuesday evening they 
have been receiving several 
threatening phone calls. 
■Police received a loud noise 
complaint coming from the 200 
block of South Mercer Road 
Tuesday morning. 
■A University student reported 
she saw a man hitting a woman 
Tuesday morning in the 400 block 
of Thurstin Avenue. 
■Jerry W. Givens, Nashville, 
Tenn. and Denny Hensley, Tay- 
lor, Mich., were cited for receiv- 
ing stolen property Tuesday 





The Teen to Teen Crisis Line 
and 
The Victims Advocacy Program 
at The Link 
Need You! 
Make a difference by supporting teens and/or rape survivors. 
Call: 352-1545 or walk in to The Link at 
525 Pike St. 
No prior experience necessary - training is provided. 
Application Deadline: OCLIO.1990 
■Police received a complaint 
of people yelling in the 800 block 
of Fifth Street Tuesday evening. 
The people, who were playing 
Pictionary, said they would try to 
keep the noise down. 
■An employee of Bowling 
Green Manor Nursing Home re- 
Grted a relative of someone she 
d recently fired came to her 
house asking questions Wednes- 
day evening. 
■A resident of the 1400 block of 
Clough Street was hit by a pass- 
ing car after he stepped out of his 
own car Wednesday evening. No 
major injuries occurred. 
■Police responded to a loud 
music complaint in the 100 block 
of Ridge Street Wednesday even- 
ing. 
■Jason L. Baker. 214 Conklin 
Hall, was arrested for underage 
drinking and disorderly conduct 
while intoxicated at Mister Spots, 
125 E. Court St., and taken to 
Wood County Jail Thursday 
morning. 
Kohl addresses parliment 
in united Germany meeting 
by Deborah G. Seward 
Associated Press writer 
BERLIN — Chancellor Hel- 
mut Kohl addressed the first 
meeting of unified Germany's 
Parliament that as they shape 
their new nation Germans 
must never forget the Nazi Ho- 
locaust or the repression of the 
East German Communists. 
For the first time in nearly 
six decades, German law- 
makers met in the Reichstag, 
prewar Germany's parliament 
building. 
The ceremonial session one 
day after unification brought 
together 664 deputies — 520 
from the West and 144 from the 
East — who will serve until 
elections on Dec. 2. 
Thursday's session was only 
five minutes old when the op- 
Eosition Social Democrats 
eckled Parliament Speaker 
Rita Suessmuth, a member of 
Kohl's Christian Democrats 
who opened the session. 
Kohl confronted a barrage of 
verbal attacks from Oskar La- 
fontaine, the Social Democra- 
tic candidate for chancellor in 
the December elections. 
Lafontaine, waving his glas- 
ses and motioning energetica- 
lly, criticized Kohl for his envi- 
ronmental policies and the cost 
of unification. 
He read from a London 
newspaper article saying Kohl 
had made "a series of mis- 
takes" for promising not to 
raise taxes and for allegedly 
giving East Germans an 
overly fa vorable rate for their 
now-worthless East German 
marks. 
The chancellor sat three 
yards away, looking 
impassively straight ahead. 
While most of the West Ger- 
mans wore suits and well- 
tailored dresses, some of the 
East Germans came more 
casually dressed. 
"We must never 
forget, suppress or 
play down the crimes 
committed in this 
century by Germans. 
... Above all we owe 
this to the victims of 




-Helmut Kohl, German 
chancellor 
"Quite frankly, I feel a little 
bit like a guest here," said 
Gregor Gysl, who was leader 
of East Germany's reformed 
Communist Party, told report- 
ers while drinking coffee dur- 
ing a break beforeWs speech. 
In her opening speech, tele- 
vised live, Suessmuth wel- 
comed the lawmakers to the 
newly refurbished chamber 
decorated with flowers and 
with the huge eagle that sym- 
bolizes Germany. 
"We remember all the vic- 
tims of the Nazis and we re- 
member the victims of the 
SED regime (East Germany's 
ousted Communists), the vic- 
tims of the Berlin Wall and 
barbed wire," she said. 
The lawmakers then stood 
for a moment of silence. 
Kohl told them, "We must 
never forget, suppress or play 
down the crimes committed in 
this century by Germans. ... 
Above all we owe this to the 
victims of the Holocaust, the 
unparalleled genocide of 
European Jews. 
The chancellor also con- 
demned the Communists who 
until last autumn ruled eastern 
Germany. He said their dicta- 
torship and repression had left 
behind "wounds in people's 
hearts." 
"It is now essential to ensure 
that Germany is also swiftly 
reunited in economic and 
social terms," Kohl said. 
"This will call for great exer- 
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Officials seek cut in oil needs 
by Robert E. Miller 
Associated Press writer 
COLUMBUS— Consumers' 
Counsel William Spratley and 
officials of two public utilities 
called Thursday tor stepped-up 
energy conservation to reduce 
the need for oil from the political- 
ly unstable Middle East. 
"We should be doing more than 
just sending messages to the 
troops over there in the desert," 
he said, referring to U.S. forces 
sent to the Persian Gulf in the 
wake of the Aug. 2 Iraqi invasion 
of Kuwait. 
Spratley, a member of a U.S. 
Department of Energy panel that 
will recommend an energy strat- 
egy to President Bush, said the 
nation must become more inde- 
pendent of the oil-rich Middle 
East. 
But even without the crisis, 
which has boosted prices of oil 
and oil products, Spratley said 
increased efficiency has other 
advantages. He listed maintain- 
ing Ohio s coal industry, creating 
jobs, lessening the demand for 
new power plants, encouraging 
energy research and cutting 
down on pollution. 
"Efficiency and conservation 
are the most abundant energy re- 
sources we have," he said in an- 
nouncing workshops in nine Ohio 
cities where utility companies 
will participate, offering tips and 
other assistance to government 
officials, community leaders, 
consumers and others. 
Joining him at a news confer- 
ence were Thomas McCaffrey, 
president of Columbus Southern 
Power Co.; James Lee, executive 
vice president of Columbia Gas 
Distribution Companies and 
Marsha Ryan, consumer services 
director for the Public Utilities 
Commission of Ohio. 
McCaffrey and Lee said the 
workshops are timely with the 
approach of the winter heating 
season and that they fit in with 
conservation programs already 
established by the utilities as a 
service to their customers. 
However, the utility spokesmen 
said, their firms must be reim- 
bursed through rates for the ser- 
vices they provide to compensate 
for declining sales. Spratley and 
Ryan agreed, but maintained 
consumers still will pay less in a 
more stable market over the long 
run. 
Reporters were shown a dis- 
Cy of energy savings devices 
t have made conservation ea- 
sier. The devices, which will be 
displayed at the workshops, 
ranged from new types of insulat- 
ing materials to fluorescent light 
bulbs that cost $10-$15 but use 
one-fourth the electricity of stan- 
dard bulbs and last 13 times as 
long. 
Spratley said the first of the 
nine workshops was held in Cin- 
cinnati on Tuesday. Others are 
planned between Oct. 11 and Dec. 
The dates and cities are: Oct. 
11, Toledo; Oct. 18, Dayton; Nov. 
1, Marietta; Nov. IS, Columbus; 
Nov. 27, Canton; Nov. 28, Cleve- 
land; Dec. 5, Akron and Dec. 6, 
Youngstown. 
Campus Pollyeyes      44° E- Court 352-9638 
Pagliais •«* S. Main 332-7571 
October   means  "OKTOBERFEST" 
German   Pizza  and  Subs at discounted  price 
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Mapplethorpe trial delayed 
by Terry Klnney 
Associated Press writer 
CINCINNATI — Testimony 
in an obscenity trial involving 
Robert Mapplethorpe's pho- 
tographs sputtered to a nalt 
Thursday as lawyers wrangled 
over the qualifications of a re- 
buttal witness for the pros- 
ecution. 
"I just wish something 
would happen," said Dennis 
Barrie, who could go to jail if 
the jury finds him guilty of the 
misdemeanor charges of pan- 
dering obscenity and using 
children in nudity-related ma- 
terial. 
Barrie, 43, is director of the 
Contemporary Arts Center. A 
Hamilton County grand jury 
indicted Barrie and the art gal- 
lery April 7 because of seven 
photographs in a 175-picture 
exhibit that day. 
Five of the photos depict 
sexually explicit acts involving 
men, and two show children 
with their genitals exposed. If 
convicted of both charges, 
Barrie could be sentenced to 
one year in jail and fined 
$2,000. The gallery could be 
fined $10,000. 
Hamilton County Municipal 
Judge David Albanese told the 
jury of four men and four 
women that it could receive 
the case for deliberations by 
Friday morning, but said he 
felt no pressure to speed things 
along. 
"If we have to recess over 
the three-day weekend, we 
will." Albanese said. The court 
will observe Monday —• 
Columbus Day — as a holiday. 
The defense rested its case 
Wednesday. 
The defense contended the 
exhibit was legitimate art by a 
nationally known photogra- 
pher and that the display was 
part of the art gallery's cul- 
tural mission. 
Defense lawyers challenged 
the   credentials   of  proposed 
Srosecution  rebuttal  witness 
udith Reisman of Arlington, 
Va.  They said she was not 
qualified to offer expert testi- 
mony regarding the seven pho- 
tographs. 
Reisman listed among her 
qualifications having prepared 
educational videotapes and 
slide presentations for the 
Smithsonian Institution in 
Washington. She said she also 
has been a consultant for tele- 
vision's "Captain Kangaroo" 
show, former Attorney Gen- 
eral Edwin Meese's commis- 
sion on pornography and for 
the conservative American 
Family Association. 
Art experts testifying for the 
defense have described the ex- 
hibit as a retrospective of the 
career of Mapplethorpe, who 
died of acquired immune defi- 
ciency syndrome in March 
1989 at age 42. 
The exhibit drew 80,000 peo- 
ple during its seven week run, 
an attendance record for an 
art exhibit in Cincinnati. The 
show closes this week in Bos- 
ton, where 103,000 tickets have 
been sold. 
Celebrezze campaigns to 
workers for party votes 
by Mitch Wets* 
Associated Press Writer 
TOLEDO   —   Democratic 
gubernatorial candidate Anthony 
"Celebrezze   Jr. 
^^^^ on   Thursday 
I     -^m appealed   to 
^^— working   men 
'■I   Hand women — 
^^■^"1 Bthe   heart   and 
^^A t       H soul of the party 
fl li 11 —to come back 
BMIIto the   fold   in 
■ ■^■time    for    the 
L^^^^^^^" November eleo- 
Celebrezze uon 
Celebrezze also fired salvos at 
President Bush, who recently 
stumped for George Voinovoich, 
the Republican gubernatorial 
candidate. 
"I have a reputation of working 
hard, but not being too dynamic. 
What I tell people is that my goal 
is to work hard for families in this 
state that work hard to make 
ends meet, and to see if we can't 
make   government   respond   to 
Super Lotto jackpot hits record mark 
CLEVELAND (AP) — The esti- 
mated jackpot for Saturday's in- 
augural drawing of the revised 
Super Lotto game surged to an 
record $36 million Thursday and 
could go higher, the lottery's ex- 
ecutive director said. 
At $36 million, a single winning 
ticket would be worth $1.3 million 
a year for 26 years before taxes or 
$1,059,230.76 a year for 26 years 
after taxes. 
Three winning tickets were sold 
for Ohio's biggest Super Lotto 
jackpot $35 million awarded last 
Dec. 20. 
More than 70 percent of adult 
Ohioans are likely to play the $1 
game by Saturday night's draw- 
ing, Ronald L. Nabakowski, the 
lottery executive director, said at 
a news conference at the lottery 
headquarters. 
Many people are only attracted 
by big jackpots and "we fully ex- 
pect those people are due to come 
back," Nabakowski said. 
The initial drawing of the new 
Super Lotto was to offer a one- 
time-only $20 million minimum 
jackpot. There was no Wednes- 
day night drawing because of the 
transition. 
After the inaugural drawing, 
the Super Lotto will offer mini- 
mum $5 million jackpots when it 
is selected every Wednesday and 
Saturday — up from the mini- 
mum $3 million of the old Super 
Lotto game. 
Despite longer odds against 
winning, Nabakowski said other 
Super Lotto changes providing 
players with more ways to win 
should help the Ohio Lottery 
compete against other state lot- 
teries. 
Neighboring Kentucky and In- 
diana have agreed to join Lotto 
America, a multi-state, twice- 
weekly lottery that has had jack- 
Kts of up to $40 million. It often 
s jackpots of $18 million to $20 
million. 
The new Super Lotto is "an 
excellent deal'' for players, Na- 
bakowski said, because the over- 
all prize configuration is designed 
to return 53 percent of proceeds to 
filayers, up from the 50 percent 
evel of the old Super Lotto. 
"We have more players win- 
ning more money," he said. 
At the same time, he said, at 
one in nearly 11.5 million odds 
against winning, "These are ex- 
tremely long odds (but) 
someone's going to win." 
The odds of winning the top 
prize in the old game were one in 
just over 7 million. 
Nabakowski said the lottery 
has pushed back the cutoff time 
for placing bets for the Saturday 
night drawings of the Super Lotto 
and four other games. 
Because the drawings are held 
during the 30-minute ^'Cash Ex- 
plosion" television game show 
sponsored by the lottery, the bet- 
ting cutoff time for the Super Lo- 
tto and Kicker have been moved 
from 7:25 p.m. to 7:45 p.m. The 
Pick 3, Pick 4 and Cards betting 
cutoff time was moved to 7:30 
p.m. 
The 7:25 p.m. betting cutoff 
time remains unchanged for the 
Monday through Friday lottery 
drawings at 7:30 p.m. 
Under the old Super Lotto 
rules, $1 bought one wager. 
them to make their lives just a 
little bit better," Celebrezze said 
at a United Auto Workers politi- 
cal action committee convention. 
"I need your feet. I need your 
arms. I need your hands. I need 
your heads. And I specifically 
need your hearts to get the word 
out to get people to vote this De- 
mocratic ticket." he said. 
Celebrezze, the state attorney 
!;eneral, is facing Voinovicn, the 
ormer Cleveland mayor, on Nov. 
6. Recent polls shows Celebrezze 
is trailing voinovicn. 
Striking a populist theme. 
Celebrezze told 200 delegates of 
the UAW's Community Action 
Program that he was appalled by 
Bush's recent campaign visits to 
Ohio, which included a 
$25,000-a-ticket reception in Ak- 
ron. 
"Let me ask you a question. 
How many of you can afford to 
write a check for $25,000 to get to 
spend 20 minutes with George 
Bush?" 
"Nobody here wants to," 
someone in the audience shouted. 
"My goal in this election is to 
talk to, to work ior and to get the 
support of the people who are 
lucky if they make $25,000 in a 
whole year,   Celebrezze said. 
"I don't begrudge my opponent 
for having a member of his party 
in to campaign for him. But all I 
INDOOR SOCCER LEAGUE 
IF INTERESTED PLEASE FILL OUT FORM BY NOV. 1, 1990 AND RETURN 




BOTH PLAYERS AND COACHES WELCOME 
CITY, STATE  
□ PLAYER D COACH D BOTH 
can say is that they sent a loud, 
clear message about what Repub- 
licans are all about when they 
had that $25,000-a-ticket fund- 
raiser. Those are the kind of peo- 
ple I can't associate with. How 
about you?" he asked the crowd. 
Celebrezze stressed bis pro- 
union stance, saying he would 
continue to fight for union issues, 
such as strengthening workers 
compensation laws. The UAW 
and several other unions have 
endorsed his candidacy. 
"We need to ensure that people 
in this state have the right to ade- 
quate health care, have a right tc 
a good education to prepare them 
for the kinds of jobs that are go- 
ing to exist in this state through 
the 1990s and 21st century. We 
need to ensure that people have 
adequate housing available to 
them," he said. 
**     HOMECOMING FESTIVITIES 
Join us Saturday for . . . 
PHE-GAME BRUNCH 10:30 AM - gam.tlm. 4.93 
Western Style Omelets. Horn, Fresh Fruit. Hash Browns, Chicken 
Divon. Homemade Sweet Rolls and Muffins. 
POST-GAME DELUXE BUFFET 
Borbeque Ribs, Roast Pork & Dressing, Chicken, Lasagna, Beef 
Stroganoff, Vegetable. Complete Salad Bar & Tasty Dessertsl 
ALSO JOIN US 
SUNDAY FOR OUR 
SUPER SUNDA Y BRUNCH 
AND DELUXE EVENING BUFFET 
8.93 
FULL COCKTAIL SERVICE 
ACROSS FROM BGSU 
FOOTBALL STADIUM 
334-2333 
NEWLY   IIMOOI1ID 
OPEN  6om   7 DAYS A  WEEK 
163* I. WOOSTIR.  IOW1INO  OtllN 
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Intestinal surgery lowers cholesterol 
Lj_ives lengthened substantially by operation according to 17 year study 
by Daniel Q. Haney 
Associated Press science writer 
BOSTON - An Intestinal 
operation to lower the 
cholesterol of heart attack 
patients reduced their risk for 
another heart attack or death 
from heart disease, resear- 
chers said Thursday. 
The surgery, called a partial 
ileal bypass, has one signifi- 
cant drawback: It causes 
chronic diarrhea that persists 
for years. 
In the operation, doctors 
change the route of the small 
intestine so about one-third of 
it is bypassed. This reduces the 
amount of cholesterol that is 
absorbed into the bloodstream. 
The $52 million, 17-year 
study was conducted on people 
who had already suffered heart 
attacks. The approach length- 
ened the lives of people who 
had very mild heart attacks 
but not those with more severe 
heart damage. 
During an average of 10 
years of follow up, the death 
rate among surgery patients 
who had sustained minimal 
heart damage was 24 percent. 
In a comparison group without 
the intestinal surgery, it was 39 
percent. 
Dr. Henry Buchwald of the 
University of Minnesota, who 
directed the study, said the 
surgery should be considered 
along with cholesterol- 
lowering drugs as a possible 
standard treatment. 
"It has a role in the man- 
agement of patients with high 
cholesterol who have had a 
heart attack," Buchwald said. 
"It is eminently logical to ex- 
tend all cholesterol-lowering 
therapy, including this, to 
patients with high cholesterol 
who have not had a heart at- 
tack." 
Besides diarrhea, those who 
undergo the surgery are 
somewhat more prone to have 
kidney stones, gallstones and 
intestinal obstructions. 
The study was conducted in 
Minneapolis, Los Angeles, Phi- 
ladelphia and Little Rock, 
Ark., and published in today's 
New England Journal of Med- 
icine. 
Despite wide acceptance of 
cholesterol lowering, doubts 
remain about whether it actu- 
ally helps people live longer if 
they already have healthy 
hearts.   Although  the   latest 
study was conducted exclu- 
sively on people who had suf- 
fered heart attacks, Buchwald 
said he believes the research 
should settle that question. 
"It offers the strongest Justi- 
fication for marked llpid 
(cholesterol) intervention that 
has ever been offered," Buch- 
wald said. "It is a very power- 
ful study and should, except for 
certain people who will never 
be satisfied, end the 
cholesterol controversy." 
In the study, 421 people who 
recovered from heart attacks 
underwent the surgery, while a 
comparison group of 417 people 
were treated with diet alone. 
At the start of the study, their 
average cholesterol levels 
were 251. The surgery lowered 
people's cholesterol 23 percent. 
Gas price increase 
under investigation 
Who in the world 
needs a car phone? 
Anyone who's going places. 
►teve i nd Lisa Greene both spend a lot of time on the road. They rely on their car phones 
to keep in touch with business. As well as each other. 
More and more people are taking advantage of the 
convenience and security of a Centel Cellular phone. 
They're relying on the instant access that lets them 
keep in touch with family or business associates no matter 
where they are. 
They're making more productive and efficient use of 
their time. 
And they're enjoying the clear, dependable service 
and customer commitment that only Centel Cellular 
can deliver. 
Find out what these people already know. Let us put 
a Centel Cellular phone to work for you today. 
You'll wonder how you ever got along without one. 
CELLULAR 
A difference you can hear. 
3506 Mayflower Drive 
Lynchburg,VA 34501 
528-3500 
by James Rowley 
Associated Press writer 
WASHINGTON — The Justice 
Department said Thursday it had 
subpoenaed records of major oil 
companies, refiners and mar- 
keters as part of its Investigation 
of gasoline price hikes since Iraq 
invaded Kuwait on Aug. 2. 
The issuance of civil in- 
vestigative demands (CTDS) for 
detailed records on gasoline pro- 
duction indicated that the de- 
partment had stepped up its in- 
vestigation of the price hikes. 
James F. Rill, head of the de- 
partment's antitrust division, 
said the civil subpoenas would 
enable investigators to analyze 
the accuracy of explanations giv- 
en by gasoline producers and 
marketers for the price hikes. 
The antitrust investigation be- 
gan Aug. 6 following the steep 
rise in gasoline prices. Oil com- 
Eany officials were interviewed 
y   Justice   Department   in- 
vestigators about the price hikes. 
The preliminary phase of the 
investigation "developed sub- 
stantial information about the 
nature of crude oil and gasoline 
markets and how they behaved in 
the wake of the Aug. 2 invasion," 
Rill said in a statement. "It also 
erovided us with an opportunity 
i have the parties explain the 
factors that caused them to raise 
gasoline prices." 
"With the CIDs, we will be able 
to examine more closely those 
explanations and also pursue 
some issues for which we don't 
yet have answers," Rill said. 
"We aggressively will pursue 
this investigation until we de- 
termine whether or not violations 
of antitrust law contributed to the 
rise in gasoline prices," Rill said. 
The Federal Trade Commis- 
sion, the Energy Department and 
several state attorneys general 
are assisting the Justice Depart- 
ment's investigation. 
Abortion bill approved 
WASHINGTON (AP) - A 
House subcommittee approved a 
bill Thursday that would put into 
federal law a woman's right to an 
abortion as ruled in the Supreme 
Court decision Roe vs. Wade. 
"The language of the bill is 
drawn directly from Roe," said 
Rep. Don Edwards, D-Calif., 
chairman of the House Judiciary 
subcommittee on civil and consti- 
tutional rights. 
He said the Freedom of Choice 
Act was necessary to preserve 
the reproductive options women 
have nad since the Supreme 
Court decision was issued. 
"It is clear from recent Su- 
preme Court decisions that Roe is 
Philipines  
G Continued from page 1. 
they were holed up late Thurs- 
day. Witnesses said Noble's 
troops shook hands and greeted 
government soldiers as they en- 
tered the camp. 
On the way to the garrison, 
many townspeople cheered and 
waived at Noble. Several women 
rushed forward to kiss him. 
"I feel elated with the support 
of the people," Noble said. But 
local reporters said most of those 
who turned out were curious to 
see Noble, who has become a folk 
hero in northern Mindanao. 
in jeopardy," Edwards said. 
"American women can no longer 
rely on the courts to protect their 
right to choose. Nor can we leave 
this vital issue up to a patchwork 
of state laws." 
The subcommittee vote came 
after two days of hearings. A 
similar version is pending ui the 
Senate. 
Edwards said he would press 
the House leadership for speedy 
consideration of the measure. 
However, time is running out on 
the session and the prospects of 
the bill making it through Con- 
gress this year are dim. 
Noble's followers entered the 
military camp in Cagayan de Oro 
during a heavy rain. Talks were 
held through the night with 
intermediaries for the division 
commander. Brig. Gen. Miguel 
Sol, sources said. 
Rebels claimed support from 
troops in other areas of Min- 
danao, including Surigao, but the 
claims could not be verified be- 
cause of poor communications. 
Brig. Gen. Emiliano Templo, a 
military spokesman in Manila, 
said loyal forces held the Ca- 
gayan de Oro airport but flights 
to the city were suspended. 
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Falcons hope to relive memory 
Team prepares for defensive battle in home opener against Ohio 
by Matt Schroder 
sports editor 
Lightning rarely strikes in the 
same place twice. 
But the football team is hoping 
to zap Mid-American Conference 
rival Ohio Saturday at Doyt 
Perry Field much like it did two 
years ago. 
Heading into the Bobcat game 
in 1968, the Falcons were return- 
ing home after three decisive 
road defeats which they tallied 
just 27 points. 
But before OU knew what hit 
them, Bowling Green was cruis- 
ing to a 42-0 drubbing of the Bob- 
cats at Perry Field for its' first 
victory of the campaign. 
Though the year is 1990, not 
much has changed. BG is return- 
ing home again to face Ohio fol- 
lowing consecutive losses at Vir- 
ginia Tech, Central Michigan and 
Ball State. 
Offensively, the Falcons (0-2 in 
the MAC, 1-3 overall) have scored 
two touchdowns in their last 12 
rarters and head coach Moe 
kney said at a press confer- 
ence Tuesday the light at the end 
of the tunnel is dim. 
Now for the good news. 
The OU defense will never be 
"I don't think any of us expect our 
offense to step out on the field and 
light it up. We have a good defense 
so if we do score a lot of points we 
should win the ball game." 
-BG head coach Moe Ankney, 
on his game plan against Ohio. 
compared to the Pittsburgh 
Steelers' Steel Curtain of the 70s. 
Only Kent State ranks lower 
than the Bobcats in total defense 
— allowing 431 yards per game to 
KSU's 439. The Falcons' previous 
two opponents —Ball State and 
Cental — boast the top two defen- 
ses in the MAC. 
"(Ohio's) defense is not spec- 
tacular, but sound," Ankney said. 
"They give up yardage, but not 
big plays. They've done a good 
job by starting simple and adding 
as they've gone along. They're 
still improving." 
A key match-up will feature 
Ohio's worst ranked pass defense 
against Bowling Green's eighth 
ranked passing offense. While 
sophomore split end Mark 
Szlachcic ranks second in the 
conference in receiving, the rest 
of the BG wideouts haven't gotten 
on track. 
"Defenses have been ganging 
up on our running attack and we 
haven't made them pay with our 
passing game yet. We have to do 
that  to be effective," Ankney 
said. 
So is the BG coaching staff 
looking for a repeat performance 
of the 1988 Ohio-Bowling Green 
game? 
"I don't think any of us expect 
our offense to step out on the field 
and light it up," Ankney said. 
"We have a good defense so if we 
do score a lot of points we should 
win the ball game." 
One strategy the Falcon offense 
has been practicing this week is a 
simplification of the offensive 
play book. 
The theory goes, if the offense 
can execute a few plays well, it's 
better than trying to throw the 
kitchen sink at the defense and 
not getting the job done. 
"we're just going to try a to 
execute a few aspects of our 
offense and do them well," 
Szlaychcic said. 
Unlike their defense, the Bob- 
cat offensive squad has been exe- 
PROC/IRE 
275 S. Main St. 
BOWLING QREEN 353-3060 
AVOID THE HASSLE 
Drop your car off on your w*y to cliu with our shuttli bus urvlci 
"A whole new way to get your car fixed" 
> IF THERE'S NOTHING WRONG WITH YOUR CAR WE WON'T FIX IT 
' IF THERE IS WE'LL FIX IT RIGHT 
i IF FOR ANY REASON IT'S NOT RIGHT WELL CO IT OVER OR REFUND YOUR MONEY 
• WE GUARENTEE OUR PARTS S LABOR 
i WE KEEP OUR WORD 
6 Months or 6000 Mile Warranties • Low Cost Rentals 
SOHIO, BP & Major Credit Cards Accepted 
HOURS: MON-FRI 7 AM-9 PM/SAT 8 AM-5 PM 
cuting well all season. OU quar- 
terback Anthony Thornton is the 
top rated passer in the MAC, with 
53 completions in 95 attempts and 
744 yards. 
He has led Ohio to 80 points in 
its last three games against 
Eastern Michigan, Tennessee 
Tech and Toledo. 
"When we're going good, we 
are able to run well, catch well 
and hold our turnovers to a min- 
imum," OU head coach Tom 
Lichtenberg said. 
Despite its 0-2 league record 
and 1-3 overall mark, Ankney 
said Ohio is the surprise of the 
MAC so far this season. The Bob- 
cats lost to the Hurons and the 
Rockets by three and seven 
points, respectively. UT and 
EMU were picked to finish in the 
top three while Ohio's preseason 
ranking was near the bottom. 
"We're pleased with our effort 
so far, but we still haven't played 
well enough to win most of our 
ball games," Lichtenberg said. 
"We were picked farther down 
the line and maybe we are doing a 
little better than what some peo- 
ple expected." 
"Their passing attack is a real 
concern tor us," Ankney said. 
"Thornton is playing and they 
have some speedy wide receivers 
who are real threats." 
The Bobcats start senior Ger- 
ald Harris at flanker and fresh- 
man Courtney Burton at split 
end. 
Ankney has rearanged the 
offensive line slightly for this 
week's game. Junior Nick Sims 
will get the start over Billy Horn 
and vernon Williams is scheduled 
to start at right tackle. 
"Our offense has not been play- 
ing well — that's obvious," Ank- 
ney said. "We've been moving 
players in and out all season and 








No change without struggle, 
No one in power ain't giving up nothing 
You're bom, you live, and then you die, 
In between you dodge the dubious lies, 
Oh where is the promised pie 
Where is the carrot for the taking? 
A women's work is not recognized 
If she be black, make it doubly dized 
Without a man, she's in nothing's land 
"Why Do We Have To Fight" 
by Lillian Allen 
FRIDAY OCTOBER 5 8:00 PM 
BRYAN RECITAL HALL 
•Graduate luncheon Fri. Oct. 5 
with Lillian Allen at United Christian Fellowship 
Noon-1:00 
*Sat Oct. 6 10:30-Noon-Womens Studies 
Workshop - United Christian Fellowship 
*Sat Oct. 6 1:30-3:00 Ethnic Studies Workshop 
United Christian Fellowship 
SPONSORED BY GRADUATE STUDENT SENATE 
BG begins MAC 
play at Western 
by Jamie Joss 
sports writer 
And they're off! 
Yes, it's time for the suspense filled, highs and lows, and 
cheers and jeers of the Mid-American Conference volleyball 
season, as action starts this weekend. 
However, this season's schedule is a little different for the 
Falcons (16-2), who rather than waiting until the end of the 
season to play their chief nemisis Western Michigan (1-9), tbey 
will get a chance to avenge last year's MAC tournament loss 
when they open the season with the Broncos this Saturday at 
Reid Fieldhouse at 7:30, in Kalamazoo, Mich. 
But, this is the way BG would like it to be as they will catch 
WMU with a a young and inexperienced squad that has dropped 
eight-straight games. 
"This match is just as important as all of our other MAC 
matches," Holli Costein said. 
Although the Broncos have lost eight games, they still have a 
very respectable and talented team. WMU has lost to some top 
caliber teams such as Notre Dame, Pepperdine, New Mexico, 
LSU, Tennessee, Duke, Perm State and Louisville. 
"It's going to be an interesting matchup, and historically 
speaking this should be our stiffest opponent,' coach Denise Van 
De Walle. "I'm glad we're playing them early, because I see 
them as a team that is going to get better as the season goes on." 
Losing four starters from last season, has put pressure on the 
Broncos, but that doesn't mean that they should be overlooked 
on fellow MAC opponents schedules. 
"I think we are a better team, Rob Buck (WMU coach) has a 
good program and they can never be taken lightly," Costein 
said. 
With a young team WMU will heavily rely on the leadership of 
junior hitter Julie Young who is the captain of the team and 
compiled some impressive stats last season with service aces 
(45), a hitting percentage (.248) and digs (287). 
Setter Kris Penza is another key player who has played re- 
spectably with an 8.58 assists per game average in 33 games. 
BG looks the best on paper in this grudge match, but they will 
have to stay consistent in order to capitalize on the victory. 
"We have been successful and have been executing at a pretty 
high level compared to our opponents," Van De Walle saia "We 
have to play Bowling Green volleyball, good sound passing, good 
defense, and I believe we will win the match." 
Leading the pack for the Falcons is junior hitter Tammy Schil- 
ler who leads the MAC in kills per game (4.70) and hitting per- 
centage (.391) and third in blocks per game (1.29). 
"We have been playing really well, and if we stay at the same 
level, we should win," Schiller said. 
See Schlltor, page 10. 
GET ROWDY! 




CINCINNATI (AP) — Eric 
Davis and the Cincinnati Reds let 
Game one of the National League 
playoffs get away on Thursday 
night. 
Davis' botched play on Andy 
Van Slyke's fly ball to left field 
gave the Pittsburgh Pirates a 4-3 
victory in a game that hardly 
started in their favor. 
The Reds, with 14-game winner 
Jose Rijo on the mound, took a 3-0 
lead in the first inning and then 
gave it all back. 
Pinch-hitter Gary Redus sin- 
gled off loser Norm Charlton with 
one out in the eighth and stole 
second. After Jay Bell walked 
with two outs, Van Slyke hit a 
slicing drive that got over Davis' 
head and bounced over the left- 
field fence for a ground-rule 
double that scored Redus. Davis, 
moved from center to left be- 
cause of his sore knees, made 
only two errors in 127 games. 
van Slyke was in a 3-for-25 
slump at the time and has had 
trouble hitting left-handers this 
season, batting .261. 
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executive Officers 
President - Bob Jordan Treasurer - Croig Barber 
V.P. Internal - John Bollard Secretary - Scott Struna 
V.P. external - Chris Heider Risk Manager - John Bono 
V.P. Membership - Steve Haggerty 
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Brad Alien fll Corn 
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Steve Vorhees 
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Frustration builds for Falcon soccer 
Unfamiliar opponents may bring forgotten success in CSU tournament 
by Kevin dimming* 
sport* writer 
Did your mother ever tell you to 
be nice to people when you first 
meet them f 
Hie soccer team has to be hop- 
Ins that's the case this weekend 
when it meets Dartmouth and 
New Mexico for the first time in 
the Women's Federal Savings 
Bank Classic hosted by Cleveland 
State. 
The Falcons are the first ones 
to admit that they could use any 
break handed to them. After all, 
they've outshot their opponents 
nearly every game and have only 
a 4-6 record to show for it. 
"It's so frustrating," goalten- 
der Greg Murphy said. "We're 
getting so many opportunities, 
but we're not putting the ball in 
the back of the net." 
Pinpointing the source of BG's 
trouble is not an easy task. There 
have been numerous theories as 
to the cause of the problems, but 
"It's so frustrating. We're getting 
so many opportunities, but we're 
not putting the ball in the back of 
the net." 
-Falcon goaltender Greg 
Murphy, on team's scor mg 
problems. 
nothing the Falcons try seems to 
work. 
There have been breakdowns in 
the midfield area, a lack of 
leadership, fatigue, and the pres- 
sure placed on the team to earn a 
bid to the NCAA tournament. So- 
lutions seem to add up in the loss 
column. 
Head Coach Gary Palmisano 
said the team has played well 
enough to win all their games, 
with the exception of the Indiana 
match. 
Long road ends 
for women's golj\ 
in season finale 
by Glen Lubbert 
sports writer 
Participating in their final invitational of the season, the Bowling 
Green women's golf team will be traveling to Northern Illinois for the 
Huskie Classic. 
"We're looking for a top five finish," coach Greg Nye said. 
However, he believes that Illinois State and Kan- 
sas State are also in contention for invitational hon- 
ors. 
Nye said there are other problems to worry about 
other than the opposing teams. 
"We could have bad weather," he said. "It's real- 
ly an iffy thing this time of year." 
Even though Nye believes the weather will play an 
important role, his top two players say they will use 
it to their advantage. 
"We play well in bad weather," sophomore Jen- 
nifer Girdlestone said. 
Junior Ann Alexander agreed. 
"We're working hard offensive- 
ly, and if the defense can keep 
giving up one goal or less we'll be 
alright.   Murphy said. 
Midfielder Andrew Arthurs 
agrees. 
"If we keep working hard, we'll 
win our share of games," Arthurs 
said. "We feel we can play at the 
same level as anyone. 
BG will have to play at or above 
the level of their competition if 
they have any hopes of winning 
the tournament. 
Schiller  
The most evenly matched field 
in the tournaments brief history 
will battle it out for the title. 
It appears the schedule makers 
may nave hit the pairings 
squarely on the head by pitting 
host CSU (5-4-1) against Dart- 
mouth (4-1-1) in the final mat- 
chup of the tourney. 
The defending champion Vik- 
ings and the solid Big Green ap- 
pear to have the slightest of edges 
over New Mexico (ft-4-1) and BG 
(44). 
But the margin of superiority of 
CSU and UD is ever so slight. 
CSU is currently ranked sixth 
in the Great Lakes Region, and 
thrive on a solid defense, record- 
ing six shutouts in 10 games, but 
are having offensive problems. 
Dartmouth has yet to score 
within the Ivy League, but have 
been very impressive in indepen- 
dent competition, whipping per- 
ennial NCAA Tournament con- 
tender Connecticut, and highly 
respectable Massachusettes. 
"Dartmouth has beaten some 
very good teams," Murphy said. 
"But we're ready to go.' 
New Mexico is a team to be 
reckoned with too, as they are 
coming off a tightly contested 1-0 
loss to nationally ranked Illinois 
State. 
"Bowling Green is the tourna- 
ment's genuine dark horse," CSU 
Sports Information Director 
Merle Levin said. "The Falcons 
were being touted as a NCAA 
tourney team this year. 
"They are capable of exploding 
at any time and have frequently 
played very well in Cleveland 
where they usually have a large 
cheering section." 
BG and Dartmouth get things 
started today at 5:00 p.m., fol- 
lowed by the CSU/NMU game at 
7:15 p.m. The tournament con- 
cludes Saturday with BG meeting 
NMU at 5:00 p.m., and CSU 
taking on UD at 7:15 p.m.. All 
games will be played on Krenzler 
Field. 
G Continued from page 9. 
"I think the match is really im- 
portant, and I think we have more 
physical ability to win the 
match," Mika said. 
Mika is listed as probable for 
Saturday's match, after sprain- 
ing her ankle Tuesday in a 
scrimmage against Toledo. 
! 
Trainer Annette Davidson said 
she looked good in agility tests for 
the ankle before Thursday's 
practice, and should be able to 
play this weekend if the sprain 
doesn't get any worse. 
If Mika can't go at full strength,   j .— - — .- 
freshman Nicky Mudrak will step   i FALCON TEAM! ■ 
in for her at the middle position. 
Quote of the week 
"You're asking someone of one gender to stand stark naked in 
front of people of another gender. Is It out of line for them to say, 
'Wait'til I get my pants on?'I don't think so." 
- Cincinnati Bengals' head coach Sam Wyche responding to 
Monday night's incident in which he barred USA Today's Denise 




The men's cross country 
team will compete in the 
five mile Notre Dame Invi- 
tational at 2:00 p.m. today. 
The men (1-1 in the MAC. 3-2 
overall) are coming off a 
second-place finish in the 
Mel Brodt Invitational last 
Saturday. 
Senior Keith Madaras is 
expected to lead the way 
after finishing second in 
each meet this season. Ma- 
daras has the best five mile 
time of all Falcons so far 
with 26:04. Eddie Nicholo- 
son (26:35) and Dane 
Schubert (26:41) should run 
with the lead pack. 
n D a 
The women's cross coun- 
try team does not run until 
Saturday at 10:00 a.m. in 
Miami. Five teams includ- 
ing Ball State and Central 
Michigan will compete. 
Senior Tracy Gaerke, who 
is still recovering from an 
injured ankle, is one of the 
Falcons top runners enter- 
ing the meet. Gaerke time 
of 18:57 is second best on the 
team to sophomore Cheri 
Triner. 
Triner, who missed last 
Saturday's Mel Brodt Invi- 
tational, leads Bowling 
Green with a season best 
time of 18:42. Sophomore 
Jill Strawser should anchor 
a well balanced BG team. 
Support your 





"We're used to playing in the bad weather and I can use that to my 
advantage," Alexander said. 
Alexander and Girdlestone have a promising outlook for this week- 
end. "We can finish really well, possibly fourth or fifth," Alexander 
said. 
"I think we can finish in the top five, maybe even win it," Girdleston 
added. "I hope we have a strong finish in the 320s." 
This may be harder than some realizes. The Falcons have not aver- 
aged under 330 since early September when they shot an average of 
322.5 at the Irish Fall Invitational where they placed fifth out of 24. 
Another disadvantage the women will face is Northern Illinois' Ni- 
cole Jeray. She has won her last three in vitationals. 
."Nicole is definitely a favorite to win," Nye said. "She's playing on 
her home course giving her a significant advantage." 
Jeray also won the Michigan State Fall Invitational last week where 
the BG women had a poor showing placing ninth out of ten. 
At any rate, the Falcons have a positive attitude. "She [Jeray] is go- 
ing to play well," Girdlestone said. "But, any of us are capable of 
beating her. *^ 
The 36-hole Huskie Classic will be contested Sunday and Monday at 
the Oak Club in DeKalb, Illinois. 
FALL / WINTER WORK 
$6.85 TO START 
- - - Part-time During School — 
— Full-time on Breaks — 
— Co-op Available — 
— Training Provided — 
Find how BGSU students Kevin Snyder 
and Dave Pllatl earned over $3800 
this summer.  They will both have an 
opportunity to run their own office 
next year at the age of 22. 
CALL FOR INTERVIEW 
(419)382-1060 
COACH HOUSE GIFTS 
Largest individually owned gift shop chain in 
the country will be recruiting at the 
JOB EXPO 
MON. OCT. 8. 1990 
If you are looking for a carreer that has 
opportunity growth and advancement  
COACH HOUSE GIFTS 
IS FOR YOU! 
PSs^I 
would like to announce their new Pledge Class Officers of 1990 
Amy Bedinghaus President Mary Febce 
Lon Pickup VfcePrerideat Cheryl Cage 
Lisa Peterson Trt—u Anita Lee 
KitDobkin Secretary Chris McArtor 
Sue Cory Academic* Jami Norviel 
Beth Swisher Amy Scott 
Jennifer Bamg Song Chairman Joanie Seimet 
Julie Gumban Missy Rowland 
Cindy Hudec N.M.P.CHep. Beth Myers 
Salty Rieger Kristen Slatteri 
Vanessa Stamper Sao*. Laurie Waldron 
Cheryl Kempke Marcie Mittron 
SaBy Rerger 
Alcohol Awareness Tami Behrens 
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One Prescription 
Two Pair of Glasses 
$ Two Distinctively Different Looks 
Singlet Vision Standard Bifocals 
$7988    $fl988 
For Both Pairs For Both Pairs 
One day service for most prescriptions with 
experienced Opticians at your service. 
You must be completely satisfied or we will return your money. 
EYES EXAMINED IY DR. S. SHIFF OPTOMETRIST 
OFFERS EXPIRES   NOVEMBER 10. 1990 
EVE EXAMINATIONS PRICED SEPEPATEIY 
>Burlington Optical 
TOLEDO 
1955 S. Reynolds 
AcrOM from Southwyck 
382-2020 
TOLEDO 
3153 W. Syrvanla 
472-1113 
BOWLING GREEN 
1616 E. Wooctor 
OfMnwood c«nl«i 
352-2533 
MOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER PROMOTIONS OR SPECIALS 1990 Burlington Optical   *21t1 -90 
(he little Mop 
Beat the Bobcats! Good Luck Falcons! 
Open Homecoming Day, Sat. Oct. 6,   9:00 - 1:00 
University Union   We now carry Clothing!  
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Unnamed reporter 
answers questions 
CINCINNATI (AP) — A female reporter for a minority news- 
paper says she is amazed to have become involved in the con- 
troversy over admission of women journalists into the Cincinnati 
Bengals' locker room. 
Denise Johnson, a reporter with the Call and Post, a statewide 
weekly that bills itself as "Ohio's Black Newspaper," was in the 
Bengals' locker room after the Sept. 23 New England game to do 
a feature story on Bengals safety David Fulcher. 
She said she did a taped interview with Fulcher there because 
she had been unable to previously set up an interview elsewhere 
with him. 
Johnson was the reporter that Bengals coach Sam Wyche re- 
ferred to when he said his players were upset by a woman walk- 
ing around in the locker room who did not carry a note pad and 
did not appear to be a reporter. 
Wyche, saying he would not expose his naked players to 
women in the locker room, caused a controversy when he barred 
USA Today sports writer Denise Tom from the Bengals' dressing 
room after Monday night's game in Seattle. 
Wyche's barring of Tom violated NFL policy of providing 
equal access to male and female reporters to teams' locker 
rooms. Wyche faces a possible fine from NFL commissioner 
Paul Tagliabue. 
"I was pretty surprised when I read in the paper that I was the 
reason behind this whole Sam Wyche thing," Johnson said. "I 
just think they have to realize that being accessible to the media 
is part of the territory you take on as a pro athlete." 
Johnson said she did not talk to any other players. 
"Sometimes I work with a note pad and sometimes I use my 
tape recorder. That day, I was using my tape recorder," she 
said. "Next time, I guess I need to have my note pad, too. 
Cooper faces more controversy r 
by Rusty Miller 
AP sports writer 
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) - Ohio State 
University president Gordon Gee says he 
understands the latest controversy sur- 
rounding football coach John Cooper, but he 
doesn't understand the criticism. 
In a 35-26 loss to Southern Cal Saturday, 
the game was called with 2:36 remaining be- 
cause of a violent thunderstorm that rum- 
bled and flashed over Ohio Stadium. 
"Someone could argue that they could 
have played the last 2 4minutes. I suspect 
that will always be a little controversial," 
said Gee, who took over as president of Ohio 
State a month ago. "But I think we have to 
keep everything in perspective. We don't 
have universities to play football games." 
Cooper, whose team is 2-1 and ranked 20th 
in the nation, has said that he was not pre- 
sented any options at the time the game was 
ended. But in postgame comments he said 
he "made a deal" with official Ron Winter 
that the game could be ended if Ohio State 
did not recover an onside kick on the final 
play. 
As a result, he has been roasted by at least 
one local television sports anchor. The same 
TV station ran a telephone poll to determine 
how many people agreed with the abrupt 
conclusion to the game. And the Ohio State 
student newspaper ran an editorial Wednes- 
day headlined, "Coop, Coop, Cooper is a 
quit, quit, quitter." 
Athletic director Jim Jones said he was 
surprised the game wasn't suspended and 
resumed later. He said he was investigating 
how and why the decision to end the game 
came about. 
But he added, "I'm sorry if I'm too cal- 
loused or a quitter, but I don't think the life 
of one of our football players is worth a win 
oraioss." 
Gee defended the decision to end the 
game. 
"I obviously like to win and would have 
loved to have won the game," Gee said. 
"There's always going to be that doubt 
whether or not we could have come back. I 
would have hoped that would have been the 
case, but... so we got a goose egg. We did the 
right thing and for no other reason than for 
safety and concern about people." 
Jones, who was out of the state from Sun- 
day until Wednesday night, said he was 
largely unaware of the controversy. 
"I guess sometimes we get fanatical about 
the way we feel about the Buckeyes, or in 
this case Buckeye football," he said. "I don't 
know what to tell you. It's a fact of life." 
Gee had served as president at Colorado 
and West Virginia before coming to Ohio 
State. But he said even he was a little sur- 
prised by the hold that Buckeye football has 
on its followers. 
"In my travels the past month around the 
state, I was initially surprised that I was 
asked so many questions about football and 
not about my own academic values and so 
forth," he said with a laugh. 
Sixty-eight percent of those responding to 
the television phone-in poll said no one had a 
right to call the game. 
In its editorial, The Lantern, Ohio State's . 
school newspaper, said, "Cooper, from the J 
moment you stepped foot on the hallowed 
grounds of Ohio Stadium, you have dis- 
filayed a lackadaisical, even apathetic atti- 
ude toward your team.... i You) have insul- 
ted our university and tarnished its image." 
This isn't the first time that Cooper has 
encountered a storm in his three years at 
Ohio State. He has been castigated for his* 
many grocery-store chain commercials, for-1' 
a comment about "slow, white guys" on his 
first team, for another commercial that fea- 
tured his entire family in a hot tub and for ■■ 
not shielding players from blame after «*• ''■ 
loss. 
Gee said he didn't anticipate any major',: 
changes in the athletic department in the' 
near future. 
Ohio State hosts No. 13 Illinois on Saturday 
at Ohio Stadium. At least this time, mild ' 
weather is forecast. 'id 
.tft 
HOMECOMINC 
Football Home Opener 
tomorrow! 
Come see the Falcon 
Marching Band and the 
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Classifieds 
CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS 
STUDENTS FOR LIFE 
MEETS EACH MONDAY NIGHT 
8:00 P.M. 
ALUMNI LOUNGE, UNIVERSITY UNION 
COME AND BE A VOICE 
FOR THE VOICELESS! 
• • THE KEY IS HERE • • 
The 1 MO yearbook! have errlvea 
end can be picked up al 28 Wait 
Hall balwaan 10 am and 3 pm 
Bring your itudent ID 
• ■ • FALCON FOOTBALL * * • 
Take a radio along with you to Doyt Perry Field 
and gat the beat ol both worlds Pregame la at 
I 00 with klckotf set lor 1 30 on WBGU 88.1 
••WORLD STUDENT ASSOCIATION" 
Special German Coffee Hours Friday, Oc- 
tober S from 7:004:30pm In the International 
Lounge (411 South Hell) Come celebrate Ihe 
reunification of Oermanyl Call 372-2247 tor 
more Information. 
■ Were you I nvlled to join Golden Key?' 
We want you to (otn us! Come find out more at 
the Information table In the Union Foyer from 
Oct 8-10 (Mon-Wed) from 9am-4pm, or eel 
Martaaa 352-2424  
AMA Formal Meeting - Tuesday. Oct 9 at 7:30 
«\ the McFal Assembly Room. 
Caribbean Association presents its Annual Har- 
ambee REGGAE party. Sat Oct 27. Lenhart 
Batroom. Union, with Chi Factor International 
from Pittsburgh Co-sponsors: APA. ECAP. 
GSSetal Roots and Culture!  
DRY DOCK 
Sat night Oct.6 from 9pm- 1am at DRY DOCK 
(Located in Harshman Quad} we will bo holding 
our annual Semi-Formal evening to celebrate 
Homecoming Bring your "Special Someone" 
or meet that someone there A spend Homecom- 
ing with us No leans, sweats or shorts please. 
No Admission Charged! 
EVERY FRIDAY AT NOON. ALL GRADUATE 
STUDENTS ABE INVITED TO A SOUP AND 
SANDWICH LUNCH. DONATION. AT UCF 
CENTER CORNER OF THURSTIN AND RIDGE 
THIS FRIDAY LILLIAN ALLEN. A JAMAICAN 
DUB POET WILL PRESENT HER POETRY. 
PHI UPSILOrI OMICRON 
First Meeting In the Galena Sunday Oct   7 at 
7:00 pm. Come help plan an exciting year! 
KEY VOLUNTEERS 
GET EXCITED!! 
Volunteer meetingWedneeday October 11 at 
8:30pm We win be discussing the phone Cam- 
paign   11 you cannot attend cal Heather at 
2-6066  
ORIENTATION LEADER APPLICATIONS 
Orientation leaders gain leadership experience 
and communication skils. It's a great way to get 
involved! Applications avasable in 405 Student 
Services Due Oct 11 by 5.00pm 
There'! the Dawo Pound, the Jungle, and 
now there Is the BIRD CAGEI Join WFAL 
Radio In the end zone, every home football 
game to cheer on the Falcons, and even toss 
some Bird Seedl Look tor banners, algne. and 
WFAL In Ihe BIRD CAGEI 
THIS SUNDAY ON 88 1 FM, GET AN IN- 
DIRECT FREE KICK WITH THE FALCON 
SOCCER TEAM ON SPORTSCENEi 88 1 FM - 
WBGU - 8:00 PM SUNOAY 
LOST & FOUND 
Found. Acconuntlng Book Please cal the 
Campus Poece at 372-7995 between 8-5 
Must be able to Identify 
SERVICES OFFERED 
PREGNANT? 
We can help FREE pregnancy teats A supper - 
live   services    Confidential    BG   Pregnancy 
Center Cal 354-HOPE 
PERSONALS 
Why spend WINTER in BO? 
You can gat excellent work experience. 
competitive wages, and stll retain 
your FULL-TIME STUDENT STATUS 




Come to the INFO Session 
Tuesday. October 9th 
7 30pmRoom104BA 
or cal 372-2451 
Co-op Program 
* Delta Zeta Pledges * 
Oet exerted for Eug uttle Hunt next week 
 Ym.r)7»i«taraloyavpu!  
* Kappa Pledgee ■ 
Keep up your spirit dedication! You're al out- 
standing young women! I'm so proud ol you!!! 
Kappa love. Jenny 
• • • CONGRATULATIONS1 ■ ■ ■ 
NEW '90 • 91 RTNDA OFFICERS 
PRES KATHLEEN SCHLUEB 
V-PRES MONICA VALENTO 
SEC HEATHER WEBER 
T RE AS DAWN DAY 
• • Phi Beta Lambda • • 
General Assembly Meeting on Tuesday. Oct.9 
at 7.30pm in BA 116 New members welcome. 
Dues are $ 15 lor a semester and S25 lor a 
year. 
• KD • KD • KD • KD • KD • KD 
Congratulations Wendy Lanck and Michael Brhn 
on your engagement! 
•HOT.- Your Sisters • 
• KKG • KKO • KKQ • 
Congratulations Deb Cordes. Trida Hanson A 
Robbie Klaus lor the 1990-1991 Orientation 
Board! 
Love, Your Kappa Slaters 
• • "PIKES* • • -PIKES" • • 'PIKES- • • • 
John. 
I'm rooking forward to Homecoming You did e 
fantastic job organizing it I'm proud of you 
Love - Jen 
• • •Merie-Chantal end Rochelle- • • 
Just wanted the whole world 
to know that I have the 2 moat 
AWESOME LITTLES!!' 
Love. Big Shayne 
21 - KRISTIN - 21 
Wei, you ere finely 21' Now you have to stay 
up here on the weekends so you can go to the 
bora with me! You are an awesome roommate 
andfrtend Happy 21stB-Dayl 
Your Roomie. Susan 
A-Chi-O ' Sigma Phi Epaeon 
To our Homecoming sweetheerts - Keley A Hi- 
lary - Oet peyched for a most triumphant even- 
ing with two realty cool dudes. Sig Ep Home- 
coming 1990! 
We Love You - Eric and Mark 
Alpha Phi ■ Alpha Phi 
MOLLY MCQUIRE 
I hope your week isn't too stressful Good luck 
on al of your exams and papers. I love my For- 
get-Me-Noti 

















A* a Northweetern Mutual agent, you can achieve higher earnlnga without the hierarchy. Imagine 
being your own boee, with unlimited earning power right from the etart. You could Join the more 
than 1,500 Northwestern Mutual agents who averaged more than $91,000 In commissioned 
earnings last year. 
We'll Increase your chances for auccess by offering a wide variety of top-performing Insurance 
plans for your customers. Policies which have additionally returned higher dlvldenda to policy 
owners thsn those from any other Insurance 
company. Plus, some specialized products which 
other companies don't have at all. 
GARY L. BROWN WILLIAM D. BROWN 
GENERAL AGENT GENERAL AGENT 
ONE SUNFOREST COURT     925 SUPERIOR BUILDING 
TOLEDO. OHIO 43623        CLEVELAND. OHIO 44114 
Northwestern 
Mutual Life 
The Quiet Company 
41M7H270 ■ iHII-rTT? 
Congratulatlona to HAGS, FEENY. HELLION. 
and RAY on winning your 3rd straight TBJKE 
RACE 
PI KAPPA ATTITUDE 
Alpha Sigma PN 
The Brothera ol Alpha Sigma Phi wish to con- 
gratulate Jim Colanert on winning Greek Athlete 
of the Year. We are happy to aee you formally 
recognized for your years of leadership, ethlet- 
Iciam end sporfmanahip ALPHA SIGMA PHI 
COMMI1M! NT TO EXCEt-U NCE' 
Alpha Xl's 
Awesome Job with Tricycle Races! Thanks tor 
al your help • special thanks to Debra Palmer 
You guys are the goods! 
Love. Kappa Sfgs 







IT'S NOT MEMOREX 
IT'S LIVE... FINALLY 
FALCON HOMECOMING FOOTBALL 
BEACH THE BOBCATS 
OET THE SPLISH-SPLASH SPIRIT 
Callng al MIS end CS Majors! We need you for 
a career in our Management Systems Division 
at Proctor A Gamble Join us at our casual Open 
House In the Stale room at the Union on Oct 0. 
between 9 am - 2 pm to find out what PAG can 
offer you!  
CN-0 MUSH Chi-0 
Congratufaoone on your levakering to Cmdnnetl 
Phi Delf Be Moteika' Definitely' 
Chi-O Love A Mine. Bridget 
Congratulations to Ptkee and Mortar Board lor 
winning Trtke Races Also, congratulatlona to 
Sigma Kappa lor winning the spirit award1 ■ 
Thanks to everone who parttciapted! * 
Love. Kappe Sigma 
De« 201 Loser. 
Why don't you find some real dales?1 Stop 
combing   through   the   ebrary   and   prancing 
through the tuape! Get a reel «fe' See ya both al 
Marks! 
Love. Your Bumpktne 
Ok) You Know? A child's brain waves are 
meesureebte and he or she responds to touch 0 
weeks after conception 
Dry Dock 
SPECIAL EVENT COMING SOON Our Annual 
Up-Sync Contest' * Oct 26 - Cal Brian al 
353 9000 today 'or more mlo  
Eddie (Pookeyl. 
I took forward to spending the reel of my Me 
with you. Our first year together has been a 
wonderful, exciting, and beautiful experience 
Happy one year Anniversary Honey! 
I Love You' Mabel (Your Pookey) 
FIJI-DUCKLIPSa PORNO-FIJI 
Just e queer poem to lei ya know 
Your Gamma Phi Babes are ready to go! 
You take the bottom ft we'll take the top 
1 between the 2 rooms Ihe bofllee will pop. 
Th l a le the and of our silly rhyme. 
Gel ready for a lanteatlc time! 
G-PHI-B KIM * LORI G -PHI- B 
Congratulatlona Alpha Xi'a on Winning Spelt at 
Mud Tug Thank you for supporting ua. Actfvea' 
We love you! 
Love. The Alpha X, Pledgee . 
Gemma Phi Christy Gamma Phi 
Two years lor ua at Homeoommg and one 
EUekey Look forward lor more to come 
AlpnaSlglanAlpheSlg  
OCT ROWDY I 





■LAST THE BOBCATS! 
HOME FALCON FOOTBALL 
TOMORROW I 30 PERRY FIELD 
WHO IS KINO AND QUEEN ? 
FIND OUT TOMORROW AT THE 
HALFTIME OF THE FOOTBALL GAME 
FALCON FOOTBALL 
HOME OPENER TOMORROW! 





Gel your reeumee and DATA aheerta ready! '   ' 
Open Houae with Procter A Gamble on Oct an' 
the State room (Union) Stop in between 9s 2D 
Casual dress please MIS A CS only . 
OETTINO READY TO HEAD OUT INTO THE 
REAL WORLD? COME TALK TO SOME RE- 
CENT HIRES OF PROCTER AND GAMBLf 
AND FIND OUT WHAT PAG HAS TO OFFER H 
N THE MIS AND CS FIELDS OPEN HOUSE 
OCT.9. 9a-2p, CASUAL DRESS STATE 
ROOM IN THE UNION      STOP IN' 
continued on p. 12 
There's an IBM PS/2 
made for every student body. 
\ 
IBM PS/2 
Model 30 286 (U31) 
IMHm-mrj. 
30MB hvdduk arm 
B513 Colo- Display 
Pn-ioadrdtoflinrr: 




ZSofi SaliTyr "* 
11.799 
IBM PS/2 
Model 55 SX (U31) 
' ' 2MB manor) 
!"WIH,...l,l,.l,l,„. 
BSU Color Diesis? 
PrrloeenlioRwr: 







Model 70 (W61) 




IBM DOS in 
M.noofi «■.•*«. I'l 
Sot* lor Cirafcan nll.nl' 
M« V~i~.l i,l • 







IBM Propriiurr'- III 
»*ebk.(Mo»H 1201-003) t 349 
IBMProprinlc.VII 
»*abir (ModVi 4207-002) f 499 
IBM Proprinlrr XL24E 
«*.bk-(MorW 4208-002)$ 679 
IBM  la-,rl'.,„i.,l 
-. -Ill- lM.-1-l 1019 Hlli   $1 039 
llr.l--lt.IWk.nl rauitjrl* 
color »-apru.. printrr 
(MoeVIHP3630-A)          $ 799 
IBM PS/2 
Model 55 SX (WCI) 
2MB-armor; 
-JOMBfixreduliasiw 
8SL5 Color Diaalay 
PrrloaoVd ■oflaerr: 
IBM DOS40 
Minoaofl 1 .no~. Ill 
lord lor * inda*. ..id I w-.-l '' 





Model 30 286 (T31) 
$1,649 
Model 55 SX (TO) 
$2,699 
Model 70 (TO) 
$4J99 
1-lrlueoVe- 
-Hli HIM IH I- in 







Whether you need ■ computer to write papers or 
creale graphics, charts and spreadsheets, there's an 
IBM Personal System/2' that's right for you. 
The IBM PS/2" family of computers has every- 
thing you asked for... including preloaded software, 
a special student price and affordable loan pay- 
menu." All models come with IBM DOS 4.0, 
Microsoft Windows 3.0,15-inch diskette drive and 
an IBM Mouse. 
Try one on for siie. We're sure you'll find one 
that fits just right. 
And if you buy before December 31,1990, you'll 
receive a TWI' Certificate entitling you to a round- 
trip ticket for $149,,/$249,,t Phil 
a free fWI Getaway' Student 
Discount Card application. You'll 
also get a great low price on the 
™>l*;riervioe. 
Please Call the 
Micro-Computer Buying Service 
at 372-7724 
for more information. Tuir 
to-^WQiiaMMWHiidtnU MSirtv tujl'anonililutaxi* ir« pwxreaaCMSaSKSM Acada^a: Sofertom-rao^partcealaigcar-out NK«l<or>« P-cascwoeM 
do no. nous taan la. lvano.no, and/o- oocausaj cna-on Cnec -in rou awMuMn "Of-dng maaa oiaro~Oa»»»^luMcl»> tmatm,*** — •Xfapajnf ana 
BMmn.aKM-,treona-al anyunaoanom.-manr&t, •<AcxM*ttU**^ty**>&taM>iX**H^ljm&mnKi6mliKo* tffloflSorflyea 
• inaacadrmcvianvon iVBdWa-ivTWAosah-iasonaimtoonioanteuS o,*ur<oncoW<^Sn*m1tjmtrn&0;am*Wm'r*t**w*M*y 
tamll«WnMI,cio,io>«lanSarianiarltl9ni~oi</<J^ai< «' a-oSama"*.. « 'Wi rraouosOaoanM-lf -Hi BaeoOajuno n<i«>i»« .we IS 1MV 
i-™onSaplar-«>a.lS 1991 SaaaaKlmaad Fa. « no* *«jioab-. 14 day eMmtpxcnaaa utao* mm ***&<^ifmWa*HII>lCm>*•>*>**• <**•*" 
on can-Mela Ame,™, „ Ml Gateaar Sudan! Dajcou-H (Ma -nun oa Mi™%<*^tl>*-~™toM(l*-X*»ir**M»nH™#^^lut*aMm3 
■■Baoiaiaiollna^MnneieuaawaiMmwaCowMon u,,Mi«.»9*»^tm>™-V'K*m*i&mmo*.Pf"*""-.iajJL!i»aewnai.olHa^eai»a«l 
Company TWAea IUI» Mia-y«»mar>ol*anlWona«nna. me TwA(Vla^eaiaul«liadlia».i'iar>ol»emll«»A»ara» reHtrJU»»y«e»BMiiaiar.CT-nlr» and 
l-eoam»>o-rn1jom5S%^Con»an,ltoan'>a-tf«o!raM«oSaa.. -■a3MPiui..«a^«"tc»i-yt"'«l»t--'al.»i«Bua»ieei-^^ wndowi WoMlo. 
WrioowiandCaEelaniiaoernartaofla-cioaoftCc'oo'alon NX W*-oo-i U-elot (IOC Wndows andhCCf'-atAppale'el-erla-i^icriserytJCCc.T^^ z%gn 
SonlypB a a iwdamarfc of ZSort Corpoaaon 
te>M Ctypasho-i 1990 
THE BG NEWS Fndoy. October 5   IvvO 
Classifieds 
continuedfromp.il 
nKA ••• KtUYlHtATHCII--- IIKA 
OCT READY FOR YOUR Pexi DATES 
TO TAKE YOU AWAY) Wf 1+OeJE BOYS 
TO tHOW YOU MOW TO 
V 
Mil 
riKA—'KWMT».4T»»""  IIKA 
WTRAMUKAl OFFICIALS NEEDED 
CE HOCKEY ■ MUST HAVE EXPERIENCE 
APPLY M 1 oa REC CENTER 
Tharaui !<x on* GREAT yeer together - I know 
that « w*J only gel bettor 
ILoveYoull 
mm*m- 
Thanka tot a tantaanc ama al Trtke Recee and 
■ha ptua party aftarward You guys are greet" 
Lot*. 
Ths Alpha Xle 
Outa. 
I tost aannad to tat you hoar much I apprecaM 
■f you do tor m* I'm looking forward 10 that 
II You're the greeieeli 
Lova. Amy 
Q A.M.M.A 
Or eek Advocatng Mature 
►WseaTs^sKTRawtT Or "KOfXJI 
KB • KD • KD • KD • KB • KO 
Corvjratutattone Karan Uay and Brat Jordan on 
your recent engagement 
• A O T • Your Sellers ■ 
Lat ua make your Swaataal Day epecss Wei 
Mod tha wtnrvar and guaat to the Bombay B*cy 
da Club in a kno by TOUCH ot Cbaa HSA 
Palatial Day rattia' union Foyer ■ Oct a to 
$1 00or8'$5O0  
Malalraani. PCe. mm*, ttotooasae, Window 
AppOealUni. TslecommuiMeetlone. Fiber 
Oatlce. C, Put, Nanaorka, ktoolntoahat » 
Paopta Systems M M any ot thae* sound sks 
technology you would lova to baa* a oaraar 
around. Join Proctor 4 Oambto at our Opan 
Houaa on Oct S. In tha Siato room at tna 
Union Stop In from 9e-2p (casual drees) 
About Laatvvaak . Till" 
Spend the 
WINTER «i FLORIDA 
Tna Co-op ofltoa haa sxceeem 
opportunmaaI Hatililnth* 
HoaoMary Menegement ere. 
Houamg provided Al majors oonaldarad 
Oat your CAREER on TRACK 
Ct 37 2 2451 tor morantormason. 
nappy Hour, 
tood 
Quartan Cat. 3 0   Dnnk and 
Hay Brown* Fana - Ouartora Cata Plus Buflat 
Monday       Nlgnta 
$3 50  
Hay Browna Fana - Ouartora Cafa Ptua Burial 
Monday MgMa S3 50. 
Karl Franca 
RSA mnuiali.aalai you on maWng tna TOP 10 
tor Homecoming King Nomlnaaona! 0OO0 
LUCK OH SATURDAY 
Karl Franca 
RSA oongralutatos you on making tna TOP 10 
tor   Itornacomtng  King   Nommeflonsi   QOOO 
late* Icy Hot. 
Hey Kid. you vs maoa true ma baaf month ot my 
Ha  1 lova you to much You'ra ma baal ina 
■Souvarar-Man 
LUCK ON SATURDAY 
How can you gal a return on your 
By uabing your auaa al 
EXPO 1 SAO" 
Mondey. October 8. ig90 2 30 6 00 
Orand Baaroom. Urwarslty UnUn 
Sponaoradby 
Unrveratty Ptocamant Sarvtcaa 
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS ASSOCIATION 
Monday. Octobar a 1 MO 
6.00 pm Room 102 BA 
AKIKO JONES, an metructor tiara at BOSU. 
wS ba apatong about Japanaaa culure 
Intomtonlna, and niemesnnel travel 
Coma and check ua outl 
aVTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE FRATERNITY 
ICE HOCKEY - OCT 8. WOMEN'S BOWUNO . 
OCT 16 COED DHLS RACOUETBALL• OCT 
IT. ALL ENTRIES DUE IN 108 SRC BY 4 00 
P M ON DUE DATE 
ta "Subolamsslei" 
Tnana tor ava graat ama Saturday I trunk it a 
ama tor mora PUNCH  Fantaala • Tha MarmaJd 
i anpreeeiomem TBI Oraaf match tnek A coor- 
dHaaon wtm tha ratchatl 
PS    Am I getting RED? 
Kan Franca 
RSA congretuaatoe you on making tha TOP 10 
■Of   HofTlSGOnwiQ   Kif-g   rvJOfTisnainorui'   QOOO 
LUCK ON SATURDAY 
KDeeMtoayYenoftKOee 
To my awaaoma Orand Httoi You ara graat1 
Congrata on becoming a part ol tha baal femry 
« a graat having you In our tamHyl 
KOaa KO Lova A Mine Chauntol KDaa 
KDaa Paula Gray KOaa 
You'ra tha baal ma anyone could aak tor  I'm 
ao gtod you'ra mine. Always rarnarnbar I'm hara 
tor you  Qood Luck on your 2 naw protects' 
(W W »thai boy ) I lova my araa' 
KOaa Lova m AOT. Chauntol KDaa 
KKO ' PHI BELT ' KKO 
Congratutaaona  to Krta  Saohtor  and  Doug 
Bragg on thalr raoant levesenngi 
Lova. tha Kaopaa 
KKO ' StOMA KAPPA ' KKO 
Kappaa watooma our nawaat marnbara ol tha 
Greek system  Baal wajhee during your coloni- 
zation! 
Tha Statora ol KKO 
Naad Caraar Direction? 
Dtacovar lha Opportunitlaa 
at 
"Expoisgo" 
Monday. Octobar 8. 1980 2 30 6 00 
Orand BaaVoom. UnrvaraRy Union 
Sponaoradby 
Unrvaraay Ptocamant Sarvtoaa 
ORDER OF OMEOA 
Congratukrtione to Shannon Wtee. Kathy Smo 
ton, and Chna Crawford on winning trtka racaa 
Your team Waa Awaaoma' 
ORDER OF OMEGA 
PANHELLENtC COUNCIL WISHES BLACK 
GREEK COUNCIL MUCH SUCCESS WITH 
STOMP DOWN  
PI BETA PHI/PI BETA PHI 
Hey Beta* 
The Pi Phi a are excited lor the cookoul1 
OuerteraCala 
OtvaaPUSH 
Happy Houra 3-9 
QuarteraCale 
OJveaPUSH 
Happy Houra 3-8 
Rue Alone Phi Omega 
Tha Coad National Service Fratamlty 
Oct 8 Oftonhauer Cubby Hoto Lounga 
Oct 10 Balchaldar Activity Room 
Oct 11 Prout Mem Lounge 
Al Ruah Paraaa atart at 7:30 pm 
Taking the ORE In OicaaabirT Prep claaaaa 
ara tormina) now. Limited apaeaa available. 
Call Amy Votla 2-4411 for more Irrtormetton. 
The 2 Kappa Kepoa Qeeka 
Congratulations lo Mcheee Blumekl on har re 
cant toralenng to Kit Ntokal. 
P S lent It warm lor Keren Jonea end you to De 
wearing turitoneckal 
Lova, Your 0ELT 201 Oorka 
THE MkssaMQasaM SASH 
■TONIOHTI 
8-12pm m tha Batroorn Bring your crutaa 
ticket and enjoy a lunlmed evening. You may 
even win a Caribbean Crules for two Sea you 
there Melee DON'T FORGET TO BUT A 
HOMECOMING SHIRT CHARGE IT TO YOUR 
BURSAR ACCOUNT'  
The PIkee would Ike to thank our Alpha XI Delta 
ooachaa, and tha enure Alpha Xi Houaa for en- 
other vlctortoue Tnke weekend 
I totd you we'd behave Gtovnal 
Tha alatere of Alpha XI Dana arlah aneryono a 
eete and fun Homecoming Waakendl  
The enters ol Alpha Gamma Dana congratulate 
al tha Horttocoming Flnelets and hope* every 
one he* a great homecoming weekend1 
There'a tha Dewg Found, the Jungle, end 
now there la tha BIRO CAQEI Join WFAI. 
Radio In lha and zone, every home Football 
game to cheer on the Falcone, and even toes 
aome Bird Seed I Look tor bannere, eagns and 
WFAL In the BIRO CAQEI  
ThetaChl • Alpha Chi Omega 
The Brothere of Theta Chi would But to con- 
gratulate J* Brown on being named Theta Chi 
Sweetheart 
ThetaChi ' Alpha Chi Omega 
THETA CHI 
Tha Brothers ot Theta Chi would But to con- 




See us for B.G.SU. Homecoming Souvenirs 
B.G.S.U. T-Shirts 
B.G.S.U. Sweatshirts 








Stadium Seat Cushions 
Falcon Hats 
Umbrellas 
and other B.G.S.U. Merchandise 
Open Homecoming Saturday    9:00 - 5:30 
University Bookstore 
Main Floor Student Services Building 
Regular Hours 
8:00 - 6:00. Mon. - Thurs.        8:00 - 5:00 Frl.        9:00 - 5:00 Sat. 
Fatman byJonnBolssy 
*^k*»   O-WJV* AN6 T>«   .JUST 
" U4   I rmtlLie Btowj   TXtHAT. 
lOesa.   TO     OOCTO*. uies 
A Rt^ur* RMttWItyrA 
yp/W joklnaj r.3lvt?.'»iw»AHAHA <M 
7n 
doctor , may 2 rer-nnci MO«U 
tnrnt.    you    are  lawghtnetBC 
one   of   t*u«   moat powatr P„l 
fvaople  or- •**.»  planet,' J 
4 LAUSH AT rte,vJiu.^7' 
*«*•►-* 
UMarrr* Ca/wvur-  PL^M/ Ge« 
umi, %.'M OCAC TO Oe PRK 
of  IT/ ~r*3-3i*Ay Oaa.X-'n 
CJITU   -n»' A ra^^cu«aB&l>lai m IT.' 
M   K   X   T     W   C   _ 
YHAMfNACMA 
TTKA 
Bona A Tuna backward* 
A fitting combination 
Have fun In Lima Doyi 
Your Pare Bro Don Juan Tanono 
TTKA • AZO • TTKA • AZD 
Sarah. Laurie. Linda A Juaane: 
Thanka for coaching ua I tow you "not to fear. 
Bie Hag* nvan was here" That fall had hurt, but 
It waa tor the teem Think you should rename I 
to "PtKE-TRtKE"7You oa» ara awesome Lets 
go tor e 4 m' 
HA 01 
WANTED: AU ACADEMIC MAJORS 
Evan): "EXPO 1BB0" 
Whan:Octobar8. 19902 30-e 00 
Where Orand Baaroom 
Sponaorad: UraV. Plaoemant Sarvtoaa 
WtEZ 
Thanka tor making tha peat month tha beet1 Bui 
the beet for you la yet to coma. Be ready for 
Saturday because It's gonna rock your world. 
Oh yeah, don't forget to bring the stick and your 
crown! You'l need 'ami 
Stephen 
ziT • art • OT • arr 
The brothers ot Zat* Sets Tau would ska to 
congrstulele  Darrln Broadway on  hie raoant 
paining lo ADTT Ann. Diemuke ol Ole Mie 
ZBT • ZBT • ZST • ZBT 
WANTED 
n 
1 mala rmt needed for Spring Semeeter Al the 
turTitohlnga of home Cal Matt. Matt or Jason 
354BB87. 
Needed 1 male rmta Apt located ecroaa the 
street from campus. Own Ddrm Wsl-m cloaat. 
AC.otohwsahar. $l50)mo Call 363-99681 
Student Maneger Position 
T-arsrt sales. 1100 lor every 10 hrs work guar- 
anteed  Flexible houra. bonuses that should 
double   pay.   For   mora   Infor   Call 
1-600-245-3087  
Wanted - 1 meto/lemsle Rmle. Second A Elm. 
185 mo Cal 352 454 5   Leave message 
WANTED ENTHUSIASTIC INDIVIDUAL or stu- 
dent organization to promote Spring Break dee- 
bnehons tor 1991 Earn commissions, free tnw 
end vskjsbl* work experience Apply now! Cal 
Student Travai Service  1-800-286-17S» 
HELP WANTED 
Earn S2600 end FREE Spring Break Tripe to 
Dahaiisia. Jamaica aa part-time Cempue Rap tor 
Spring Braek Travai 1 BO0-838-6788 
Lite housekeeping   4 Ira par wk. Ptoaaa oaf 
352-8676. 
Oc ceaaonal Telephone tolarrleeiara Naarjad 
Mostry Evenings. »5 00 
Cast 874 4 722 
OVERSEAS JOBS $900-2000 mo Summer, 
Yr. round. Al Countnee.AI ftokt*. Free Into. 
Write DC. PO Bx 52-OH03 Corone Del Mer CA 
92826 
Poetical Science Intern needed tor local Non- 
profit math Agency Government Reaatlone 
Program Abie to dans with leauie on Feoerel, 
State, and local teveta for advocacy issuee. 
Contact wtth commmaaa and fjoltlcal offtoasls. 
Reply to CerM at 631-1871 
POSITIONS AVAILABLE : ANALYST (MM • 
CS) Company Praetor A QimMl. Ondneta. 
OH Inquire about our exciting earaara In Sat 
computing field at our Opan Houaa at the State 
room In the Union Oat* A Time Oct 9, 9a-2p 
Stop in between Elaine- caaual area* 
Social WonVComrnunlcatJona Intern needed 
tor local non-profit Health Agency Able to deal 
with variety of peraonekttes Intereets In court- 
seeng and educational programs. Reply to Carol 
at 631-1871  
STUDENTS WORK AT HOME. SELF-PACED 
MAILING SALES LITERATURE FOR DETAILS 
CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-755-2334.  
TELEMARKETGftS 
Pert-time tob wtth FULL-TIME PAY. Expending 
company needs you! Morning and evening 
hours avaeabla Cal Today' Aak tor Mr. Muaesr 
at 841-6183. Housewives, students, and re- 
are** welcome 
Wanted Part-time bar meld, attractive, aome 
experience preferred. Qood pay. Cal tor da- 
tats. Cat evontnga altar 7 874-8058  
Yard work, weakly until end of sem plea** cal 
352-8676 
FOR SALE 
Adult Services Substitutes On-cal fob trainers, 
tasjeteaon trainers. A direct-cere aubatttutes 
needed High school diploma or equivalent 
Prefer experience In tha flew ol MR/00 Must 
have a valid drivers Icenss A scceptsbl* driving 
abstract. On-cal. houra may vary Provide treki- 
ngy supervision for adulta with mental retarda- 
tion/developmental dlaabllltlea. Salary 
J5 50.hr Appacatlon deedlne 10/12/80. 
Sand resume/cover letter to: Habllllatlon Su- 
pervisor, Wood Lane Industries. 1 1160 E Gy 
pey Lane Rd. Bowling Green, OH 43402. EOE. 
ASSEMBLERS Excellent Income to assemble 
products from your home. 604-846-1700 
OEPT. P6255  
Bartender and Waltreea Part-time evening* 
Apply between 2-4pm Mon-Frl at The Eft's 
Club, 200 Campbel Hal Rd  
Cwnmunicstloris/Msrketlng/Fund Rekung In- 
tern needed. Excellent written and verbal skills 
required. Abilty to work with volunteers and 
manege multiple tasks Contact Donna or Jean- 
nine at 531-1671 
EMPLOYMENT AVAILABLE 
FULL-TIME AND PART-TIME 
DURING8GSU CLASSES 
Our company la seeking employes* to perform 
uraskBad light production work Flexible hour*: 
Open 7 day* ■ week, morning, afternoon and 
evening shifts Plant location la only 2 blocks 
from B.Q.S.U. campus   The rate of wag* la 
S3 80 par hour. M interested pick-up an appli- 
cation at  tha  company office.  ADVANCED 
SPECIALTY PRODUCTS, INC.. 428 dough 
St.,    Bowling   Green,    OH   43402,    (418) 
354-2844  
Okie Interested In forming female review* 
S26/hour plue good ppe Csll 674-2254 
LEGAL SECRETARY 
Advocates lor Basic Legal Equally, Inc. 
(ABLE). ■ non-profit law firm providing free legel 
aealatance to low-Income persons In northweet 
Ohio, seeks a legal secretary for its Migrant 
Farmworker Program. Appecant must poaaaaa 
autostart! secretarial skies, type 80 wpm; able 
to trsnsscrtbe from dictation machine, have 
good telephone technique: able to relate to and 
work wal wtth low-Income clients Word pro- 
cessing experience preferred. Fluency in Span- 
ish required. Appecant wH ba stationed In Bowl- 
ing Green ourring Summer end Fa*, end tb* 
Toledo office the remainder of the year. Salary 
$10,500 • $22,575 depending upon experi- 
ence Exceeent fringe benefits Apply by mal 
wtth resume before Octobar 18, 1880 to Mi- 
grant Legal Secretary Position, ABLE, 740 
Spttzer Bunding. Toledo. Ohio 43804. Equal 
Opportunity Employer. 
1M2 TOY ATA COROLLA - 88,000 MILES. 
EXCELLENT CONDITIONI 12000. CALL JEN- 
ANN 364-STel.  
1984    CHEVETTE      2    door,    sunroof. 
radkveaaaette player. 64.000 miles  Run* 
good $1700 or b—t offer. OH 364-8649 
BIO YARD SALE TV. stereo, lumlture, doth** 
and much mora. Oct 5-6 from 90pm 1048 N. 
Mam, Lot 58.  
Crate*   to   Bahamaa   from   Lauderdal.   8 
deye/4 nights tor only IMtrpereon csll Uss 
M$-»47S 
FOR SALE 
JVC removable head unit • $200 
MTX 8SHB Speakers - $260 
Rocktord Foegate Punch 76 Amp - $260 
Cal for mora togo - 364-8939 
For Sato 
1983 Buick Century Limited Automatic. AC, 
Cruise, Power brsJUM. Power windows. Excel- 
lent Condition.  $2400  or beat offer   OH. 
372-8258 or 362-2477.  
For Sato: Apple IKJS computer ayatom wtth 
color monitor, one 3.5 desk drive. Apptowonta 
software, and Image Writer II printer Pnce 
$1300. Contact Dan: 372-2834 Or 
363-7133 
FOR SALE: One acoustic guitar vary good 
shape, steel string*, asking $66 or best otter. 
363-9764. 
Full-ell* watarbed- Light wood aioaaSH 
headboard. Full motion In* new. $200 or 
best offer. Csll la>0188. 
Support Mld-Eaat Actions 
Order your Seddam/Cen't Touch ana T-Srarta 
On Sato tor only $8.00 Cal 364-4798, Kevkv 
wBdaavar. 
85 Buick Skyhawk - 5-speed PW. Power 
door*, PB A PS, air. cruase, sunroof 70.000 
ml Excaa.cond $2700 080 Cal 372-4884. 
FOR RENT 
1 S 2 bedroom apta 
Immediete Occupancy 
362-7464 or 823-7656 
9 A 12 month leaees/semeslsr la am 
1 Farnato roommato needed right now Ntoa 2 
bdrm apt $187 Aatoc. Vary doe* to campus 
Cal 364-7298. Leave Mseisge 
For Rant 
On* bedroom Apartment 
Call Afternoons ■ 354 8800 
tlaedad one person to luclaesa 1 brdrm. furtl. 
apt, cal 362-3679 after 5 pm 
NEEDED: tomato lublsaasr, furnished apt. on 
6th St. $125<montn. Cal ootact (218) 
833-8056. 
VHtog* Qr**n Apartment 
upants graduating In Dec. 
2-bdr. avalleble tor aubleealng In spring. Call 
Todeyl... 1944878.  
Are you taking 
advantage 
of us? 
We hope so! 
We're here lo service the university community! 
Bring us your graphic design and desktop 
publishing projects, for quick, economic and 
quality service. 
UniGrciphics 
211  West Hall 372-7418 
f > * 
Getting Inside 
Your Weekend 
October 5, 1990 
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Urban Music 
Back On The 
Dial 
See page 3 
impression 
Hits Toledo 
See page 4 
All The World's 
A Stage In Theater 141 
Sec Page 7 
Senior Crmlg Sorenson tnd freihmmn Catherine Wledenhefl work on the set (or  Btre- 
fool In the Park   In the theater shop 
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From inside The Insider 
"So me and Freddie Falcon were chuggin' suds down at Howard's Wednesday, 
when we heard all the commotion down on West Wooster. We took a look see, and 
noticed the students descending on the police station. Freddie turned to me and 
said, 'It's about friggin' time.' I had to agree." 
-Jivin' Ivan 
"The show mast go on." 
Truer words have never been 
spoken — especially for students 
In Theater 141 — the Universi- 
ty's Introductory theater class. 
Due to their hard work each se- 
mester In various behind-the-s- 
cenes tasks, the show does go on 
year after year. Whether working 
In the costume or scene shops or 
ushering for the Sunday matinee, 
those students comprise a sub- 
stantial work force for the theater 
department. 
This week The Insider peers 
Into the Inner workings of the 
class and Its lab requirements. 
Since the class originated, stu- 
dent lab hours have been part of 
the basic class, however the 
number of required hours has 
been greatly reduced. Staff writer 
Colleen Hlxenbaugh explains 
why and chronicles the evolution 
of Theater 141 on page seven. 
Meanwhile, readers can find a 
review of the end product. 
Theater critic Mel Hatch gives 
"Barefoot In the Park" a thumbs 
up on page 11. 
In other creative ventures. The 
Insider Is featuring Its first 
Quickie. No. we're not all coming 
to your bedroom for a quickie, 
you're finding one here. Pat DeR- 
osa's piece more than met our fic- 
tion editor's expectations. The 
brief adventures of' 'William and 
Veronica" can be found on page 
five. 
Making an appearance In the 
psychedelic, surreal fiction zone 
Is the third Installment of Chuck 
Travis' "The Great American 
Medicine Show." To get your bi- 
monthly fix of complicated Imag- 
ery turn to page 11 before with- 
drawal symptoms hit. 
The editors 
TALKING BACK 
Readers are Invited to write to The Insider 
magazine at 210 West Hall, Bowling Green State 
University, Bowling Green, Ohio, 43403 to tell 
us off or pat us on the back (whatever the situa- 
tion merits). 
Anyone Interested In working for The Insider 
as a writer, artist or photographer should call 
372-6967. 
Submissions of short fiction (five typewritten 
pages maximum unless other arrangements are 
made) are encouraged. 
The Insider editors welcome any and all sub- 
missions for publication. Unless arrangements 
are made by the author to have the material re- 
turned, all submissions become the property of 
The Insider 
We're addicted to the glass teat 
Thanks to the open records law 
and an over-active Imagination 
we bring you a: 
Memorandum 
To: (Fellow) Rhetoric- 
mongers, beer and liquor 
manufacturers, big business, 
politicians. You know who you 
are. 
Prom: Bennie 
RE: The War update. 
I must warn you about Ameri- 
ca's real drug threat. 
This drug Is extremely addic- 
tive — In fact, one of the most 
habit-forming drugs we know of. 
Once our Industrious citizens 
"turn on" to its effects, they can't 
turn off until they pass out at the 
end of another wasted evening of 
abuse. 
Our nation's youth are even 
more at risk: many of them are 
dropping schoolwork, athletics 
and chores to satisfy their habit. 
■   II   III!    I I II    H      111 




time of poor health through Inac- 
tivity as they "enjoy" the effects 
of a poison with no long-term 
benefits for them. 
Tiieinik ■ .finish v. 
generation of adult pushers who 
peddle this habit to our nation's 
youth for their own selfish ends. 
Scariest of all Is that America's 
minds deteriorate with the con- 
tinued use of this drug. 
So what Is this killer of mental 
and physical health to which un- 
told millions of Americans are 
hopelessly addicted? 
Television. 
It has turned parents against 
their own children. Citizens use 
this mesmerizing tool to babysit 
their children while they steal a 
moment of escape for them- 
selves. 
As the minds of America 
slowly fry to a crisp In front of 
the flickering blue lights which 
captivate them, our bodies melt 
Into the ground at an equal pace, 
muscles atrophying from lack of 
use. 
The Right In this country decry 
sex. violence and foul language 
as the problem with TV. But 
Geraldo Rivera chasing the for- 
tunes of Al Capone. 
These people would have you 
believe that taking a few cuss 
words out of TV will save the 
world. 
What we should be doing Is 
putting a few choice words In, 
like war, poverty, starvation, 
crime and deceit. These are quali- 
ties of our world that you won't 
see on the soaps or the slt-coms. 
Television news Is a farce of 
the nth degree. The transcript of 
a standard half-hour newscast 
wouldn't fill one page of a news- 
paper. 
Networks fall all over them- 
selves to rush us the latest cop 
show or sitcom (which are about 
as thought provoking as oat- 
meal), but avoid telling us why 
the U.S. government supports 
police oppression In El Salvador 
or why we should look forward 
to the draft to fight and die for 
gasoline prides * 
Sure, we have public televi- 
sion, but that Is like non-alcoholic 
beer. America Is addicted to the 
rva/stuff. 
With television, a 30-second 
soundbite from President Reagan 
has more Impact than a 
30-pound book crammed with 
facts. 
So why do I send this message, 
you ask? To warn you of the 
danger of television. 
We can't fight It — we lost the 
war a long time ago. The only 
sure fire way of controlling 
American thought Is controlling 
television. But we can't use TV to 
say TV Is harmful. 
So I warn you. Don't watch tel- 
evision. Use H. 
John Kohlstrand is city editor for 
The BG News. His column appears 
• everyother week in The Insider*   - 
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Fresh sounds 
found on 88.1 
urban line-up 
by Kathleen George 
stott writer 
Erlka Warner, known by her 
listeners as E Sharp,' answered 
the request line during Tuesday 
night's urban show on 
WBGU-FM. After several mo- 
ments, she handed the black 
phone to Karl France, ur- 
ban/contemporary director for 
WBGU. 
"Hello? ... Correct... 'Sounds of 
Silence'? ... I'm sorry but this Is 
the urban show. We would not 
play Simon and Garfunkel at all. 
Now the alternative people, I 
don't know how they feel about 
playing that, but we only play 
R&B and rap and dance music. 
Actually, I don't even know If we 
have It, but you can call at 11 and 
they should be able to help you 
out," he explained to a confused 
listener. 
The urban show on WBGU-FM 
runs Monday through Friday 
8-11 p.m. and from 8-10 p.m. on 
Saturdays. And listeners will 
never hear Simon and Garfunkel 
during these times. 
What the listeners can hear Is 
some of the best dance and rap 
music In the area. 
"The average person listening 
to our show would probably be a 
black male or female, college age. 
We haven't done any demogra- 
phics, but basically It's Just peo- 
ple that like R&B and rap music." 
he said. 
France does not like the term 
'urban music.' 
"Urban means anything from 
the city. That can be any kind of 
music at all. What we play Is a 
blend of R&B, rap, and some 
dance music," France said. "I try 
to stress to everybody that we are 
not Just an urban station, because 
urban contemporary stations 
have that stigma attached to them 
that they are Just for black 
listeners. 
"Obviously, we are not In the 
black market. We're not In a mar- 
ket such as New York that has 
almost two million blacks." 
Listeners are not limited to 
blacks, however. The show also 
draws a white audience as well. 
"I get calls from a group called 
the Urban Blitz Crew, and I know 
for a fact that most of them are In 
Sigma Chi fraternity. At last 
count I don't remember there be- 
ing many blacks or Hlspanlcs In 
that fraternity," France said. 
While the urban show's audi- 
ence Is not limited to blacks, 
France said the station Is making 
an effort to tap Into that market. 
"There are some zip codes In 
Toledo where there are 75 per- 
cent blacks. If we can tap our- 
selves Into that market. If they 
Just are aware of us, I'm pretty 
sure they'll listen to us," he said. 
France said the station plans to 
advertise its logo and distribute 
its play list in the record stores in 
these areas. 
The show's only competition 
comes from WVOI, a weakly 
transmitted AM station out of 
Toledo, and from WJLB, a larger 
FM station out of Detroit. Since 
neither signal Is always received 
well In Bowling Green, France 
considers the show to have no 
Karl France,  urban/contemporary director for 88 I   WBGU, 
spins tunes during the urban show. 
real competition. 
Disc Jockeys for the show, like 
the audience, also are both blacks 
and whites. According to E 
Sharp, three of the approxi- 
mately eight disc Jockeys that do 
the show are white. In fact, there 
are so many DJs that want to run 
the show, that the station rotates 
to accomodate the number. 
Within the first half hour of 
Tuesday's show, E Sharp took 
seven request calls but France 
said the show averages about ten 
requests every night. 
E Sharp said people usually 
call In with a good mixture of 
requests. 
"Sometimes If you play a cou- 
ple of one type of song, like a 
slow song, you might get a lot of 
requests for more," she said. 
France said he tries to run the 
show In a professional manner. 
He sits down with Llndsey and 
Mike Heald — another disc 
Jockey for the show — and they 
discuss what music should be In 
lnskl»f/Slephonie Lewis 
rotation. They choose songs 
beyond the black music played 
by contemporary hit (Top 40) 
radio stations for several 
reasons. 
"They (contemporary hit radio 
stations) don't play any black ar- 
tists, really. They play Janet Jack- 
son and they play Baby Face, but 
they don't play any rap acts ex- 
cept the acts that are getting air 
play on MTV," France said. 
"They won't play a rap song that 
has a message." 
. •   »   -        ■   •       •   « 
LIVE COMEDY 
GRAND OPENING! 
from        SCOTT 
NOVOTNY 
starred with: 
* Jay Leno 
* BBKing 
* Pee Wee Herman 
* Saturday Night Live 
Writer 
Limited Sealing 
CALL NOW FOR RESERVATIONS: 
(419)354-7499 
SHOWDMES 4 ADMISSION 
FRI. 8:00 & 10:30 P.M. -$8.00 
COMEDY       SAT. 8*0 & 10:30 P.M.-$10.00 
CLUB BBBBMn 
1616 E. Wooster St. Bowling Green, OH. 
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Good 'Impressions' 
found in art exhibit 
by Sh.ll.-y tanks 
managing editor 
French Impressionistic art 
usually Is most easily viewed In 
Paris or In large American cities, 
but the trademark soft land- 
scapes and hazy horlzlons have 
now arrived at The Toledo Mu- 
seum of Art. 
The museum's new exhibit — 
"Impressionism" — features 
more than 80 paintings and 
several sculptures by 21 well-k- 
nown Impressionistic artists In- 
cluding Claude Monet, Vincent 
van Gogh and Pierre Renoir. 
Chronicling the history and 
origin of the Impressionistic art 
period, the exhibit takes the 
viewer upon a visual feast. One 
of the most Impressive and nota- 
ble works In the exhibit Is 
Monet's "Water Lilies," a painting 
which, due to Its enormous size, 
took ten years to create. "Water 
Lilies" offers a soft glimpse upon 
a pond with clusters of water li- 
lies floating on the surface. The 
use of lavender, white, soft green 
and vellow all summarize the Im- 
preUonlsm style. 
Impressionistic art began In 
France when a group of loosely 
connected and Independent ar- 
tists wanted more creative free- 
dom from the structured artistic 
community. In 1874, the first 
Impressionism exhibit was fea- 
tured In Paris. It was the first 
time the Salon system — a 
governmental organization 
which regulated artists' training, 
sponsorship and exhibition — 
did not sponsor an art exhibit In 
France. 
New techniques which In- 
cluded the use of bright colors, 
broken or "feathery" brushwork, 
clear light and the absence of the 
1 




On The Cutting Edge 
Keep up with today's ideology. 
Don't miss the season premiere of The   1 
University Forum, TV 27's weekly explora-   1 
tion into the world of ideas. Dr. Michael   1 
Marsden teams up with distinguished col-   1 
leagues   to   interview   faculty   experts,   1 
visiting   guests   and   speakers  at  BGSU.   1 
THE UNIVERSITY FORUM 
Tonight 5:30 
WBQU-TV 27 




color black from the use of shad- 
ows replaced the sentimentality 
of tradltonal painting. Another 
common characteristic of im- 
pressionistic artists was the 
"truth to nature" concept which 
presented landscapes In a more 
objective and realistic matter. 
These new techniques were 
not met without opposition. 
however. Art critics and tra- 
ditional artists criticized the Im- 
pressionists as having a lack of 
finish due to the softness and 
sketchiness of the work. 
Despite the Inltal skepticism, 
Impressionism remains an Im- 
portant part of art history and 
has drawn many visitors to the 
Toledo Museum of Art since the 
exhibit's debut on Sunday. 
"We really did not know what 
to expect because Toledo was the 
smallest city on the tour. But on 
Sunday alone there were 1,283 
visitors," said John Hetman, pub- 
lic Information assistant for the 
museum. 
The exhibit took more than five 
years to co-ordinate and was 
created out of the need that not 
many large art exhibits were 
making their way to cities the 
size of Toledo, Hetman said. 
A result of efforts from five 
ihSlDERi 
Despite the inital skepticism, impressionism remains 
an important part of art history and has drawn many 
visitors to the Toledo Museum of Art since the exhi- 
bit's debut on Sunday. 
Insider/John Potter 
museums across the Midwest, the 
comprehensive exhibit Is com- 
piled by The Carnegie Museum of 
Art, Pittsburgh; The Minneapolis 
Insltltute of Arts. The Nelson- 
Atkins Museum of Art, Kansas 
City, The St. Louis Art Museum; 
as well as The Toledo Museum of 
Art. Ford Motor Company, 
National Endowment for the Arts 
and the Ohio Arts Council spon- 
sored this exhibit. 
Offlcals at the museum said the 
exhibit will benefit Toledo eco- 
nomically as well as culturally — 
especially since "Impressionism" 
Is the largest attraction the mu- 
seum has this year. 
Other highlights offered during 
the exhibit feature a brief play 
called "The Charwoman and the 
Critic" — an Impromptu play In 
one of the rooms outside the ex- 
hibit. The play deals with a 
charwoman In an art gallery try- 
ing to convince the art critic that 
the Impressionistic style Is good, 
even though different from the 
other art of the time period. 
"Impressionism" Is a worth- 
while aesthetic experience for art 
enthusiasts as well as the novice 
gallery-goer. And to see paintings 
by Monet, van Gogh and Renoir 
(among many others) the $5 ad- 
mission fee Is definitely worth it. 
The exhibit runs through 
November 25 and hours are 
Tuesday-Friday 11 a.m.-4 p.m., 
Saturday 11 a.m. - 9 p.m. 
L T Horton 
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Veronica and William were at 
Jax's Bar and Grill where (here 
was Jazz every Thursday night. It 
was Thursday and the John Low 
Trio was doing their thing. 
"You know what?" Veronica 
said. "I'm not very hungry. 
Maybe I'll Just have a Coke." 
"Good." said Will under his 
breath. 
"What?" 
"I said, 'good'." 
"What do you mean, 'good'? 
What the hell do you mean by 
that?" 
"I mean 'good, you're not hu- 
ngry.' That saves money. It 
doesn't grow on trees, Veronica. I 
like feeding you, but whenever I 
take you out, you only eat half 
the f-lng plate." 
"You little bastard," she re- 
plied. 
"Sorry honey. It's the truth and 
you know It. You have no Idea 
what It's like for me to look over 
at your dish when the check 
comes and see that you've only 
had a couple bites of your enchi- 
lada or whatever. Night after 
night, I have to pay for half-eaten 
meals. I love you lady, but you're 
breaking me." 
"You're a tweet guy, you know 
that Will?'' she said. 
"Thanks." 
Minutes passed. The John Low 
Trio was playing very loud. Ver- 
onica and William sat there say- 
ing nothing. Finally she said, 
"Maybe I should Just go and eat 
with that guy over there who Just 
smiled at me. He'd be more than 
happy to pay for my meal, 
whether I ate It all or not." 
'o(J i*^* 
WBGU Top Ten alterna- 
tive airplay albums - week 
ending October 5. 
1 KING MISSILE - 
MysticalShit 
2.PIXIES — Bossan- 
ova 
3.PUBLIC IMAGE 
LIMITED — Greatest 
Hits, So Far 
4.INXS—X 
5. REPLACEMENTS 
— All Shook Down 
6.TOO MUCH JOY - 
•That's A Lie"(12" 
single) 
7.DUTCH CRUMBS - 




single)   
9.COCTEAU TWINS - 
...AndLas Vegas 
10. WATERBOYS - 
BoomToRoam 
WILLIAM & VERONICA 
By Pat DeRosa 
There are various technical names for short short fiction. One group has called It "Sudden Fic- 
tion " and others call It "Flash Fiction." We at The Insider have decided to call It the "Quickie." 
The first "Quickie" comes from Patrick DeRose who provided us with no biographical Informa- 
tion, so we can't tell you a thing about him. He s a good writer though, and we hope to receive 
more stories as good as his In the future. If you are a undergraduate student, graduate student or a 
member of the faculty who would like to send In fiction, please do. We would like to share your 
stories with everyone else. 
What guy? "Will asked. 
"Show me this guy." 
She pointed behind William 
and he looked. There was a fat, 
gray-haired man In a business 
suit with beady eyes, sipping 
white wine. 
"Let me tell you something," 
William said. "You let me know 
when he smiles at you again and 
I'll go over there and rap him so 
f— Ing hard on the head, It won't 
even be funny." 
"Ooohhh, tough guy." 
"Shut up." 
Then she did It. She got up. 
threw her napkin down theatrica- 
lly and walked over to the fat 
man's table and sat down with 
him. William felt the familiar em- 
barrassment again. All the eyes 
on him, everyone In the bar look- 
ing at him. Even the John Low 
Trio seemed quieter. They were 
looking too. Again, Veronica was 
victorious, and of course, she 
knew It. 
"Hey Butch," she said loudly, 
so enough people could hear. 
"Hey Butch, why don't you come 
on over here and rap this guy on 
the head like you said you would, 
huh? Come on, Billy Boy!" she 
said, knowing that he did not like 
to be called "Billy Boy." 
"You cheap little wimp of a 
man, we're waiting! Come on you 
piece of shit!" 
William was not listening 
anymore. He was thinking of 
how to get the hell out of this. He 
sized up the situation and size 
was a crucial factor. He looked 
over at them. The man was big. 
Very big. Too big. Fighting him 
was out of the question, although 
a right cross to that f—er's fat 
head would be nice. No, he'd 
have to think of something else. 
Meanwhile, Veronica was run- 
ning away with It. "My 'boy- 
friend' over here, Billy Boy, 









•DINING HALL PORTS OF CALL" 
FEATURING A SPECIAL, EXOTIC 
PORT OF CALL THEME MENU 
EACH EVENING IN ALL 5 
DINING HALLS! 
never does anything nice. I 
mean. It's like, he never buys me 
anything. He's the cheapest man 
I've ever met. And you know 
what else..." 
The whole bar was listening to 
her. William was outnumbered 
Think. Will, think! He was 
shaking. His heart was pounding 
out of his chest. How can you get 
out of this, smoothly, on top, and 
without getting your head bashed 
In? If he didn't do something 
right now. It might be too late. 
"Ah. cut the crap, honey. I'm 
tired. You pull these theatrics 
every damned night. It's ridicu- 
lous. Get your little ass over here 
so we can eat." 
It worked. He said with the 
right combination of appearing 
bored and annoyed. Her face flu- 
shed red and the people turned 
back to their meals and their own 
conversations. The John Low Trio 
stepped up the dynamics a cou- 
ple of notches and even the fat 
man said. "Maybe you'd better go 
back and sit with your boy- 
friend." She got up and stormed 
out of Jax's. 
William got up and followed, 
apologizing to the customers and 
throwing money In the big glass 
bowl on the piano. 
Back at William's apartment, 
after making love, they stayed up 
and watched Carson. 
Friday October 5th and 
Saturday October 6th 
8:00 pm 
THE LITTLE MER(/WD 
SEX. SACRILEGE. SCATOLOQY. 
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GUARANTEED SATISFACTION: At Ranch Steak & Seafood our number one 
goal is your complete satisfaction. We are committed to providing you the 
best quality and freshest ingredients at very competitive prices. If you are 
dissatisfied with a meal at our restaurant, we will replace it with another of 
equal value at no charge. The management. 
LIMITED TIME ONLY! 
NO COUPON NEEDED 
RIBEYE 
Includes baked potato, garlic 
toast and the 80 plus item 
all-you-can-eat Ranch 
Buffet 'n' Sundae Bar'" 
Dr Dave elevates music quiz to new heights 
by Davs tatklnd 
College ot Musical Knowledge 
Germany It now united, the Pirate* are going 
to the playoffs, "The Simpsons" are due back 
this Thursday, the Falcons lost again, David Cas- 
sldy has a new album out, and "Dr. Dave's In- 
credible College of Musical Knowledge" meets 
for Its fifth class of the new semester. What a 
week!! 
Nurse Schmidt, Dr. Dave's trusty assistant, 
hunted though this week's responses and found 
only one perfect entry. This week's brilliant 
winner Is Bill Huepenbecker. Here are the cor- 
rect answers for last week's TV ties quiz: 
1. Rick Springfield 
2. "Miami Vice" 
3. Billy Vera and the Beaters 
4. Glenn Frey 
5. Aljarreau 
6. "Respect Yourself' 
7. "AH I Need" 
8. "Heartbeat" 
9. "Friends and Lovers" 
10. Mike Post 
For a chance at this week's prize, submit your 
entry with your answers, name, address, and 
phone number to "Friday Music Contest," c/o 
214 West Hall, B.G.. OH. 43403. Submit all en- 
tries before noon, Wednesday, Oct. 10, 1990. 
BGSU Student Publications' employees are not 
eligible. The winner's name and the correct an- 
swers will be revealed In next week's quiz. 
THINGS HAVE BEEN LOOKING UP FOR DR. 
DAVE LATELY. SO. THIS WEEK'S QUIZ SA- 
LUTES THE WORD UP': 
"4CT 
Freshman level-One point each. 
1. Who had a Number One hit last year with 
"Straight Up"? 
2. What duo hit Number One with "Wake Me 
Up Before You Go-Go"? Sophomore level-Two 
points each. 
3. Who said to "Shake It Up" In 1982? 
4. Who was In love with an "Uptown Girl"? 
Junior level-Three points each. 
5. Who sang "Upside Down'? 
6. Who sang "Caught Up In You'ln 1982? 
Senior level-Four points each. 
7. What 1982 smash began with the lyrics "I 
heat up. I can't cool down.'? 
8. Who sang the 1988 Top 20 hit with the 
lines "One step up and two steps back"? 
Graduate level-Five points each. 
9. What 1980 Top 20 hit contains the line 
"Down at the Golden Cup they set the young 
ones up"? 
10. Whose 1983 Top 10 hit claimed "The kids 
are playing up downstairs"? This week's winner 
will receive an absolutely FREE cassette tape 
courtesy of Finders Records and Tapes, located 
at 128 N. Main. Bowling Green. Why don't YOU 
enter? 
n 
STEAK & SEAFOOD 
Z        HURRY ENDS SOON E 
-JZi    Some lines shouldn't E 
be crossed. 
Bowling Green: E. Wooster across from Doyt Perry Stadium - Phone 352-0481        E^f J> i * FLATLINERS = 
3 BONUS FAMILY COUPONS 






Buffet n' Sundae 
Bar 11 AM til 4 
PM Mon. thru Fri. 




RANCH SIRLOIN STEAK 
DINNER 
Includes baked 
potato, hot garlic 
toast and Ranch 
Buftet'n' Sundae Bar" 
~l 
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Buffet n' Sundae Bar 
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CINEMAPK THEATRES 
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OSLO. Norway (AP) - Jer- 
mund Skogslad took a break from 
moving Into his new apartment, 
went out for a bite to eat and for- 
got to take his new address with 
him. 
That was a month ago. 
"This Is embarrassing... but I 
can't find the way back to my 
new home," the 50-year-old man 
told the Aftenposten newspaper. 
"I've searched and searched." 
TOLEDO & BOWLING 
LtU    GREEN'S ENTERTAINMENT 
'Jj ALTERNATIVE 
838-7746 838-7825 
BOARDWALK  irvjc 
I   y Ofl o o t r any p» oDuM mm mnm mcm  i 
«_ _*-'_- _b.'i_i i_J 
Bring In this coupon 
and receive free admission 
Thursday or 'h price admission 
on Friday. Open: 
(expires 9/23/90) 
27820 E. Broadway 
How to get there: Take Rt. 75 N to 
Perrysburg - Rt. 20 exit. Go right (east) 5 
miles to E. Broadway. Turn left and we're 
3 miles down E. Broadway on the right. 
Thurs. 8 - 2:30 Oldies Night (21 & Over) 
Fri. 4 - 2:30 Top 40 Dance 
Sat. 8 - 2:30 Top 40 Dance 
MMBBMBMli m m ■ tw HM m BJJaMM (Mel 
\ ihSlDERi 




Painting boards Is just one example of the Jobs freshman 
Heather Mllano does as a Theater 141 student. This class re- 
quires that she put In at least IS hours working behind the 
scenes of the latest production. 
Taking a look "behind the scenes" a 
8001 
Insider/John Potter 
Theater 141 students. 
by Colleen Hlxe-nbaugh 
staff writer 
The lights go dim and the stage 
curtain Is drawn. A hush sweeps 
over the audience as they wait In 
anticipation for the performance 
to begin. Months of planning, 
production and rehearsal has fi- 
nally led to the opening moments 
of a University theater produc- 
tion. 
After the production draws to a 
dose, the audience exits and talk 
between couples and friends Is 
tossed around. 
"Wasn't the actor In the second 
scene fabulous!'' 
"Yeah, how about that piano 
player!" 
Well, how about that piano 
player (and the actor)? The cast 
of a theatrical production Is a big 
contribution to Its success, but 
too often theater-goers tend to 
forget about the Importance of 
the behind-the-scenes crew. 
The theater department Is 
aware of this social deficiency 
and offers a course to help stu- 
dents and enthusiasts to better 
understand the art of theater. 
For more than 20 years 
Theater 141 — The Theater Ex- 
perience — has been a part of the 
University's curriculum. Brian! 
Hamor Lee, a theater professor 
and unit coordinator of Theater 
141 sold the goal of the class Is to 
get students acquainted with the 
many aspects of theater. 
"The class familiarizes stu- 
dents with theatrics. It Involves 
what theater Is and where It 
might fit Into life (whether the 
student Is In the audience or ac- 
tually Involved In production)," 
Lee said. 
All majors may take the class, 
and grades ore based on at- 
tendance, papers, tests and com- 
pletion of lab requirements. The 
professors of 141 strongly en- 
courage students to become In- 
volved In the labs not only be- 
cause It Is required, but also be- 
cause It gives students a chance 
to actually see what goes on be- 
hind-the-scenes. 
In previous academic years, 
the 141 course required students 
to put In 30 hours of labratory 
work. However, this proved con- 
troversial because most students 
had busy schedules and did not 
have the spare time needed to do 
the required lab work. 
Required lab hours have since 
been decreased to only 15 and 
under special conditions a stu- 
dent may opt to write a research 
paper Instead. Despite the time 
demands. Lee said he has never 
had a student approach him with 
a problem concerning the lab re- 
quirement. 
One reason for the lack of 
complaints Is the plethora of ac- 
tivities the students have to 
choose from. There are more 
than 40 areas of production In 
which students can spend part or 
all of the required 15 hours. 
These areas provide students 
with a basic knowledge of theater 
production and gives them 
hands-on experience. 
Options for labs Include work- 
ing In the costume shop (located 
In the basement of Moseley Hall), 
working In the box office, joining 
one of the many backstage crews 
or auditioning for the cast. 
Students from 141 contribute 
to nearly every show and the 
current production of "Barefoot 
In the Park" Is no excecption. Lee 
sold his students have made var- 
ious contributions to the produc- 
tion In several areas Including 
lighting, properties, make-up and 
stage crews. One of his students, 
a freshman, auditioned for a part 
and was cast. 
Insldef/Stephonie lew 
While still In high school. Lee 
was In the same position as his 
141 students. He was handed a 
paint brush and was told to work 
on painting the backdrops for a 
school play. He was also told to 
return the following night for 
more scenery work. It was then 
that his passion for theater began 
to develop and lead him toward 
his career. 
The 141 labs may or may not 
Inspire students like Lee. but they 
can be a lot of fun and filled with 
Insight. June Breen, a senior 
RTVF major, said she has been 
able to see theater from a 
different perspective. 
"I'm taking the class because It 
Is required for my major, but I 
can appreciate the labs because 
they arc a great way for me to 
check out what goes on back- 
stage," she said. "I also think they 
are a great way for students with 
Interest to become Involved In 
the theater department." 
Laura Paris, costumer and 
coordinator of the costume shop, 
said the 141 students who 
choose to work In the costume 
department are exposed to the 
basics of production. If a student 
works on a particular costume 
and then sees It In use In a play 
they sometimes have a better un- 
derstanding of production fun- 
damentals. 
The labs are also a great oppor- 
tunity for students to learn prac- 
tical skills used outside of the 
theater and In the real world, ac- 
cording to Lee. He said the labs 
teach students skills In carpentry, 
electrical operations, design, au- 
dio and public relations. 
More than 500 students will 
participate and most of them will 
be those 141 students who chose 
to take advantage of finding out 
what exactly theater art Is all 
about. 
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Young's album fresh 
by Chuck Travli 
music C'lltc 
His eye« skew at times. He 
lights up Joints occasslonaly. and 
he voted for Ronald Reagan be- 
cause he believed In the defense 
of this country — the man 
IsJVOposer. 
His name Is Nell Young and he 
Is back with the original garage 
band/posse, Crazy Horse. 
The result Is a mobile recorded 
album full of, as William Faulk- 
ner would put It. sound and fury. 
And Its title appropriately 
enough for the signs of our times 
isRagged Glory 
Paul Westenberger and Peter 
Buck both share a vision of what 
Nell Young Is doing but both are 
too pre-occupled with self- 
consciousness and record 
blz/band politics to actually ac- 
complish It. 
Nell Young sets his sights and 
fires. 
Young set Crazy Horse up In a 
barn on his sprawl of land, 
brought In a tape machine, cran- 
ked his amps to 11 and unlea- 
shed a testament to guitar feed- 
back rock'n'roll. 
The album begins, with "Coun- 
try Home," a country trot prais- 





It then sets the blade of its 
plow Into the ground and rips a 
furrow of fuzz/melody/metal re- 
plete with Young's Idiosyncratic 
guitar playing. 
Young then takes on the shad- 
ow of censorship with a tune 
colled. 'F-ckln' Up". Oddly 
enough It becomes an anthem 
embracing "Murphy's Law," la- 
menting the everyday f-ck ups 
that we all experience. 
"Over and Over" Is a throw- 
back to Young's "Helpless." But 
while the serene Joy of Its melody 
eerily Invokes that earlier hit, the 
Instrumentation has more to do 
with the folk- 
metal/shudder'n'shake that re- 
calls "Powderflnger" of Rial 
Sever Sleeps. 
Now you might be saying that 
old hippies die hard, and In 
Young's case you are right, on 
■BaBeasaaaaCoupon ■saasasBBsasi 
"Mansion on the Hill." Young 
paints a picture of a mansion 
where "psychedelic music fills 
the air..." 
The mansion might be the re- 
pository of Young's memories of 
his former bands, the Myna 
Byrds or Buffalo Springfield or 
even the erst-while CSN&Y. 
The whole texture of the album 
snarls and spits. Guitar and bass 
line surge and entwine like 
broken power lines dancing In 
electrical seizure on a lightning 
struck highway. Drums echo like 
grenades In an airport hangar. 
Sonlcally, the production 
laughs In the face of technology. 
Young is still blazing his own trail 
to the muses of his own calling. 
The statement he Is making lyri- 
cally and lnstrumentolly needs 
not to be underlined. It will 
smack you In the ear-drums. 
The album closes with a pause. 
Featured Is a wistful hymn called 
"Mother Earth" recorded at John 
Cougar Mellencamp's Farm-Aid 
concert at the Hooslerdome In 
Indiana. 
Young, old and ragged though 
he may be, packs a punch a lot 
harder than most rockers his age 
or half his age. Nell Young has 
put the flatulence of both genera- 
tions on notice. 






INSIDE ONLY   EXPIRES IO-31-HO 
440 E. Court, B.G.  352-9638 
945 S. Main, B.G.  352-7571 Pooliai's 
SPEND SPRING BREAK LEARNING HOW THE WORLD WORKS! 
JOIN THE BGSU 
MODEL UNITED NATIONS TEAM! 
 —, ^ 
* Join 2,000 other students from across the country! 
* Experience international diplomacy first-hand! 
* Earn three credit hours of POL 492! 
* Spend Spring Break in New York City! 
Those interested in participating this Major annual 
simulation should contact Dr. Kendall Stiles, 111 
Williams Hall before October 15.  372-7270. 
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* Fantasia' thrills 
audiences again 
by Irian Lumley 
film critic 
When Walt Disney told his 
animators 50 years ago he want- 
ed something new and different, 
I doubt he expected what his 
crew ultimately delivered to his 
pastel doorsteps. 
"Fantasia" Is pure cinema. For 
almost two-and-a-half hours, 
unmitigated explosions of color 
and sound leap from the screen. 
The film Isn't quite a story like 
Disney's other works, but rather 
a collection of images and Ideas 
expressed through different 
pieces of classical music. Disney 
picked eight pieces of music that 
could be expressed and Inter- 
preted by animation In an Inter- 
esting way perhaps not pondered 
by the composers of the music. 
For Instance. "Dance of the 
Hours" from Ponchlelll's "La Gio- 
conda" becomes a bizarre ballet 
with such prlma ballerinas as 
hippopotamuses and troupe per- 
formers the likes of salivating 
crocodiles and graceful ostriches. 
I don't think Ponchlelll quite had 
In mind a band of roving carni- 
vores when he wrote his opus... 
But that's what makes "Fanta- 
sia" a unique and sometimes 
breathtaking experience. From 
the opening bout of color set 
against a rather abstract ren- 
dition of "Toccata and Fugue in D 
minor" to the haunting strains of 
Schubert's "Ava Maria," each 
story oozes with emotion. Each of 
the pieces works on a different 
level, expressing a different as- 
pect of classical music. Tchai- 
kovsky's "Nutcracker Suite" 
deals with nature and the subtle- 
ties that go unseen to the human 
eye. Mushrooms, sporting 





Chinese citizens sporadically 
moving about. An Ice sprite 
brings winter to a sullen pond as 
the water slowly freezes and be- 
comes a skating rink for the play- 
ful spirits. 
Perhaps the most well-known 
sequence suffers the most by 
comparison. Dukas' "The Sor- 
cerer's Apprentice" tells a very 
discernible story — the exploits 
of a young, naive apprentice 
(Mickey Mouse) who gets In over 
his head (literally) with his 
master's sorcery. 
But each and every one of 
these pieces Is mind-blowing and 
ultimately a work of certifiable 
art. Stravinsky's shocking  Rites 
of Spring" changes the mood of 
the composer's orgiastic sym- 
phonies and becomes a booming 
treatise on the evolution of the 
Earth. I remember bits and pieces 
of this used as educational mate- 
rial In a high school biology class. 
Talk about transcending the me- 
dium! 
Only Disney could have pulled 
off a feat as momentous as this 
one. Many animators have come 
and gone, and each pales by 
comparison. 
If you've never seen "Fanta- 
sia." make It a priority. Where 
else can you get the best in ani- 
mation and over 200 years of the 
world's greatest music In the 
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by Msl Hatch 
theater critic 
The University Theater De- 
partment Is presenting Neil Si- 
mon's classic comedy, "Barefoot 
In the Park" for the next two 
weekends In the Eva Marie Saint 
Theater. As with any Simon 
comedy - be prepared to laugh, 
and also to sympathize. Simon Is 
not famous for nothing. 
"Barefoot" Is the a heartwarm- 
ing tale — based on Simon's real- 
Ilfe experience — of the trials and 
tribulations experienced by a 
mismatched newlywed couple. 
The husband, a down to earth 
business type, and the wife, a 
spiritual and creative woman, 
elicit peals of laughter from the 
audience. 
Sure, Simon's work may ap- 
pear to be fluff to the untrained 
eye. but underneath — albeit 
pretty darned far down there — 
his characters not only seem like 
real people, but his story has a 
substantial plot. 
Our own theater department 
has done a commendable Job 
bringing this comedy to Its ani- 
mated life. They go about it with 
great vigor and enjoy themselves 
while doing It. 
Especially notable were the 
veteran talents of Philip J. Flor- 
lan, senior biology major. He 
plays the charming neighbor — 
Victor Velasco, and although I 
was a little confused at first about 
the accent he was attempting, 
(Transylvanlan?) he kept It con- 
sistent throughout the perform- 
ance and his comic timing was 
exceptional. 
Teressa Strasser, senior theater 
major, plays the harried Mrs. 
Banks —the wife's mother. She 
caught my eye so much with her 
gusto and apparent comfort on- 
stage, that I hardly noticed she 
was blatently wearing a bad wig. 
Playing the challenging role of 
newlywed husband Paul Bratter 
Is senior theater major Mark E. 
Wethlngton I thought the actor 
playing this huge part might be 
tempted to treat the character of 
Paul too seriously. However, 
Wethlngton begins and ends the 
evening on a charming note. He 
also wasn't tempted to fall Into 
THEATER 
REVIEW i 
the pattern of slapstick humor, 
but Instead remains a genuine 
and tender human being. His 
rambunctious new wife Corle, is 
played by Lisa Borer Hansen, 
senior theater major. 
The cast of "Barefoot In the 
Park," would not be complete 
without Its small, but significant 
character roles. The Delivery 
Man, Is played by Cralg Houk, 
sophomore theater major. Houk 
is extremely funny as the decre- 
pit, delivery boy with retirement 
long overdue. Tom Pullln. senior 
liberal studies major, looks quite 
at ease playing the Telephone 
Repair Man. but again, I had a 
little trouble pinpointing the ac- 
cent he was using. I narrowed It 
down to either Brooklyn or the 
Middle East. 
Although I enjoyed the play as 
a whole, the production was not 
completely without fault. 
Through no fault of the actors, I 
felt the play's concept was either 
not understood or not carried out 
completely. 
The parts of Corle and Paul are 
played almost completely real- 
istically. On the complete op- 
posite end of the scale are the 
highly stylized characters of Ve- 
lasco. Mrs. Banks, and the deliv- 
ery men. 
Another boo-boo on the direc- 
tor's part is the sense of slow tim- 
ing In some sections of the play. 
The comedy was written to be 
fast-paced and should stay that 
way throughout the play. 
Even with these few flaws, the 
play Is still an enjoyable one to 
watch and the technical aspects 
of "Barefoot In the Park" were 
done with professionalism. The 
lighting design, by Steve Boone, 
Is exceptional and creates the 
different moods of the produc- 
tion. The costumer, Laura Paris, 
also brings out the characters 
through their costumes, while 
keeping them real people. 
Overall, the good points In 
"Barefoot In the Park" greatly ou- 
tweigh the bad, and I would rec- 
ommend It as two hours of sheer 
entertainment done In the grand 
Nell Simon Tradition. 
The show runs Thursday 
through Saturday of this week at 
8 p.m. with a Sunday matinee at 
2 p.m. It also runs for an encore 
performance next weekend, Oc- 
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Lisa Borer Hansen and Tom Pullln portray two of the main characters. 
Mr. and Mrs. Bratter In the upcoming play.   Barefoot In ThePark." 
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New group advocates pro-choice 
by Frank Espostto 
assistant editot 
A newly-formed University or- 
ganization Is raising Its voice on 
the ever-controversial subject of 
abortion. 
Students for Choice Is an or- 
ganization devoted to preserving 
a woman's right to make her own 
decision on the Issue of abortion. 
The group's four founding mem- 
bers, Rick Byrd, freshman politi- 
cal science major, Cathy Keske, 
Junior deaf education major, Greg 
Rlchey, Junior political science 
major, and Patty Rldsdale. junior 
English/Spanish major, all at- 
"The message we want to get across is not pro- 
abortion, but pro-choice. You can be politically, reli- 
giously, or morally against abortion and still be pro- 
choice." -Patty Ridsdale 
tended the National Abortion 
Rights Action League (NARAL) 
state workshop In Columbus on 
September 22—23. The purpose 
of the trip was to meet with other 
student leaders from all over the 
state to discuss strategy and In- 
formation, Rldsdale said. 
"The message we want to get 
across Is not pro-abortion, but 
pro-choice," she said. "You can 
be politically, religiously, or 
morally against abortion and stIU 
be pro-choice." 
Rlchey saw the Issue as a 
simple matter of civil rights. 
"The government shouldn't be 
alowed to Interfere In personal 
decisions," he said. 
The group's founders were 
aware of a great deal of pro- 
choice sentiment on campus and 
were also aware of the lack of a 
way for this sentiment to be 
heard. 
"There's been a pro-life—or 
antl-cholce— group on campus 
for awhile, but we felt that there 
were really a lot of people that 
sided with pro-life," Rlchey said. 
The group Is also stressing 
supporting the pro-choice 
movement through political 
channels. 
"(Students for Choice) supports 
pro-choice candidates of any 
party," Rldsdale said. "Republi- 
can or Democrat—It makes no 
difference." 
"You can sit around all day and 
complain," Rlchey said. "But If 
you don't support the candidates 
It doesn't really do any good." 
Philip Schmidt, spokesperson 
for Responsible Majority, a Tole- 




Binky is brought to you by   «| A 
518 E. Wooster 352 - 6886 
See our complete Life in Hell greeting card line. 
TTT 
glad to see a new pro-choice 
group formed. 
"With the political atmosphere 
the way It Is today, It's important 
for groups to educate people and 
make sure that women are aware 
of their options," Schmidt said. 
Schmidt added that he was par- 
ticularly pleased that a pro- 
choice group was forming on a 
college campus. 
"It's good to get people In- 
volved early," he said. "It shows 
that students are aware of the Is- 
sues of the day and that they're 
not Just thinking about them, but 
that they're willing to act." Stu- 
dents for Choice Is off to a good 
start. Their first meeting was held 
this past Sunday and It drew 20 
students. Another 20 have con- 
tacted the group about getting in- 
volved, according to Rldsdale. 
Meetings are held Sunday 
evenings at 8 pm In 222 Math 
Science. 
"We're doing this because we 
realized we had to do some- 
thing," Rldsdale said. 
"The pro-choice majority has 




by Adam iauier 
contributing writer 
"Amidst all the difficulties of 
the space program, there's been 
Just one spectacular spacecraft 
success," said planetarium direc- 
tor Dale Smith, "and this Is the 
flight of the Voyager to the outer 
solar system." 
The Voyager spacecrafts and 
their discoveries are chronicled 
In "The Voyager Encounters," the 
new fall program at the planetar- 
ium. The program follows the 
Voyager from Its origins to Its 
launch In 1977 and examines the 
spacecraft Itself and the dlcover- 
les It has made In Its 13 years of 
successful operation. 
Together, the Voyagers have 
explored Jupiter and Saturn and 
Voyager Two went on to explore 
Uranus and Neptune. The Voy- 
agers have explored more new 
worlds and territory than any 
other spacecraft or expedition In 
history. 
Both spacecrafts have sent 
back scores of photographs of the 
planets, their moons, rings and 
satellites, providing scientists 
with valuable data on the outer 
solar system. The twin space- 
crafts have explored four 
planets. 40 moons and 40.000 
rings. 
■ SeePlaaelirtam. page 12. 
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Medicine Show endures 
Chapter 3: Cajones 
Under the trees aflame with the 
wings and throats of birds, I wat- 
ched the sun pass Into the stone 
veranda of the commons. Soon 
the drug would release Itself Into 
my blood-stream and swim In Its 
salty bath. I lay In crowned dew 
and watched the falling veil of 
leaves, gold and crimson and 
whlspery. 
The brown paper package, 
stained with grease, bound with 
twine had been deposited at my 
apartment door. Included was a 
letter written In a graffiti of 
newsprint. 
"An Indian, with the face of a 
dried fig and eyes so old, I swore 
I saw the birth of creation In 
them gave me these plants," tali 
the letter. "Drop them In a glass 
of water and wait a few days... 
The water win turn to Indigo, 
when It does, boll It and let It 
vaporize. The residue should be 
the color ofBloodroot, with the 
consistency of brown sugar, lint 
It with tapioca, I swear you have 
to do this... then eat It." 
I looked at the plants. They 
looked like testicles. "Oh well."I 
said to myself. The next day I 
made the taptoca cocktail. 
The birds In the tree above my 
head began to boll. Three monks 
swathed In orange appeared be- 
fore me, carrying plastic milk 
Jugs. They handed me a book of 
matches and crossed their ankles 
In the lotus position. Their 
shaved scalps looked fragile 
under the thin slice of rising 
moon. Dousing themselves with 
the contents of the plastic milk 
Jugs, they began to chant. 
I struck the bluetlp of the 
match against the carbon strip 
and tossed the sputtering flame 
Into the lap of the middle monk. 
With a rush of wind they ex- 
ploded Into torches of flesh. 
I sat with the bark of the tree 
biting Into my back. The monks 
clenched their Jaws as tounges of 
flame Invaded their skulls, roast- 
ing their brains, popping their 
eyes. Windpipes glistened and 
their robes fell away like black 
lace. 
I closed my eyes hard and 
thought of the "Neon Strip" back 
home. 
Golden arches filled with 
flourescent light marked the way 
to hamburger heaven. Parked on 
the asphalt of the burger Joint, 
were metal skinned mustangs 
and Cherry-Red convertibles. 
Kids sat lazily on leather seats 
eating bovine carcasses, farting 
and slurping beer out of crum- 
pled paper bags. 
Tires shrieked occasionally as 
the teenage population of the 
burger Joint ebbed and flowed. A 
sea of untested conviction. 
A rabbit faced girl with a fall of 
blond shiny hair twisted In the 
seat of her car, ran her fingers 
through her boyfriend's greasy 
hair, as he shotgunned the stick 
shift through the parking lot and 
out on to the highway. 
I opened my eyes saw the 
stone veranda of the commons, 
empty with moonlight. The drug 
seemed to have worn off. I bur- 
ped tapioca. 
I walked side streets back to 
my apartment. I wanted to write 
down the experience as long as It 
lingered. 
I walked Into my apartment. 
My wrist was grabbed and 
twisted behind my back. A knee 
slammed Into my groin, sending 
an electricity of pain circling up 
my spine and making my eyes 
water. My head hit the floor and I 
felt my brain rattle Inside my 
skull. And then I refldarkness. 
Ill 
Ufe Isn't bad. I'm used to the 
humidity but the cockroaches are 
still a shock sometimes. They are 
three Inches long and they come 
out when It rains. 
I live by the sea and from my 
window I can watch the bronze 
skinned girls dance In the surf. I 
don't get out much, and even 
though this Is the safest place to 
be, the natives run from me as If I 
was a leper. 
When I regained conscious- 
ness, I found myself streched out 
naked. I was tied to a bed for a 
week while they interrogated me. 
Eventually Th el ride a of things 
began to make sense. The pack- 
age I had received was not in- 
tended for me. It had been lost In 
the mall and arrived at my door- 
step by accident. They traced the 
package to my apartment, but by 
the time they got there, I had tak- 
en the tapioca cocktail. 
So they had waited for me to 
come back to my apartment and 
then they had kidnapped me. 
The drug I had Ingested had 
not been a plant. It was a de- 
hydrated, desslcBted.cn/one. 
They spoke of a mass hallucin- 
atory effect. They asked me If I 
had heard about the enshrining 
of a soybean tank out In the corn- 
fields of Ohio. 
They also pointed to my ana- 
tomy and asked me If I thought I 
could live In decent American so- 
ciety anymore, given the side- 
effect of the drug. I thought about 
that. They made a deal. I took It 
Sometimes at night with the aid 
of a wheelbarrow, I walk along 
the sea wall. The ocean becomes 
slate under the Central American 
moon. 
I take my desire to the pros- 
titutes that linger around the 
open air bar. 
They do not laugh at the side 
effect of the tapioca cocktail. 
They know me and greet me, 
"Buenas dlas, Cajones Grande, 
que pasa? Te quleres amor?" 
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With their Inexplicable feel for 
the cut-and-paite techniques of 
rap, It's hard to believe that Jesus 
Jones Is comprised of five white 
guys from London. That Is, of 
course, until their guitars smash 
In, creating a fine mess that any 
90s kind of Indie rock addict 
would be hard-pressed to dislike. 
Tracks like   Move Mountains." 
"Too Much To Learn." and "Bro- 
ken Bones" showcase grooves 
that simply explode. Crafty sam- 
ples and lava-encrusted power 
chords worship at the same altar 
as far as Jesus Jones Is con- 
cerned. And It's an awful loud 




With their second album. Liv- 
ing Colour (Vernon Reld. Corey 
Glover, Muzz Skllllngs. and WU 
Calhoun) offers a more varied 
sonic menu from their life- 
style—altering 1988 de- 
but. Vivid. The title cut opens the 
album, sending you scurrying to 
make sure you haven't put on a 
Metalllca bootleg by accident. 
"Someone Like You" Is an 
A—Plus assignment from Rock- 
song 101, "Elvis Is Dead" Is a 
rocking examination of the myth 
of the King, and I'll be damned If 
"New Jack Theme" don't pop up 
as the theme song for some hip 
TV action series. Much fuss has 
been made about Living Colour's 
status as black musicians. Hell 
Car •  Room & Board  •  Room & Board  • Car • $ 
-Female Student- 
Single Father. 3 children 
needs help sitting, etc 
Benefits: 
Room ana Board • Possible use ot car 
Possible financial help 
Study room 
• Use of computer 
• Waterbed 
can accommodate schedules prefer 
year-round, con work outside pb in summer. 
Nice Country Home, 12 minutes to school 
Children:  6 yr old girl, 7 yr old boy. 10 yr old boy 
875-6097 Let's Talk 
(Hurry . .   . . never open long) 3 
$ Car •  Room & Board •  Room & Board  • Car • $ 
CLARK TERRY, TRUMPET 
with Alumni Big Band 
Davia Melle, director 
also appearing - LOU MARINI, SR. 
Oct. 6 at 8 p.m. 
Kobacker Hall, Moore Center 
Sponsored by College ol Musical Arts. Ethnic Cultural Arts 
Program. Office of Residence Services. Alumni Affairs, and 
University Activities Organization. 
Call 372-8171 
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with that. They're still one of the 
brighter colors of the rock rain- 
bow. 
Ultra Vivid Scene 
Joy 1967-1990 
4AD/Columbia Records 
The hype on Ultra Vivid Scene 
was that at the heart of one-man 
band Kurt Ralske's technopop 
proficiency were some rock-solid 
songs, with soaring bridges, 
complex melodies, the whole 
shebang. Ralske was made to 
sound like the Paul Westerberg of 
synthrock. 
That was an exaggeration. 
There's some good tunes here, 
but nothing to equal the advance 
billing. 
"Staring At The Sun" has some 
catchy riffs and a poppy bass line 
and "Grey Turns White" Is one 
hell of a churning cyberrumble, 
but more often than not, UVS 
undermines dope beats with tur- 
gid gloom rock vocals. This 
offense Is worst on "Three"Stors," 
which works on an elementary 
rhythmic level until Ralske 
wholes Into It like Morrissey on 
helium. He Just tries to sound too 
damn sensitive sometimes. 
Ralske has said his ultimate 
goal Is to have muzak versions of 
his songs played In elevators. 
He's gonna need more musical 
context and some sandpaper for 




Hit rap records are a piece of 
coke. Just ask Kyper. 
They've extensively sampled 
Yes' "Owner Of A Lonely Heart," 
added some racy lyrics ("Took 
her to the movies, bought her a 
treat/Went to my house, made 
the bed squeak"), rapped In a 
smartass, freak-bustln' yap, and 
BINGO! Instant hit! 
To hell with the ethics of sam- 
pling, this baby rocks harder 
than anything Rush has done In a 
pig's year. Shut up and dance. 
■ From Plsnclsriin, page 10. 
The first portion of the show 
gives s brief history of some of 
mankind's early astronomical 
discoveries, describes the Voy- 
agers and explains how they 
operate. 
'The Voyager Encounters," 
written and produced by Loch 
Ness Productions, Is linked to 
space exploration In another 
way. The program Is narrated by 
Shakspearean actor Patrick Ste- 
wart, better known as Captain 
Jean-Luc Picard on the syndi- 
cated television show, "Star Trek: 
The Next Generation." 
"The Voyager Encounters" was 
enhanced by the planetarium 
staff prior to presentation. 
"What we're enhancing Is the 
visuals package ... we've tried to 
add some artistic flavor and style 





210 N. Main 
Wednesday Oct. 3 
Thurs-Sat Oct. 4-6 
18-20 Welcome 
$2.00 Cover after 9:30 
21 and over 
$1.00 Cover after 9:30 
HOURS: 
Mon.-Sat.: Noon 'til 2:30 a..m. 
Sunday: 2:00 p.m. 'til 2:30 a.m. 
* Mini-Pitchers Every Day* 
'Help Support MS with the Ugly Bartender Contest* 
to the show," Smith explained. 
Masking, framing and adding 
slides all were several processes 
the planetarium staff did to en- 
hance the show, according to 
Smith. 
One of the goals of the plane- 
tarium Is to show people how In- 
terning science can be, Smith 
said. 
"There's a misconception that 
science Is boring and difficult... 
and you can tell from (the pro- 
gram) we think that science Is 
pretty exciting, and we want 
everybody to see It," he sold. 
"The Voyager Encounters" can 
be seen at 8:00 p.m. on Tuesdays 
and Fridays and at 7:30 p.m. on 
Sundays now through October 7 
and from October 21 through 
November 18. A matinee per- 
formance is scheduled at 2:00 
p.m. on Saturday November 10. 
BLACK GREEK COUNCIL 
Presents: 
The 1990 Black Greek 
Stomp Down 
Frl. Oct. 5, 1990 
7:00 pm 
Eppler South Gym 
Cost: $3.00/person 
$5.00 for Stomp Down 
and dance following 
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Television Listings 
For October sin 
tnro October i itn 
Because of a new FCC ruling, listings lor out-of-town stations carried by your cable system are subject to blackout or last minute changes in programming. 
We regret any inconvenience this may cause. 
DAYTIMEMORNING         OCTOBER 5,1990 - OCTOBER 11,1990 
O 
5:00 5:30 6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 
PM Mag Business News This Morning Sally Jessy Raphael Geraldo Price 
U Sign-Oft Cont'd FIT. Wok With Yan Mr. Dressup Sesame SI 
til 
19 
Sign-Ofl Cont'd CBS News News This Morning Peo Court Trump Card Family Feud Wh. Fortune Price 
Sign-Ofl Ag-Day News NBC News Todayg Sally Jessy Raphael Make Deal Concentr. Tell Truth 
m Sign-Ofl Cont'd ABC News Good Morning America g Live - Regis 8 Kathie Lee Joan Rivers Home 
*U Sign-Ofl Cont'd Business Homestretch Sesame Street g Instructional Programming 
fell) Sign-Ofl Cont'd Homestretch Contact Sesame Street g Inslructional Programming 
m Sign-Off Cont'd Muppets Nmja Turtles Melodies G .1. Joe Woody Robert Titton 700 Club Larry Rice 
U>) Father News Happen Video Power Q.I. Joe DuckTales Gummi B Menace Happy Days Laverne Bewitched Webster Jeflersons g 
ESPN vaned Getting Fit In Motion Nation's Business Today SportsCtr Varied Programs Getting Fit 
TMC Movie Varied Programs                                                                               | Movie                                                                          1 Movie 
DAYTIMEAFTERNOON 
11:30 12:00 12:30 1:00 1:30 2:00 2:30 3:00 3:30 4:00 4:30 5:00 5:30 
O Pnce News Young and the Restless Bold, Bea As me World Turns Maior League Baseball Playoffs 
O Sesame St Midday Country Practice Coronation Take the High Road Dolt Talkaboul Danger Bay Video Hits Five Thirty 
ID Pnce Newsg Young and the Restless Gold. Bea As the World Turns Major League Baseball Pla offs 
19 Marsha W News Generalions Days ol Our Lives g Another Work) Sanla Barbara Gro. Pains ALF g Donahue 
m Home Match Game Loving g All My Children One Life to Live General Hospital Geraldo Hard Copy News 
m Instructional Varied Instructional Programming Varied Reading Sesame Stree itg Mr Rogers Varied 
09 Instructional Instructional Programming Movie Animals Sesame Stree *g Mr Rogers Sq.tTV 
60 Varied Jeannie Laverne Odd Couple Too Close New Beaver mntstones   j DuckTales Ch.p Dale Pefer Pan Tiny Toon Highway to Heaven g 
© Newsline Hmooner I Love Lucy Andy Griffith B. Hillbillies Quiz Kids CNpmu..k^  ] Peter °ar. Chip-Dale Tale Spin Tiny Toon Head Clss. Facts of Life 
ESPN Training In Motion Bodyshape Vaned Programs 
TMC Movie Movie Movie                                                      Varied Movie 
VIDEO 




Rent 1 Video, 
Receive 50* OH 
the 2nd Rental 
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FRIDAY EVENING        OCTOBER 5,1990 
6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 
O Newt CBS News PMMag Shade Bagdad C Movie: "Children ol the Bride News Newhart Arsemo Hall 
o New Front Page Ounce Street Legal Irish Rovers' 25th Anniversary Special Joyrnai News Good Rockm Tonne "Goldengirr 
ID News CBS News Wh Fortune Jeopardyi Shade Bagdad C Movie   Children ol the Bride News Edition Wiseguy 
O News NBC News Ent  Tonight Night Court Quantum Leap Night Court Wings Midnight Caller News Tonight Show Letter man 
ffi Personalities ABC News Cur. Affair Farrary Feud Full House Family Strangers Go Places 20/20 ArsenioHall Nignthne Spotlight 
m Streamside Business MacNeil/lehrer Newshour Wash Week Wail Si Doctor Who EastEnders Race to Save the Planet 
© MacNed/Lehrer Newthour Business Mctauqhlm Wash Week Wall St. Greal Performances Shake, Rattle & Roll Art of the Western World 
m Belvedere Charles Boss' Mama Amwcas Most Wanted DEA Star Trek Neit Gener Barney M. Twil. Zone Movie: 'Superlty T.N.T." 
ti> Gro Puns Family Ties Boss' Preview America's Most Wanted DEA News M'A'S'H Hunter Fall Guy 
Esm Sports SportsLook SportsCtr. Baseoall NFL s Greatest Moments America's Wilderness Great Amencan Events SpeedWeek SportsCtr. Baseball Sports 
rue Movie: "Starman   Cont'd Mow   Don Time on Planet Earth" Movie    Stripes Movie: "The Package" 
SATURDAY AFTERNOON      OCTOBER 6,1990 
11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 1:00 1:30 2:00 2:30 3:00 3:30 4:00 4:30 5:00 5:30 
o 
o 
Bill4 Ted Pee-wee Movie: "Hot Dog... The Movie" College Football: Florida State at Miami 
Sesame Street Par 27 Disability Gardener Fish'n Driver s Seat Peopi -Dog SporttwMkend 
ID Bait Ted Pee wee Dink Storybreak Newsmakers Showcase College Football: Florida State at Miami 
ID Sa.M-Beii Guys Saturday Videos Kid n Play School Quiz Telecast Paid Prog. Williams TV Williams TV Kenny Rogers Classic 
9 Bugs t Tweety Lrttje Rosey Scoooy DOO Paycheck Williams TV Williams TV WiHiams TV Roobtns College Football: Teams to Be Announced 
m N Dupree la Cookm' Cooking Garten Gourmet Ok) House Woodwright Hometime Is It Antique Sd. Model Austin City Limits Ramona 
O Vets Only Outdoors MotorWeek Streamside Old House Garden La Cookm' Hometime Gourmet Food Is It Antique Alexander Sailing With Cartoon in ■ UAUT    HI- - -**:  wwr nieeswiy College Football Georgia Tech at Maryland Sunglasses  |TBA Tiny Toon Dummy New Beaver 
0 Movie: "Support Your Local SherHI"                          | Movie "The PhUadeiphia Experiment" Movie: "The Couch Trip" New Lassie Charles 
ESPN Adventure College Gameday              Icollege Football: Lafayette at Columbia Auto Racing: CART Seniors PGA Golf 
TetC Al an Ouater Movie: "The Package                                               [Fnstworks    |Movie   The Delta Force Movie: "Mrdnight Run 
SATURDAY EVENING 
6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30   1   12:00 12:30 
O News CBS News Weekend Electric Major League Baseball Playofts ALCS - A s at Red Son or Blue Jays News Movie: "Rich Kids" 
o Saturday Report Rostad's Gatineau Clog NHL Hockey Toronto Maple Leals at Calgary names News Night Music 
o News CBS News Wh Fortune Cash Exp Major League Baseball Playoffs ALCS - As at Red Son or Blue Jays News Star Search 
CD News NBC News Entertainment This Week Parenthood Wonung-Out Golden Girls Empty Nest Carol I Co. Dreamer News Saturday Night Live 
09 College Footbal Current Affair Extra Young Riders China Beach Twin Peaks Aisenio Hall American Gladiators 
m Degrassi Club Lawrence We* Show Great Performances Ode to Joy and Freedom Lionel Hampton Club Date Austin City Limit* 
& European Tony Brown Lawrence We* Show Wonderful World of Disney Move    All About Eve Movie.  The Son of Cleopatra 
© Belvedere Charles Boss? Mama Video Haywire Cops Chronicles Star Trek Comic Strip Live "Night of the Comet" 
6D 3 s Co Emergency Redwings NHL Hockey Detroit Rad Wings at Washington Capitals Comic Slnp Live New Music Star Trek: Next Gener Video 
ESPN Seniors Golf Horse R Scoreboard Collage Football: Louisiana State at Florida College Football: Washington State at Southern California 
TMC Midnight Run" Cont'd Movie:  Jumpin'Jack Flash"                                     | Movie   The Package                                               |MOV*   The Kiss 
CLARK S^ <^y^Tg^^ 
"Transportation Specialist* " 
1065 HARLEY DAVIDSON XLCH 1300 SPORTSTER 521)00 
(Fresh rrbulll motor) 
1871   AMC AMBASSADOR $300.05 
(Nicely equipped, Runs like new) 
IS73 MERCURY CAPRI 51695.00 
(Offroad prepared, Ready to mn-STEAL IT) 
I07O OLOSMOBILE CUTLASS WAGON $505.00 
(Poor old lady doesn't know wbal she traded) 
1076 CHEVROLET MONTE CARLO $300 
(Red, 2 door, good transportation) 
1089 N. MAIN 352-7966 
THE 
COPY SHOP 
117 East Court St. B.C. 352-4068 
more than just copies ! 
Get the BEST PRICE — Call Us 
Copying • Printing • Typesetting 
Screen Printing • Word Processing 
Trophies • Plaques • Certificates 
HAIR UNLIMITED 
1+3 W. WOOSTER 353-3281 
Quality Hair Care at 
Reasonble Prices 
• Guys cuts always S8.00 
• Nexxus Products available 
£ 
THE TANNING CENTER 
3 convenient locations 
-143 W. Wooster 
- 248 N. Main 
- 993 S. Main 
Your Tanning Professionals 
since 1980 
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SUNDAY AFTERNOON      OCTOBER 7,1990 
11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 1:00 1:30 2:00 2:30 3:00 3:30 4:00 4:30 5:00 5:30 o Jesse Jackson SportsCtr NFL Today NFL Football San Francisco 49ers at Houston Oilers Pan Am Games Emergency 
u Coronation Best rears Meeting Place Canada Hymn Stng Auto Racing: Grand Nat Is CFL Football Saskatchewan Roughnders at Calgary Stampeders 
CD Real Estate NekSaban J Cooper NFL Today NFL Football Regional coverage NFL Football Robbms Kingdom Snakmaster 
Ik) Shut-ins Mass Michigan NFL Live NFL Football San Diego Chargers at Pittsburgh Steelers NFI Football Cincinnati Bengals at Los Angeles Rams 
<£) Tomorrow WeekDavid Bnnkley Close-Up Bus World  | Home Again WHIiamsTV Williams TV Snakmaster Movie: "The Watcher in the Woods" Siskel 
tit College Football minas at Ohio State WalSt. Great Performances Presidency « Constitution Survival One on One McLaughlin Firing Una Market 
fet) Long Ago Newtons Business Adam Smith Civil War Nova Lawrence We* Show Nat Cole Health 
fey Kitchenmate Twin Star Movie: "Gom Coconuts" Movie: "Scared SMI" Charles Out ol World Secret ID Superboy 




Erik the Viki 
SportsCtr 
g  Contd 
NFLGameday 
Movie: "F/X" 
Auto Racing: CART Grand Prix 
Movie: "Hot Pursuit" 
Horse Racing: Turf Classic Seniors PGA Golf Vantage Championship 
Movie    immediate Family                     | Movie "Iron Eagle II" 
SUNDAY EVENING 
6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 
O News CBS News 60 Minutes Major League Baseball Playofls: ALCS - As at Red Sox or Blue Jays News Siskel Insport Arsenio Hal 
O Bonanza Family Hour Movie: "Bye Bye Blues" Venture News Hammer House ol Horror 
ID News CBS News 60 Minutes Major League Baseball Playofls ALCS - As at Red Sox or Blue Jays News Movie: "Bogie" 
CD NFL Football Hull High Lifestories Lucky/Chances News Byron Allen News 
8) ABC News Video Lite Goes On Videos Funniest Movie: "When You Remember Me" Editors Robbms Doctor Is In ■ Lawrence Walk Show Geographic Nature Race to Save the Planet Ideas Defense Sign-Oil 
GD Ideas Watch Austin City Limits Nature Race to Save the Planet No. Hon Step by Step 
CD Star Trek Next Gener True Colors Parker L In Color Get a Lite Married.. Good Grief Against me Law Super Force Fn. the t3th Series 
0D Star Trek True Colors Parker L. In Color Get a Lite Married... Good Grief Against me Law M'A-S-H Cops K Copetand Love 
ESPN Anaheim Cat Show NFL Pnmetime Gymnastics USA/USSR Challenge Figure Skating: Campbell s Work) Cup SportsCenter NFL Pnmetime 
TMC Iron Eagle II  Contd Movie The Package Movie    F/X Movie.   Erik the Viking 
MONDAY EVENING    OCTC BER8.1990 
6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 
O News CBS News PM Mag Uncle Buck Maior Dad Country Music Association Awards News Newhart Arsenio Hall 
o News Monitor Danger Bay Allo. Alol Degrassi Wei Meet Again Journal News SCTV Persuaders 
CD News CBS News Wh  Fortune Jeopardy1 Uncle Buck Maxx Dad Country Music Association Awards News Edrtion Wiseguy 
CD News NBC News Ent Tonight Night Court Fresh Prince Ferns B. Lucky/Chances News Tonight Show Letterman 
S) Personalities ABC News Cur Aflair Family Feud MacGyver NFL Football: Cleveland Browns at Denver Broncos Arsenio Hal 
eg Business Business MacNeit/Lehrer Newshour nnovation Special Race to Save tha Planet EMMM Nature 
CD MacNeH/Lehrar Newshour Business Wild Am nnovation Special Race to Save the Planet Served Mystery 
CD Betvedere Charles Boss? Mama Movie: "O" Limits Star Trek Next Gener Barney M Twil Zone Movie "Hannie CaukMr" 
CD Gro Pains Family Ties Boss? Preview Movie:  Of! Limits" News M-A-S'H Hunter Fall Guy 
ESPN Motowortd SportsLook SportsCtr Motorweek Match-up Mon. Mag. Water Skiing Show Ski Swimsurt '90 Baseball SportsCtr. NFL s Greatest Moments 
TMC Movie: "The Goodbye Girl wovie: "Mannequin" 1 Movie   Cold Feet Movie   Parenthood 
rVWrVVVAnVWWvVWrVVVWVV^rVVWrWMrVj 
Falcon House 
Sport i n f£ Goods 




Athletic Shoes • Apparel • Sweats • BGSU 
School Jackets • T-Shirt printing • Sports Equipment 
Open »-9 Daily Sat 0-5:30 Sun 12-5 
123 S. Main St. 352-3610 Dowtown B.G. 
J 
|pK 





TERI e PAULA e STEPHANIE • BETH • THERESA 
20% Off Any Service 
with a Student l.D. 




AW .Ct.W&tV.    &&.£4f?. 
Friday- October 5. 1990 
TUESDAY EVENING        OCTOBER 9,1990 
6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 o News CBS News PM Mag Major League Baseball Playoffs. National League Championship Series News Newhart Arsenio Hall 
o News Babai Airwaves 5th estate Market PI. Man Alive Journal News SCTV Rising Damp 
CD News CBS News Wh. Fortune Jeopardy1 Ma/or League Baseball Playoffs National League Championship Series News Edition Wiseguy 
IB News NBC News Ent. Tonight Night Court Mattock Lucky/Chances News Tonight Show Letterman 
S> Personalities ABC News Cur Affair Family Feud Boss' Head Ciss Roseanne Coach thutysomething Arsenio Hall Nightlne Rick Dees 
€B By Numbers Business MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour Nova Race to Save the Planet EastEnders Ohio Bus Mysteryi 
SD MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour Business Wild Am Nova Race to Save the Planet Served Masterpiece Theatre 
© Belvedere Charles Boss? Mama Movie:   Red Sonja" Star Trek: Next Gener Barney M. Twit Zone 'Better Late Than Never'' 
© Gro Pains Family lies Boss' Preview Movie:  Rocky II News M'A'S'H Hunter Fall Guy 
ESPN Running SportsLook SportsCtr. Superbouts Auto Racing Ofl-Road Drag Racing: N'west Nat Auto Racing: Lowes 150 SportsCtr Baseball Lighter Side 
TMC Movie   South ol Reno Move:   Bat 21                                                        |Movie: "Lock Up Movie: "American Gothic" 
WEDNESDAY EVENING OCTOBER 10,1990 
6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 
o News CBS News PM Mag Major League Baseball Playoffs: National League Championship Series News Newhart Arsenio Hall 
o News B'combers Stories Night Heat Nature of Things Journal News SCTV My Girl 
CD News CBS News Wh Fortune Jeopardy! Major League Baseball Rayofls: National League Championship Series News Edition Wiseguy 
CD News NBC News Enl. Tonight Night Courf Unsolved Mysteries Fanelli Boys Dear John Hunter News Tonight Show Letterman 
• Personalities ABC News Cur  Affair Tamily Feud Wonder Y. Gro. Pains Doog* H Married P Cop Rock Arsenio Hall Nightlme Rick Dees 
m By Numbers Business MacNeil/Lehr ■r Newshour Sci Frontiers Race to Save the Planet EastEnders Art Beat John Muir 
CD MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour Business Wild Am. Sci Frontiers Race to Save the Planet Served Innovation Special 
CD Belvedere Charles Boss' Mama Movie: "Desperately Seeking Susan" Star Trek: Next Gener. Barney M. Twil. Zone Sam Marlowe. Pnvate Eye 
CD Gro Pains Family Ties Boss? NHL Hockey: Calgary Flames at Detroit Red Wings News M'A'S'H Hunter Fall Guy 
ESPN Inside PGA SportsLook SportsCtr Baseball Events Work) of Sports Billiards: Shootout Muscle Magazine SportsCtr Baseball Yachting 
TMC Movie:  "F/X" Movie: "Touch of Evil" Movie: "The Lady From Shanghai Movie: "Platoon Leader" 
THURSDAY EVENING        OCTOBER 11.1990 
6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00        8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 o News CBS News PM Mag Major League Baseball Playoffs ALCS - Red Sox or Blue Jays at As News Newhart Arsenio Hall 
e News On Road Emergency Adrienne Clarkson CODCO Kids in the Hall Journal News SCTV 1 Laugh 
CD News CBS News Wh Fortune Jeopardy1 Major League Baseball Playoffs ALCS - Red Sox or Blue Jays at A's News Edition Wiseguy 
CD News NBC News Enl. Tonight Nighl Court Cosby Show Dif World Cheers Grand Law 4 Order News Tonight Show Letterman 
CD Personalities ABC News Cur. Affair Family Feud Movie:  Columbo Cries Wolf" Primetime Live Arsenio Hall Nightlme Rick Dees 
€D By Numbers Business MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour Wild Am. Butterflies Race 10 Save tne Planet EastEnders Journal Vietnam 
CD MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour Business Wild Am Thurs Nite Ok) House Race to Save Ihe Planet Served? Thurs Nite Ideas 
CD Belvedere Charles Boss' Mama Simpsons Babes Beverly Hills, 90210 Star Trek: Next Gener. Barney M Twil  Zone Great American Traffic 
CD Gro. Pains Family Ties Boss? Preview Simpsons Babes Beverly Huts. 90210 News M'A'S'H Hunter Fall Guy 
ESPN Th'breos SportsLook SportsCtr LPBT Bowling: Hammond Open Boxing Star Shot SportsCtr Baseball Auto Racing 
TMC Movie: "Turner ft Hooch" Movie: "The Package" Movie: "Into the Tire" Movie:  "The Delta Force 
Giving new meaning to the 
term strawberry-blonde v 
the \x/a\/Q 
tioir becomes art 
$2 off any service 
 ftiSSlfr £-Court  with thi» coupon., 
A- =^ 9 
EASYSTREET 
104 S. Main 353-0988 
2 Fantastic 
Greotful Dead Bands 
This weekend! 
LIVE... 
Friday Night  RIVER RUNT SPOOK FLOITRES 
Saturday Night JJUMLEIS 
®a?i£\a Celebrate 50 years 
J   VDUNC'S 
NEWSSTAND 
ImrOa 
ire s. M.I- 
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Outta that tub for Homecoming! 
Punter, proximity: 
Falcons favored 
With the number one punter In the 
nation, an oustanding record against 
Ohio University and proven success in 
Homecoming history, the 1990 Fal- 
con Football home-opener and 69th 
Annual Homecoming may just be the 
game that BG tans have been waiting 
tor. Kick-oft re at I 30 p m. tomorrow, 
Oct. 6. on our own Doyt L. Perry field. 
Tickets are free for BQSU students 
with valid student IDs, and just $4 for 
other adults and S3 for children. 
The ace In the Falcon hand is Senior 
Cris Shale, who has led the MAC in 
punting for the last two years. Another 
advantage? The home field, according 
to Steve Ban-, University sports Infor- 
mation director. After playing four 
consecutive games on the road, he 
said, "It win be a big Htt lor the Falcons 
to come home." 
Statistics show that BG traditionally 
has been victorious after Homecom- 
ing Weekend, winning 65 percent of 
its Homecoming games, and five of 
the last six. Equally impressive is the 
recent dominance over OU, as the 
Falcons have won the last eight 
games against them. 
With the return to their home field 
being so important to the success of 
the teem, the BG fans can do their part 
by getting together to cheer the Fal- 
cons on to victory. Don't forget: tick- 
ets are free with a student ID. 
Alumni, campus 
events planned 
Homecoming Week 1990 Is weH 
underway, yet the fun is far from over 
Several events are yet to be held 
throughout this weekend, planned to 
top even the fondest ol other 
Homecoming memories. 
A Spssh Splash Sports Bash wll be 
held today on the Intramural Fields and 
at the Recreation Center. The event Is 
free and open to al. 
Later tonight a Homecoming dance, 
this year being billed as a 
"Homecoming Bash," wH be held. In 
addition to the music and open dance 
floor, the bash w* treat students to a 
laser light show, a variety show and a 
casino. It will be held 8 p.m. to 
midnight In the Lenhart Grand Ballroom 
of the Union 
The annual Homecoming Art Show 
WlWsTaOTlMi t»aVag°»Ha<a*V» *■ m 
tonight in the Off-Campu8 Student 
Center, Moseley Hal. The show can 
also be viewed tomorrow, Oct. 6, from 
3:30-8 p.m. Admission Is free. 
The first Alumni 
Association-sponsored activity win be 
held 6:30 p.m. tonight at the Holey 
Lodge, 1830 E. Wooster St., when 
the association holds a dinner 
honoring Ore and Mmes Duane and 
Margaret Tucker and Joseph and Zola 
Buford as the 1990 recipients of 
Honorary Alumnus awards. Those 
wishing to attend the dinner should call 
the Alumni Association. 372-2701. 
for reservations. 
There wW also be a Black Alumni 
Reception held tonight, and a Black 
Alumni Dinner tomorrow. Information 
regarding time, location, and tickets 
can be obtained by catng the Office 
ol Multicultural Affairs, 372-8357. 
Tonight's activities w* conclude 
with a Black Greek Council Step Show 
at 9 p.m. In the Northeast Commons. 
■Jtets^J»i«ttaYieooeaftbaUiBSk 
Tomorrow's events wil begin when 
the Alumni Association sponsors an 
open house at the MMefl Alumni 
Center, beginning at 9 am A series ol 
special luncheons wM then be held tor 
graduates of the 1920s and 1930s, 
1940, 1950, 1980. 1965.1970 and 
1980. There wil also be breakfasts 
and luncheons for alumni ol various 
Greek organizations and SIC SIC. 
Following the luncheons, attention wll 
turn to the stadium lor the tootball 
Falcon's first home game 
The annual Homecoming concert 
wM feature jazz great Clark Terry and 
the "Alumni Big Band" at 8 p.m. in 
Kobacker Hal of the Moore Musical 
Arts Center. Tickets for the concert 
are priced as $5, $ 7 and $9, and can 
be purchased by calling the Kobacker 
Han Box Office. 37281 71 
Homecoming activities wM conclude 
with a formal dance from 10 p.m. to 2 
a.m. m the Northeast Commons. The 
dance Is sponsored by the Black 
.StudentAWOTK ....*. .».....*. ...« 
Festival focuses on 
women of today, 
composition style 
Contrary to what many students 
might believe, new music and art is not 
necessarily bounded by the lastest 
Bon Jovi CD. To give Bowling Green 
students and community members a 
more complete, intellectual definition, 
the College ol Musical Arts and School 
of Art are hosting the eleventh annual 
New Music and Art Festival Monday 
through Sunday. Oct. 10-14. 
An internationally recognized forum 
tor serious contemporary music, the 
festival features a variety of guest 
composers and performing groups, 
panel discussions, lectures, work- 
shops and master classes. 
Joan Tower, the 1990 recipient ol 
the celebrated Grawemeyer Award for 
Music Composition, Is the festival's 
special guest composer. Tower is one 
of this generation's most dynamic and 
colorful composers. Her bold and 
energetic music, with its striking imag- 
ery and novel structural forms, is win- 
ning large, enthusiastic audiences 
throughout the world. 
She l8 currently the Asher Edelman 
Professor ol Music at Bard College in 
New York, where she has taught since 
1973. 
Two ot Tower's works wll be per- 
formed by the Bowling Green Phlhar- 
monla, under the direction of Emily 
Freeman Brown, at 3 p.m. on Sunday, 
Oct. 14. The performances will be 
held In Kobacker Hal of the Moore 
Musical Arts Center and are free and 
open to al. 
The Omaha Magic Theatre, re- 
nowned for Its production ol innovative 
and original theatre works, wll open 
the festival at 8 p.m. Wednesday, Oct. 
10 In Kobacker Hal. The Omaha Ma- 
gic Theatre is one of the oldest and 
moat highly respected avant garde 
performance groups working in this 
country. 
The group will be sharing its newest 
creation. "Body Leaks" with BG audi- 
ences. Their performance is made 
possible In part by a grant from the 
National Endowment for the Arts. 
Tickets are $2 and are available at the 
Kobacker Hall Box Office. 
Joan La Barbara wil be featured in 
Kobacker Hall on Friday. Oct. 12. at 9 
p.m. in a performance of "Prologue" to 
"The Book of Knowing,  (and) ol Over- 
throwing." The work, composed by La 
Barbara in collaboration with artist 
Judy Chicago, explores myths from 
various cultures reflecting the origins 
of life 
La Barbara's career as composer 
and singer has been devoted to explor- 
ing the possibilities ol the human voice 
as a multi-faceted instrument She has 
developed a unique vocabulary ol ex- 
perimental and extended vocal tech- 
niques. Including mufaphonics, ulula- 
tkxi and glottal clicks, that form the 
basis of her compositions for the 
voice. This marks her second appear- 
ance at the BG festival 
Continuum, winner of the Siemens 
international prize for distinguished 
service to music, wil appear at 8 p.m. 
Saturday. Oct. 13. The chamber en- 
semble has a vast repertoire ol recent 
and vintage 20th-century instrumental 
and vocal music, with options for etec 
tronics and dance. The ensemble ar- 
rives in Bowing Green fresh from a 
tour of the Soviet Union. The perform- 
ance, which is part ol the University's 
new Forefront Series ol contemporary 
chamber music, wll be held In Ko- 
backer Hal. and tickets are S3 for stu- 
See Festival page 4 
Celebrate life sans alcohol 
It's a party, complete with squirt 
guns, a moon bal, limbo and dirty 
dancing contests and whipped cream. 
What's missing? That's right: there's 
no alcohol at this party. 
In association with the National Al- 
cohol Awareness Week, BACCHUS 
(Boosting Alcohol Consciousness 
Concerning the Health ol Undergradu- 
ate Students) Is sponsoring the Natural 
High party Monday, Oct. 15. The 
party w* be 8-11 p.m. at the gym- 
nasium in Eppler South and Is free and 
open to a* In addition to the events 
Mated above. there wil also be a tva 
disc jockey spinning dance tunes al 
nightlong. 
"Our purpose Is to show people that 
they can have a lot of fun other than 
drinking; there are alternatives," says 
NikkiGeha, a coordinator of the party 
"It's an evening without the influence 
of alcohol." 
The party Is organized in part by Dr. 
Wotherspoon. a man who travels the 
country promoting self-awareness and 
natural highs He encourages students 
to participate In the Alcohol Aware- 




10 a.m.-4 p.m -Art Exhibit 
Fanning work by BGSU's Or. Paul 
Running Sponsored by the Lima 
Art Aseoclation and the Ohio Arts 
Counci. 85-67 Town Square. 
Una. 
f4oon - Feleon CM* Luncheon 
Ice Ararat Lounge. 
'Dub Poat ' Ubm Aian «• apaafc. 
fl dorieeon Open to el United 
Chnehen Feeowshlp Center. 313 
Thuraan 
a pus. - Creaa Caaim | 
Men's Mam at Nod. Dama 
kivltaeonal 
■1 p.frV — HOIMOOfMftQ 
Spssh SfHaati 8porta Bash. 
Irnramural competition BG ve Ohio 
University Intramural Balds and 
Student Recreation Center 
4 p.m. - Poetry naadaig 
Laken Alan of Canada we: reed her 
poatry. Free and open to efl. 
Sporiecred by the Greduete 
Sludanl Senate. Bryan RacHal Ha*. 
Moora Muetcal Arta Canlar. 
5 pjr. -Soccer 
BOSU at Womana'Fadaral Savlnga 
BankSoccarClaaak: Ctavaand 
Start Unrvereny 
5:30 p.m. — Homecoming 
Kappa Sigma welcome reception. 
• pun. - BO Darning Society 
Various strategy and role-playing 
gamaa w* be taaturad. Free and 
opanloal. 222 Education. 
6: JO p.m. - Itomacomlng 
Joaaph and Zda Butord and Duane 
and Margarat Tucker wB by 
honored tor tra* aarvtce to BOSU 
S14 tickets are avaeabte at the 
Maetl Alumni Canter, 372-2701. 
Hoeey Lodge Atrium. 1630E 
Wooster 
7 p.m. - Homecoming 
The 1B90 Black Greek Stomp 
Down. $3 tor Stomp Down. $6 for 
Stomp Down and the dance 
afterward* Open to member* of 
Alpha PN Alpha. Delta Sigma Theta. 
Kappa Alpha Pel. Zeta Phi Beta. Phi 
Beta Epeeon. Alpha Kappa Alpha. 
Omega Psi Phi and Sigm* Gemma 
PI. Sponaorad by Black Greek 
Council Eppler South Gym. 
7:30-10 p.m.-Homecoming 
Annual Homecoming Art Show. 
Free and open to el Off Campus 
Student Center, Moseiey 
• pun. - Theatre Production 
Nee Simons "Barefoot in the Park 
Ticket* are $4 tor student* and 
senior omens. $6 lor others. Eva 
Marie Saint Theatre. University 
8 pun. - Planetarium Program 
"The Voyager Encounters " 
Concern* the Voyager spacecraft 
anditaphotogrsphe $1 donation 
I p.m. - UAO Movie 
The Little Mermaid." $1.60 wWi 
vakdBGSU student I 0 210 Math 
Sciences 
8 p.m. -1 tom#coc™f>fl 
Phi Delta Thela Homecoming 
dance 
• p.m. - Homecoming 
Kappa Sigma model iniOeoon. 
»-10:30 p.m. - Chinees Club 
Dance and conversation Free and 
opanloal Sponaorad by the 
Chinese Club and CWnm 
Students and Scholars Association 
Amen. Northeast Commons 
8-1 2 p.m. - Homecoming 
Homecoming Bash Dancing and 
video laser light show Pnza 
Giveaway Free admission with a 
Homecoming button. St without 
button Sponsored by the 
Homecoming Committee and UAO. 
Lanhart Grand Bear com. Union 
8:30-10:30 p.m - ttomecoawng 
Zeta Beta Tau reception. 
IOp.m.,leldnlght-UAOI4ovle 
"Monty Python's The Meaning of 
Life."$1 50 wtth veld BGSU 
Student I 0 210 Math Sciences 
§ a.m. — Homecoming 
[5"J  Alptw Sigma Phi breakfaat 
» a.m. - Homecoming 
Beta Theta PI breakfast 
tajn.-Hoiscc.mlng 
CTB PfaMubrunch. 
8:30 s.m. — Homecoming 
Gamma Phi Beta coffee and 
conversation 
10 s.m.-Cross Country 
Women's teem vs Miami. Indiana. 
Bal State, and Central Michigan 
Miami University. Oxford 
10 a.m. — Homecoming 
Kappa Delta open house 
10 a.m.-Homecoming 
Kappa Kappa Gamma brunch. 
10s.m.-1 p.m. - Art Exhibit 
Featuring work by BGSU • Or. Paul 
Running. Sponsored by the Lima 
Art Aseocletton end the Ohio Arts 
Counci. 05-07 Town Squara. 
Lima. 
• p.m.-Mldnlght- Homecoming 
Fourth Annual Harvest Moon 
Dance Baaroom dancing. Music by 
the Johrmy Knorr Orchestra 
Advance reaervationa required, 
*25 per couple Cal 372-8181 lor 
ticket Information. Lenhart Grand 
Baaroom, Union. 
9 p.m.-l s.m. - Homecoming 
Semi-Formal Dry Dock No jeans, 
sweets, or shorts. Free and open to 
a*. Basement of Harshman 
Quadrangle 
10 p.m., Midnight -UAO Movie 
"Monty Python's The Meaning of 
Ufa. fl SO wtth BGSU 1.0. 210 
Math Science. 
10 p.m.-2 s.m. - Homecoming 
Formal dance Sponeered by the 
Black Student Union Northeast 
Commons. 
J I, 10 s.m.- Church Services 
|a»aj st. John's Episcopal Church. 1 SOD 
~H E Wooster 
•.10s.m.. Noon -Church 
10:30e.m.- Homecoming 
Zeta Beta Tau picnic. 
10:30 s.m. - Homecoming 
Alpha Gsmme Delta brunch, open 
house. 
10:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m.- 
Alphe Omicron PI open house 
11 a.m. — Homecoming 
I leu buffet Lunch. 
11 s.m.-Homecoming 
Delta Gemma cookout and open 
houae. 
11 s.m.-4 p.m. -Homecoming 
Delta Zeta open houae 
St Atoyskjs Church, 150S 
Enterpnae 
8:30,11 em.-Church Services 
St. Marks Lutheran Church. 316 
S Cosege (Sondsy school at 9 45 
[ a.m.). 
■ a.m. — Homecoming 
Beta Theta Pi Got! Scramble 
Beta Thela PI Cookout 
12 p.m.-2 p.m. - Homecoming 
PI Beta PI lunch. 
1:30 p.m.-FootbaH 
Homecoming. Welcome back to 
school day BGSU vs. Oreo 
Unrvararty Doyt L Perry Field 
3:30 p.m. - Homecoming 
Phi Delta Theta pig roast 
3:30-8 pun. - llomeoomtng 
Annual Homecoming Art Show 
Off Campus Student Center, 
Moseiey Hal. 
4-7 p.m. - Homecoming 
Sigma Phi Epsaon reception 
Falcon Plaza Inn. 
BGSU vs New Mexico Women*' 
Federal Savings Bank Soccer 
Oaaaic Clevelend State University 
7p.es. mawgnt-llomscomlng 
Zeta Beta Tau dance Wntergsrdon 
Lodge. 
7p.rn.-r 
Beta Theta PI banquet. Hoaday am. 
7:30 p.m. - Homecoming 
Kappa Sigma banquet. Ramadalnn. 
7:30 pun. - Homecoming 
Alpha Sigma Phi dinner and dance. 
MaumeeRrver Yacht Club 
7:30 p.m.-VoHeybell 
BGSU at Western Michigan 
University. Kelamazoo 
8 p.m. — Homecoming 
Trumpet player Clark Terry and the 
Alumni Big Band wB par/. Tickets 
S5. $7 and $9 with a $2 djeoount 
for students Kobacker Hal. Moora 
Musical Arts Center 
I p.m.-UAO Movie 
The Little Mermaid ." S1.50 wan 
BGSU I D 210Math Science 
8 pun. - Theatre Production 
Ne« Simon's "Barefoot si the Park " 
Tickets ere $4 for students and 
senior citizens snd $8 for others. 
Eva Marie Saint Theatre. University 
9,11a.m. -Church I 
First United Methodist Church. 
1506 E Wooster 
9:30 s.m. - Church Service 
Grace Brethren Church. 121 S 
Enterprlae. 
10 a.m. - Church >ervlce 
Prout Chapel. 
10 a.m.-Church Service 
Unrvererty Christian Church. 1040 
Choral Rehearsal Hal. Moora 
Mueical Arts Center 
10 s.m.-Church Service 
FretPreebytenen Church. 1268. 
Church. 
10,11:30a.m., 7 p.m. -Church 
St Thomej More Pariah. 426 
Thurson 
10a.m., 8 p.m.-Church Services 
Dayepnng Assembly of God, 
17360 N.Dixie Highway 
10:15 s.m.-Church Service 
Christ Community Church. 123 E. 
Court St (Sunday School at 9:16 
a.m.). 
10:30 US - Church Service 
Peace Lutheran Church, 1028 
Wee! Peart (Sunday school st 9:15 
a.m.). 
10:30 s.m. - Homecoming 
Phi Delta Theta golf outing 
10:30 s.m. - Church Service 
Agape Church of Prayer United 
Christian Feeowshlp. 313 Thurson 
(BSHe study at 9:30 a.m.). 
10:30 a. m. - Church Service 
Trinity United Methodist Church. 
200 N Summit (Sunday school st 
9:15 s.m). 
10:30 a.m.. 6 pun. - Church 
Fret Bapnet Church. 749 S. 
Winter garden. 
10:45 s.m. -Church Service 
Fast Cnrteean Church. 876 
Haaklns (Sunday school at 9.30 
a.m.|. 
10:45 a.m. -Church Service 
Deliverance Tabernacle Church of 
God. 1 7202 N Mercer (Sunday 
school st 9 30s m | 
11 s.m.— Homecoming 
Kappa Sigme farewel reoapaon 
11 s.m.-Church Service 
Maumee Vaaey Unttanan 
Uraversakst Congregation Schaser 
Hal. 130 W. Inoaria, Parryaburg 
(Reaglous education at 10 a.m ). 
11 a.m. -Church Service 
Foursquare Gospel Church. 206 
Sandrldge 
11 a.m., 7 p.m. - Church Services 
New Horizon Pentecostal Church 
of God, 620 Second St. (Sunday 
school at 10a.m.) 
2 pun. - Theatre Production 
Nee Simon's "Barefoot si the Park- 
Tickets are S4 lor students end 
senior citizens. SO lor others. Eva 
Mane Selnt Theetre, Unrverarty 
Hal. 
2-4 p.m. - Art Exhibit 
Featuring work by BGSU's Dr. Paul 
Running. Sponsored by the Lima 
Art Association and the Ohio Arts 
Counci. 65-67 Town Square. 
Lima. 
6 p.m. - Menonlte Fellowship and 
Worahlp 
Meal at 6 p.m , feeowshlp a! 7 p.m. 
Open to at Free chid care 
avaSabie United Christian 
Feeowshlp Center, 313Thuratln. 
7:SO pjn. - Planetarium Program 
"The Voyager Encounters." 
Concerns the Voyager spacecraft 
and ft* photographs SI donation. 
Planetarium 
8 aun.-4:»0 pun. - Hew Music snd 
ArtFestlvsl 
"Video Inalsastlona." Free and 
open to al Fine Arts GaBary. 
9 a.m.-5 p.m.-Sweetest Day 
Raffle Sale 
Tickets $1 each or 8 for SB. Open 
to students, faculty, and staff. 
Sponsored by the Honors Student 
Aaaodatton. Union Foyer. 
11:30 a.m.-Church Service 
St. Thomae Mora Parteh. 426 
Thureon. 
4 pjn. - Intramural Deadline 
Entries due for fraternity loa 
hockey. Par, begina October 14. 
108 Student Recreation Center 
8 p.m. -Students for Life 
Free and open to al Faculty 
Lounge, Union 
8 p.m. - Poatry Weeding 
Poet Dan Raphael Dtugonstu. 
author of eight books and a 
graduate of BGSU's creative writing 
program, wfl reed. Free and open 
to al Prout Chapel 
S e.m.-4:30 pjn. - New Music and 
I Art Festival 
"Video kwtaaatlons." Free and 
I open to al. Fire Arts P alary. 
9 a.m.-6 p.m. - Sweeteat Dey 
Raffle Sale 
TlcketeSI each or 6 for SS. Open 
to atudenta. faculty, and staff. 
Sponsored by the Honor* Student 
I AasooarBon Union Foyer. 
It a.m.-COCO, 
(immunity Off Campus 
Organization general assembly. 
Free and open to al. Ground level. 
Moseiey 
2:30 p.m.-New Music snd Art 
Feathal 
Pra-leatfval workshop Sound and 
movement workshop given by the 
Omaha Magic theatre tor BGSU 
theetre department. Joe E. Brown 
Theatre. University Hal 
8-7:30 p.m. - United Karate 
System 
BGSU Karate Club Open to el. 
Eppler Center. 
7 p.m. -SolidRock ChrieHan 
FeUowefHp 
Meeting. Free and opanloal. 
Prout Chapel. 
7:30 p.m.-Gender Discussion 
Everything you Wanted to ask the 
Opposite Sex but Haven't." A panel 
ol campus men and women wtl be 
present to answer questions 
concerning anything. Free and 
open to al. 3rd floor lounge. 
McDonekf North 
• p.m.-SCEC 
Student Council of Exceptlonel 
Children  Marilyn Snled w* speak 
on chemical dependency in 
S. 406 Education 
Ip.m.-A.S.I.D. 
American Society of Interior 
Designers Free snd open to si. 12 
Applied Human Ecology. 
1:30 pun. - Women's Spirituality 
Group 
Free and open to el 217 W 
Washington St 
9 p.m.- Pesos Coalition 
Free end open to ell. United 
Christian Fellowship Center, SIS 
Thuretln. 
8 pjn. - College Democrats 
Free and open to al. 110Bu*mess 
AomHstrstion 
9:30 p.m. - Progressive Student 
Organization 
Meeting. Free and open to al. 
United Christian Fellowship Center. 
313Thurstin 
9 a.m.-4:S0 pun. - Near Music and 
ArtFestlvsl 
"Video Installations " Free snd 
open to al Fine Arts Gallery 
8s.m.-6 p.m.-Sweeteat Day 
Tickets $1 eechcr8forS5.0pen 
to students, faculty, and staff 
Sponsored by the Honors Student 
Association. Union Foyer. 
10-11:30 a.m.-Advisement 
For hearing impaired majors 444 
Education. 
11:30 a.m.-Church Service 
St. Themes More Pariah. 426 
Thuretln. 
Noon-1 p.m. - Student Open 
Forum 
President Caacamp. Free and open 
to al 221 McFal Center 
12:30 pjn. - Forum Luncheon 
"In Anticipation of the 
QutncerrtsnraeJ of 1492: Forum to 
Feature Talk on Christopher 
Columbus.''Robert Earfy. 
Professor of Creative Writing end 
Mercedes Junquers w* speak 
S6.25. Reaervationa necessary. 
Sponsored by the Coiege ol Arts 
end Sciences Alumni Room, 
Union. 
1-3:30 pun. - Advisement 
For hearing impaired majors 444 
Education. 
3:30 pjn. - Seminar 
Department of Biological Sciences. 
Topic and speaker to be 
announced  11 2 Lite Science 
3:30 pun. - Soccer 
BGSU at Miami University Oxford 
3:30-4:20 pun. - Fan Workshop 
Series 
'Everything You Ever Wanted to 
Know About the Library but Were 
Afraid to Ask " Given by Janet 
Welch. Coordinator of Ubrary 
IJextr-Educstlon. The Study Skato 
Lab.213Mosery. 
3:4* pjn. - National Student 
Exchange) 
Information Session Sue Young 
snd Steve Mller win speak. Free 
and open to al Sponsored by the 
Cooperative Education Office. Cal 
372-2451 to RSVP. Ohio Room, 
Union 
4-5 pjn. - Ubrary Demonstrstton 
"Beyond BGSU: CCLC and Ubrary 
Catalogs Over the Internet." Cal 
372-2382 to sign up Free and 
open to si Jerome Library. 
7:30 p.m. - Freeh man Bible Study 
Free and open to at. United 
Christian Feeowshlp Center. 313 
Thuretln. 
7:30 sun. - College Republican 
Free and opanloal. 101 Buemees 
8 p.m. - New Musk and Art 
Festival 
The Omehe Magic Theatre w* 
perform "Body Leaks." Ticket* S2 
at the music center box office. 
Kobacker Hal. Moore Musical Arts 
Canter. 
S pun. - mtormetlonel Masting 
Summer Study Program In France. 
Or. CharteaChitbe. Director of 
mtemebonel Business, w* speak 
Free snd open to al Sponsored by 
the department ol economics 
1008 Boemeea Adrrwastratlon 
t s.m.-4:30 p.m. - Nn Music and 
Art Feetrvel 
'Video Inetaiatlone." Free and 
open to at Fine Arts Getery 
t:»0-11:30 s. m. and 2:30-4:30 
pun. - New Music and Art Festival 
Workshop Featuring Deborah Tel. 
artistic OVector of the University 
Performing Dancers and guest 
composer Joan La Barbara Free 
and open to al 201 Hayes Hal. 
2:30-4:30 p.m. - Coffee Hour*. 
Free and open to si. Sponsored by 
WSA 411 South Hal 
5:1 6 p.m. - Church Sendee 
St. Thomas More Parish, 426 
Thurstm 
•■7:30 p.m. - United Karat* 
System 
BOSU Karate Club. Open to at. 
Eppler Center 
4 p.m.-New Music and Art 
CM 
7:10 p.m. - Fellowship ot 
Christian Alhletes 
Sponsored by Chrtat Community 
Church. Union. 
I p.m. - Theatre Production 
Men Simons "Barefoot In the Park.' 
Tickets are $4 lor students and 
senior citizens. $6 for others. Eva 
Marie Saint Theatre. University 
7:30 p.m.- Thursday Night Lie* 
Free and open to an Sponsored by 
BOSU BaH* Studio*. Presidential 
Lounge. Ice Arene 
8 p.m. - New Music and Art 
Feethrel 
Concert Mostly MIDI Series. 
Electronic Music. Free and open to 
el Kobacker Hat. Moore Musical 
Arts Center. 
6:30 p.m. - Lesbian and Gay 
Alliance 
Free and open to al. Basement, 
United Christian Feaowship Center, 
313Thureon. 
8:46 p.m. - Lsnhart Classic Flan 
Sort** 
Alfred Hitchcock Month. -The Man 
Who Knew Too Much." Free and 
open to al. 210 Math Sciences. 
1 a.m. - New Mute and Art 
wnlral 
"Composer to Composer: A 
Dialogue With Joan Tower." A 
panel discussion moderated by 
Donald M. Wtson. Free and open 
loan Kobacker Hal, Moore 
Musical Arts Center 
9 «.m.-4:30 p.m. - New Musk and 
Art Festival 
"Video Inalaiutions " Free and 
open to al Fine Arts Gallery 
10:30 a.m.-New Music and Art 
Feetrvel 
Concert. Free and open to al. 
Bryan Recital Hal, Moore Muelcal 
Arts Canter. 
Noon - Graduate Student 
Luncheon 
$1 donation Open to at United 
Chriatlan Fellowship Center. 313 
Thuraon 
12:15 p.m. -Church Service 
St. Thomas More Pariah, 425 
Thurstm 
2 p.m. - Croea Country 
Men's team at All-Ohio 
Championships Delaware. Ohio 
2 p.m.-CHOP Walk 
10 K we* Fundralslng for hunger 
Free and open to at. City Park. 
2:30 p.m.- New Mueic and Art 
ftsjaanlanriii with participants of a 
Festival workshop Given by Joan 
La Barbers and Deborah Tel. Free 
and open to al Kobacker Hal, 
Moore Muelcal Arts Center 
Noon-11 p.m. - Qemes Fest 
Weekend 
Strategy and role playing games 
wit be featured. Free and open to 
al Sponsored by the 8G Gaming 
Society Hidden Realms comic 
bookstore. 126 1/2 W. WoocMr. 
7 p-ra. - New Music snd Art 
Feethrel 
"Video Art " Lecture by akmnua 
Roger Greive Free and open to al 
204 Fin* Arts. 
7pjn.-Vollevbaa' 
BOSU vs. Miami Unhrarslty. Free 
and open to at Anderson Arena. 
7:30 p.m.-Hockey 
BOSU at Lake Superior State 
Unrverslty. Suit St*. Marts, 
Michigan. 
I p.m. - N jw Music and Art 
Festival 
Art exreb Bon and pubac reception 
mataaatlons by Rita Myers and 
Stain* Vsautka. Free and open to 
al. Fine Arts Gallery 
a p.m. -Theatre Production 
Net Simon's "Barefoot In the Park 
Ticket* are $4 for students and 
senior dozens, S6 for others Evs 
Marie Saint Theatre, University 
a snd 10 p.m.. Midnight. -UAO 
"Cry-Baby." $1 SO with valid 
BGSU student I D. 210 Math 
Sciences 
• p.m. - New Music and Art 
Fsetrvsl 
Concert featuring composer Joan 
La Barbara coleboratlng with Judy 
Chicago Free and open to al 
Kobacker Hal, Moore Muelcal Arts 
Center 
• p.m.-1 a.m. - Dry Deck 
WFAL conteat night Free and open 
to at. Co-sponacrad by WFAL. 
Baaement of Harshman 
Quadrangle. 
Concert Free and open to al. 
Bryan Recital Hal. Moore Musical 
Art* Cantor. 
2:30-4:30 p.m. -Coffee Hours 
Free and open to al Sponsored by 
WSA. 411 South Hal. 
3:30 p.m. - Cross Country 
Women's team at Al-Ohio 
Championships Delaware. Ohio 
1:30 p.m.- Hocking Hill. Oat 
faatl 
Return We afternoon, October 
14  Hiking in Southern Ohio $20 
Open tost Limited space 
avaaabte. SI Thome* More Parish, 
425 Thuraon. 
9 *.m. - T*nnls 
Men's team BOSU Fat Invitational 
9a.m. -New Muslcand Art 
Festival 
Presentation of paper* by Room 
Bargar, Gerald E Evans, Waaam E. 
Lake, and Paul and Moiy Plcclone. 
Free and open to al. Bryan Recital 
Hal. Moor* Musical Arts Center. 
10 a.m.-New Music and Art 
Feetrvel 
Masterclass with members of 
Continuum Free and open tool. 
1040 Moore Musical Arts Center. 
Nooo-11 p-m. - Osmes Fest 
Weekend 
Strategy and rote-playing games 
wal be featured. Free end open to 
al Sponsored by the BG Gaming 
Society  Hidden Realme comic 
bookstore, 125 1/2 W. Worjeter. 
2:30 p.m. - Now Music and Art 
Festival 
"Making Art, Making Music 1900." 
Panel discussion with composers 
Joan La Barbara and Joan Tower 
Free and open to al. Bry*n Recital 
Hal, Moore Musical Arts Center. 
4 p.m. - New Music snd Art 
Festival 
Concert. Featuring music 
composed by Waaace DoPuo. 
Jennfler Hlgdon. Stephen White, 
Shmsh Korde, Peter Uouwen and 
Chartee Wuorlnen Free and open 
tod Bryan Recital Hal, Moore 
Muelcal Arts Center 
4 p.m. - Church Sendee 
St. Thorns* Mor* Para*. 425 
Thurstln 
5:30 p.m. - Church 8Trie* 
St AJoyskJ* Church, 1 50 S 
Enterprise 
7 p-m. - Silent Frlm Claaslc 
Tru* Hsert Sust*." Features Lasan 
Glah. Introduction by fern historian 
Anthony Sade and accompaniment 
by New York paras! Stuart 
Oderman Free and open to at 
QMh Fern Th**ter. 
7 p.m.-Volleyball 
BGSU vsBel State University. 
Free and open to al. Anderson 
Arena. 
7:15 p.m.-Soccer 
BGSU at University of Akron 
7:30 pjn.- Hockey 
BGSU at Lake Superior State 
Unrverslty SautlSte Matte, 
Michigan 
7:30 p.m. -Football 
BGSU st Unrverslty of Toledo 
I p.m. - Theatre Production 
Net Simons "Barefoot m the Park." 
Tickets $8. $4 for students and 
senior citizens. Eva Marie Ssmt 
Theatre. University Hal. 
S p.m. - New Mueic snd Art 
Concert Forefront series presents 
Continuum. Tickets svaeable at the 
Moore Mueical Arts Center box 
office  $3 for students and senior 
citizen*, $5 for other*. Kobacker 
Hal, Moore Mueical Arts Center. 
Iand10p.m„t4ldnloht.-UAO 
"Cry-Bsby." $1.50 with valid 
BGSU student ID 210 Math 
I p.m.-t s.m. - Dry Dock 
Proorooafve night. Free and open 
to at. Co-srjonsorad by WBGU 
Basement of Harshman 
Quadrangle. 
I 9,10 a.m. - Church i 
R*M St. John's Episcopal Church, 1500 
I E Woostsr. 
8,10 a.m.. Noon-Church 
St Akjyslua Church, 150 S 
Enterprioe 
8:30,11 a.m.-Church Services 
St. Mark's Lutheran Church, 316 
| S College (Sunday school at 9 45 
am.). 
• am. - Tennis 
Men's team BOSU Fat Invitational 
9,11a.m.- Church Services 
First United Methodist Church, 
1506E  Wooater 
9:30 a.m. - Church Service 
Grace Brethren Church, 121 S. 
Enterprise 
9:10 e.m., 9 p-m. - Church 
Services 
First Bapttet Church. 740 S. 
Wmtergarden. 
10 a.m.-Church Service 
Urtversrry Chrisosn Church. 1040 
Choral Rehearsal Hat. Moore 
Muelcal Arts Center. 
10 a.m. - Church Service 
First Presbyterian Church. 126S 
Church. 
10 a.m. - Church 9*rvlc* 
Chrlet Community Church, 
Woman*Club, 134 N. Prospect 
10,11:30 s.m„7 p.m.-Church 
St. Thomas More Pariah, 425 
Thurstln. 
10 am., I p.m. -Church Services 
Oeyspring Assembly of God. 
173B0N DixieHkjhwey 
10:15 a.m.-Church Service 
Chrtat Community Church. 123E. 
Court St (Sunday School at 0.16 
a.m.). 
10:30a.m.-ChurchService 
Agape Church ot Praysr United 
Chrtetlan Fesowerap. 313 Thurstm 
(Bible study at 9:30 am ). 
10:30 ejn-Church Service 
Trinity United Method* Church, 
200 N Summit (Sunday school st 
9:tSam.). 
10:30 s.m. - Church Servlc* 
Peace Lutheran Church, 1028 
Weet Pearl (Sunday school at 9 1 5 
am.). 
10:46 a.m. - Church Service 
First Christian Church, 875 
Itaaktna. 
10:46 a.m. - Church Service 
Deliverance Tabernacle Church of 
God. 17202 N Mercer (Sunday 
school at 9.30 am). 
11 s.m. -New MusK snd Art 
in 
Seminar by composer Joan Tower 
Free and open to al. Music 
Technology Studio, 2102 Moore 
Muelcal Arts Center. 
11 a.m.-Church Service 
MaumssValey Unitarian 
Uravereaaat Congregation Senator 
Hal. 130 W. Indiana. Perrysburg 
(Religious education at 10 am). 
tt am.-Church Servlc* 
Foursquare Gospel Church. 206 
Sandrldge. 
tt a.m., 7 p.m.-Church 8 
New Horizon Pentecostal Church 
of God. 820 Second St (Sunday 
school at 10 a.m.) 
OKU at University of Michigan 
Arm Arbor. 
Noort-11 pjn. - Osms* F**t 
Weekend 
Strategy and role-playmg gemea 
wal be featured. Free and open to 
al Sponsored by the BG Gaming 
Society Hidden Realms comic 
book etore. 128 1/2 W. Wooater 
2-8 p.m. - National Alcohol 
AwarenoeeWook 
Natural High Training Or. Las 
Wotherspoon. author and 
syndicated columnist. w« apeak 
$ 15 per person, $50 per group, up 
to 7 people. Open to students. 
program planner*, and soca* 
directors Sponsored by 
mtrafratemrry Cound and 
Panheeenlc Council 200 Eppler 
North 
2-6 pjn. - New Muele and Art 
Feetrvel 
■Video Installations." Free snd 
open to all. Fin* Art* Gallery. 
1 p.m. - New Music and Art 
Festival 
Bowling Green Phaarmonia, under 
the direction of Emily Freeman 
Brown. Free and open to al. 
Kobacker Hal. Moore Musical Arts 
Center. 
9 pjn. - Church Service 
Pentecostal Young People'* 
Association. 820 Second St. 
8 pjn. - MsnonHo Fellowship snd 
Worship 
Meal at 8 p.m . feaowship at 7 p.m 
Open to al Free chid car* 
available Umted Christian 
Feaowship Center. 313 Thurstm 
9 a.m.-4:30 p.m. - New Music snd 
Art Fa st Ivsl 
I "Video installations " Free and 
I open to al Fine Arts 0 alary. 
11:30 a.m. -Church Service 
St. Thomas More Pariah. 426 
| Thurstm 
3:30-6 p.m. - Reforms In Soviet 
Higher Education 
Dr Vladimir Pavtovich Boiepako wal 
speak Free and open to si. 
Sponsored by the Department ot 
Educational Foundation* and 
Inquiry 203 Education 
7 p.m. - HI ape me Heritage Month 
Reception and opening of 
traditional and modem rasper* art 
skrebrt Gesery. McFal Center 
7:30 p.m. - Phi Alpha Delta 
Pre-lew fraternity Free and open to 
al  101 Buameea Admmietration 
I p.m. - Students for Llle 
Free and open to al Faculty 
Lounge. Union 
9-11 p.m. - National Alcohol 
Awareness Week 
Natural High Party Whipped 
cream, equal gun, moonoa*. 8 foot 
neon sticks, and voeeybal Umbo 
and Dirty Dancmg Conteal Author 
and eyndtoatod cokjmntat Dr Las 
Wotherspoon wal appear. Free 
Open to students, faculty, and 
staff Sponsored by P A R T V 
Irnratratarnlty Counct. PinrniTac 
Cound. and Resident Student 
Association Eppler South 
1:30 p.m. - Open Share 
Free and open to al United 
Christian Feaowship Center. 313 
Thurasn. 
I I a.m.-S p.m. - Hispanic Heritage 
TrerJeonal and modem hlspanlc srt 
exhibit. Free and open to al. 
| Oakery. McFsl Center 
9sm.-4:30p.m -New Music snd 
Art Feetrvel 
"Video mataaatlons-' Free and 
open to al. Fin* Arts Gallery 
* pjn. - Tennle 
Women* teem at Ohio Star* 
3:30 p.m. - tftf>f*T 
BGSU at University of Detroit. 
3:30-8 p.m.-Library 
Demonstration 
"EMC and P*ycUT ." Cat 
372-2382 to sign up. Free and 
open to al Jerome Library 
4 p.m. - Intramural Deedllne 
Entries due for women's bowing. 
Play begme October 22. 108 
Student Recreation Center 
6-7:30 p.m. - United Karate 
Systsm 




America A New View or Continued 
U.S. kiterventlonr' Dr. V. Jerone 
Stephen* wal speak. Free and 
open to at Second floor lounge, 
Student Services 
7 p.m. - Volleybell 
BGSU at University ot Dayton 
7 p.m. - Solid Rock Chrtetlan 
Fellowship 
Misting.. Free and Open to at 
Prout Chapel 
6-11 p.m. -National Alcohol 
Awareness Week 
Talk Show. Free and open to al. 
Sponsored by the Intrsfraternity 
Cound, Panheaemc Cound, and 
Honors Student Association 
Lenhart Grand Baaroom. Union 
9 p.m.-Peece Coalition 
Free and open to al United 
Chriatlan Feaowship Center. 313 
Thuraon. 
9 p.m. - College Democrats 
Free and open to al   IIOBusmees 
Administration. 
9:30 pjn. - Progressive Student 
Organization 
Free and open to al. United 
Christian Feaowship Center, 313 
Thurstm 
10-11 p.m. - National Alcohol 
Awareneea Week 
Mocktaas Free and open toal 
Sponsored by GAMMA. Greeks 
Advocating Mature Management of 
Alcohol. Chi Omega House 
9 *.m.-6 p.m. - Hispanic Heritage 
Traditional and modem hiapanic art 
exhibit Free arid open toal. 
Gelery. McFal Center 
9 a.m -4:30 p.m. - Near Music snd 
ArtF.itlval 
"Video Inetaaationa." Free snd 




For hearing Impaired motors. 444 
Education. 
10 s.m.-2 p.m. -National Alcohol 
Awareness Week 
Car Beeh Free end open to at 
Sponsored by the Non-Traditional 
Student Association Union Oval 
11:30 a.m. -Church Service 
St Thomas Mor* Pariah. 426 
Thurstm 
Calendar continued page 4 
Romanovsky & Phillips returning 
to dispel any homophobic fears 
They're talented, tunny, open, 
critically-acclaimed, gay and 
proud. They're Ron Romanovsky 
and Paul Phillips, and they're 
coming to BGSU 
The duo now Know as Roma- 
novsky and Phillips will perform in 
Bryan Recital Hall, Moore 
Musical Arts Center, next Friday, 
Oct 19. Though college students 
across the country are used to 
paying up to $10 to see RAP, BG 
students can experience the 
ease and hilarity for the bargain- 
basement price of free However, 
arriving early to the 8 p.m. show 
is advised, as the hall is expected 
to be filled to capacity for the 
event. 
Romanovsky grew up in a 
suburb ol Pittsburgh, Pennsyl- 
vania, where he studied piano, 
guitar, and the limitations of his 
white, heterosexual middle-class 
background. After high school he 
came out to his family and moved 
to San Francisco to pursue a 
career as an entertainer. He 
began playing at coffee houses, 
where he noticed "conspicuous 
absence of gay men singing 
songs relevant to their lives." 
He then began performing on 
a more personal level, 
opening the eyes of his 
audience to the trials and 
tribulations of life as a 
homosexual. 
Phillips is the son of show- 
business parents, thereby 
growing up as a performer. 
He was singing in nursing 
homes and hospitals with 
his family at age six, and 
made his solo stage 
debut as Little Jack 
Homer when he was 
but seven. In high 
school he displayed 
potential as a cheer 
leader and baton 
.twirier, and studied 
briefly at Whea 
ton College. His 
college career 
ended when he 
was deemed "not 
manly enough" to 
travel with the Men's Glee Club, 
and from there he moved first to 
Bloomington, Indiana, then on to 
New York and San Francisco. 
He met Romanovsky by chance 
in Golden Gate Park, and six 
months later the two had started 
their act together as Roma- 
novsky and Phillips. 
Despite of. or perhaps due to, 
their delicate and personal 
subject matter, the duo has 
received raving reviews from 
many critics. The most common 
compliment of their show has 
been the freedom with which 
they discuss their lives and the 
lives of other gay people, men 
and women Appealing to the 
heterosexual crowd as well, they 
also address women's issues 
and global reform. 
This will be a return visit to 
Bowling Green for R&P, and 
they have already developed a 
strong following among BGSU 
students. Erik Strom, Founders 
director, expressed his delight 
with the stand that the University 
is taking by bringing the pair to 
campus. His view is that there is 
an important message to be 
gotten across regarding homo- 
sexuals, and he is pleased in the 
positive reception R&P encoun- 
tered with their last visit. 
The performance, which wiN 
be interpreted for the hearing- 
impaired, is co-sponsored by 
Founders Quad, Residence 
Education Series, LAGA, 
Women for Women, University 
Programmers Council, and the 
Human Relations Commission. 
BODY LEAKS 
The Omaha Magic Theatre will perform Wednesday. Oct. 10. The 
performance is entitled "Body Leaks" and Is a "wry, sardonic, iron- 
ic " type ol self-exploration. 
Festival... 
Continued from page 1 
dents and $5 for others. 
Throughout the festival two video in- 
stallations will be on display in the Fine 
Arts Gallery: "In the Drowning Pool." 
by Rita Myers and "Vocalizations," by 
Steina Vasulka in coBaboration wfth 
Joan La Barbara The gallery will be 
open from 9 a.m.-4 p.m. Monday 
through Friday, and from 2-5p.m. on 
IIHIII mttu STArt wrumr 
Sunday. Admission to the exhibit is 
tree and open to all 
In conjunction with the festival, the 
Mostly MIDI series will open at 8 p.m. 
Thursday, Oct. 11, In Kobacker Hall 
The concert series offers listener- 
friendly combinations of computer mu- 
sic and video and acoustic Instru- 
ments. 
Green Sheet Is published by the Bowling Green State University 
Office of Student Pubicalions tor students, faculty and staff. 
The next issue ot Green Sheet will be published Oct. 19. It wi cover 
events occuring Oct. 22 through Nov. 4 The deadline to submit 
information for that issue is noon Wednesday, Oct. 17. 
Al events must be submitted in writing to the Green Sheet editor, 
210 West Hal. There Is no charge to have an Item listed. 
Editor: Melissa Henry 
Calendar: Tom Rodda 
Production. Lisa Clesinskl 
Continued from page 3 
1 -3:30 p.m. - Advisement 
For hearing Impaired ma)ora. 444 
Education. 
3:30 p.m. - Seminar 
Department of Biological Sclencea 
Topic and speaker to be 
announced 112 Life Science. 
3:30-6 p.m. - Library 
•'PsychUT and ERIC."CeJ 
372-2362 to Sign up Free and 
open to al. Jerome Library. 
4 p.m. - University Placement 
Ftrat choice interview signups 
Northeast Commons 
4 p.m. - Intramural Deadline 
Entriee due for coed raquetoaa. 
double. Play begina October 22. 
108 Student Recreation Center 
5 p.m. -Whoa Who Nomlnstlon. 
Deadkne 406 Student Services 
6 p.m. - University Placemen! 
Services 
First choice interview atgn-ups. 
Forum. Education. 
7:00 p.m.-Mid Week Prayer 
First Baphat Church. 749 S 
WWergarden 
7:00 sue..-Prayer Meeting 
Agape Church of Prayer United 
Christian Fesowship. 313 Thurstln 
7:10 p.m. - Freshman BIN. Study 
Free and open to an United 
Christian Fesowship Center, 313 
Thurstln. 
7:304:30 p.m. - College 
Republican. 
Frs* and open to al. 101 Business 
Administration. 
7:30-* p.m. - History Society 
Meeting 
T.V. room. Commuter Center. 
basement of Moeeley 
S p.m. — Theatre Production 
"The Royal Hunt of me Sun." $2. 
Planetarium. 
• p.m- Circle K Meeting 
Alumni Room. Union. 
• a.m.-5 p.m. - Hispanic Heritage 
Traditional and modem hispanc art 
exhibit Free and open to el. 
Oatary. McFal Center 
11:30a.m.-3:30p.m.- Hlspsnlc 
Heritage Month 
CuBursI Day Singing dancing, 
fashion and food wS be on display 
Free and open to si. Amanl, 
Commons. 
2:30-4:30 p.m. - Coflee Hours. 
Free and open to al Sponsored by 
WSA 411 South Mel 
J-« p.m. - National Alcohol 
Awareness Week 
Aeroblcyde ChasSnga. Free and 
open to al Student Recreation 
Center. 
5:15 p.m.-Church Service 
81 Thomas Mora Parish. 426 
ThuraBn. 
HtspantsllsrWaaa Month 
Discussion of issues fsdng migrant 
workers Some rapi eesntatl.ea of 
the state legaeatura and executive 
branch are expected to participate 
Free and open tost Amanl, 
Commons.    - » •» »• »• 
4-7:30 p.m. - National Alcohol 
AWSWISSTM WfsWst 
Fri-For-AI Aerobic Awareness 
Free and open to al. Student 
Recreation Center. 
6-7:30 run. - United Karata 
Syetem 
BGSU Karate Club Open to al 
E peter Center 
7:30 p.m. - Hoctey 
BGSU vs. University of Michigan 
Ice Arena 
7:30 p.m. - FeHow.hlp of 
Chriatlan Athletes. 
Sponsored by Chriat Community 
Church Union. 
7:30 p.m. -Thuradsy Night Live 
Free and open to al Sponaorsdby 
BOSU Bible Studiea Presidential 
Lounge. Ice Arena. 
7:30-10 p.m.- National Alcohol 
Asyereneee weak 
Pool After Hours/Mocktaas Free 
and open to ai Sponsored by 
Student Recreation Center and 
Resident Student Association. 
Andrew* Pool. Student Recreation 
Center. 
S p.m. - Theatre Production 
"The Royal Hunt of the Sun " $2 
Planetarium 
8:30 p.m. - Lesbian and Gay 
Free and open to m\. Basement, 
United Christian FesOwehlp Cenlei. 
313Thuratm. 
1:46 p.m. - Lsnhert Cleaeic Film 
Series 
Aired Hitchcock Month. "Hope." 
Free and open lost 210k 
10 ajn.-4:30 p.m. - Hlspsnlc 
Heritage Month 
Hispanic literature conference. 
Writers Tato Lavkwa and Maritza 
Arraetla and poets Ana Caatato and 
I Jose Montoya we participate. Free 
I and open to at. Amanl. Commons. 
Noon - Graduate Student 
Luncheon 
$1 donation. Open to al United 
Chriatlan Fesowship Canter, 313 
Thurstln 
4 p.m.-Soccer 
BGSU vs. DePaul University 
5 p.m. - BG Gaming Society 
Free and open to al 222 
Education. 
7:30 p.m. - Hockey 
BGSU at University of Michigan. 
Ann Arbor. 
7:48.10 sun. - U A0 Movie 
"Steel Magnoaas." S1 50 with vaH 
BGSU student I 0 210 Math 
Sciences. 
S p.m. - Concert 
Romanovsky and Phaspe with Lynn 
Lavner. Free and open to al. 
Sponsored by Founders 
Quadrangle. Residence Education 
Seflee. Lesbian and Gay AJaance. 
Women for Woman, and University 
Programmera. 
S p.m. — Theatre Production 
The Royal Hunt of the Sun    $2 
Planetarium 
S-11 p.m. - National Alcohol 
Awareness Wee* 
Happy Daze Dance. Frse and open 
toes'. Sponsored by kioatratomrty 
Coundsnd Psnheeamc Cound. 
<M 
12:15a.m.-UAOMo«la 
"Altered States '$ 1 50 with vasd 
BGSU Student I.D 210 Math 
Sciences 
S a.m.-4:30 p.m. - Seminar 
Student Leadership Training 
Seminar Andy Mozentarwfa" 
speak $ 15, includes lunch, can go 
on Bursar Be Open to any on 
campus student leader Sponsored 
by Student Activities and 
Orientation and the SOLD 
Organization. Lenhart Grand 
Balroom. Union. 
Noon - Swimming 
Men's and Women's teams at 
Xavier University Cinnclnatl 
2 p.m. - Theatre Production 
"The Royal Hunt of the Sun." $2 
Planetarium 
4 p.m.~ Volleyball 
BGSU vs. University of LoutsvMe 
Free and open to al Andorsor 
Arena. 
7 p.m. - Football 
Unoer the Lights Student 
Appreciation Day BGSU vs. 
Eastern Michigan University. Ooyt 
L Perry Field 
7:30 p.m. - Football Game Flash 
Cards 
Fssturtng "the Women of 
McDonald Quadrangle " Doyt L 
Perry Field 
7:45,10p.m.-UAO» 
"Steal Maonoasa."S1.50 wHh 
student l.0. 210 Math Science. 
• p.m. - Theatre Production 
The Royal Hunt of Sie Sun " $2 
Planetarium. 
12:16 a.m. - UAO Movie 
"Attared States. "»1 50 wsti 
t.,. ,;Wa»Jsan,S>.1)|iaj|rs»Mll -, 
